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LUTE MUSIC IN SIXTEENTH-CENTURY GERMAN SPEAKING COUNTRIES: A STUDY OF THE
MANUSCRIPTS PL-LZU M6983, CH-BU F.IX.70 AND D-SI G.1.4.

Katarzyna Wiktoria Milek

In part because of the complexities of the German tablature system, lute music preserved in
manuscripts from German-speaking regions has been much less studied than music from sources
notated in French or Italian tablature. This thesis provides editions and analysis of music from three
important German manuscripts of the sixteenth century: M6983, stored in the University Library in
Lodz, Poland; F.IX.70, kept in the Öffentliche Bibliothek der Universität in Basel, Switzerland; and
G.1.4, stored in the Württembergische Landesbibliothek in Stuttgart, Germany. This is the first
transcription, edition, and analysis of this music.
The thesis shows relationships between these three manuscipts and other sources of the period
through comparison with other German and European manuscripts and prints. More detailed
analysis of selected forms – Passamezzi; free forms such as the Prelude, Intrada and Fantasia; and
intabulations – provided a method for selecting material for edition as well as for further
comparisons with better known sources from elsewhere in Europe. I also consider instructions on
playing the lute, included in many German sources, comparing them to the pedagogical texts in the
selected manuscripts.
The main goal of this work is to shed considerable new light on manucripts that have never been
studied in detail, providing new knowledge about their notation, contents, and possible users. In
addition to insights on the individual sources, by studying more than one source from the region, I
can advance secure hypotheses about the cultivation of the lute in a defined geographical and
linguistic area. Finally, by looking more closely at the German lute tablature system, from the
perspective both of research and of performance, the significance of this music can be shared with

the wider community including lute players familiar with French, English, Italian, and Spanish
repertory. Examination of the three selected manuscripts shall show their place in the history of
Renaissance music.
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Chapter 1. Introduction

Chapter 1. Introduction

1.1.

The research questions

Renaissance lute music preserved in manuscripts from German-speaking regions has been
somewhat neglected by modern scholarship, in comparison to French and Italian sources from the
same period, the late sixteenth century. This is due partly to the complexity of the German tablature
notation system, compared to the French or Italian ones. Consequently, there is potentially a wealth
of beautiful lute music contained in German manuscripts that remains largely unknown to today’s
scholars and players. This thesis provides editions and analysis of music from three important
German manuscripts of the sixteenth century: Pl-Lzu M6983, Ch-Bu F.IX.70 and D-Si G.1.4. This is
the first transcription, edition, and analysis of this music.
I decided to explore three different manuscripts instead of concentrating on one, and have edited
selected pieces, comparing genres found in each manuscript, rather than editing a single book. This
approach provides a wider perspective on German Renaissance lute music than study of a single
manuscript and a better understanding of what may be characteristic of the region, allowing me to
draw preliminary conclusions about how this regional identity relates to the larger European context.
At the same time, comparison of particular forms of music shows what is idiosyncratic to an
individual manuscript.
It is reasonable to ask why I have chosen those three manuscripts and why I find them important.
They came to me in different ways and told me three different stories about German lute music in
the sixteenth century.1
The manuscript M6983 was for a very long time presumed lost. Before this thesis, a few
musicologists provided only brief descriptions of its content.2 I began work on this manuscript in the

1

In chapter 2, pp. 11-32, I provide full description of all three manuscripts and their contents.
In 1989 the tablature was described by: Christoph Wolff, “From Berlin to Łódź: the Spitta Collection
Resurfaces,” Notes. Quarterly Journal of the Music Library Association 46 (1989): 311-327; and in 1999: Péter
Király et al., Sources manuscrites en tablature, Luth et Theorbe. Catalogue descriptif (SMT), vol. III/2:
Republique Tchèque, Hongrie, Lituanie, Pologne, Federation de Russie, Slovaquie, Ukraine, edited by Christian
Meyer, Collection d'Etudes Musicologiques 93 (Baden-Baden and Bouxwiller: Koerner, 1999), 157-159. An
2

1
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context of my master`s degree.3 There remains, however, little reliable information about the
provenance of the manuscript. As I will argue, even the date of the book of around 1600, as
proposed by musicologists, is doubtful, as the music in the manuscript does not fit the repertoire
current at the very end of the sixteenth century. We do not know the purpose of creating it. The
book may not have been written by a performing musician or for such a musician. The manuscript
was created by five scribes and all of them made errors and mistakes of the kind that a lute player
would not normally make. Perhaps the manuscript was written for the purposes of collection.
Nonetheless, the majority of the music is very good: very legible and comfortable enough to play.
Today the manuscript is stored in Lodz, Poland and in this thesis, I will call it the “Lodz manuscript”.
The manuscript F.IX.70 is kept currently in Basel, Switzerland. For this reason, I will call it the “Basel
manuscript”. The modern literature provides little information about it, although its content has
been recently catalogued.4 However, the book itself provides some basic knowledge for modern
researchers: we know the exact date, provided by the author, and we know its story. It is a student
book, in which the author gathered both pieces copied from other sources and pieces written by
himself, probably taken down by ear. He also included very practical fragments of written text, with
some useful information and hints (such as a table of lute chords) and instructions on playing the
lute. There are no clear references about the destination of this source. Nevertheless, self-tuition is
the most likely purpose of the book.
The manuscript G.1.4 presents the greatest number of mysteries and questions. Its content has
never been examined in depth before.5 There is an unpublished description held with the book, but

earlier cataloque description of this manuscript was made by Jenny Dieckmann, “Die in deutscher
Lautentabulatur überlieferten Tänze des 16. Jahrhunderts“ (Diss., Kassel, 1931), 92-93.
3
Katarzyna Siewiera (now Milek), “Tablature M 6983 from the Philipp Spitta Collection as the Source of the
th
16 Century Lute Music,” M.A. dissertation, written under the guidance of Ewa Bielińska-Galas, PhD, at the
Department of Composition, Theory of Music, Musical Education, and Rhythmicity of the Academy of Music in
Lodz, Poland in 2000. In the current thesis, I have re-transcribed the chosen compositions, correcting remained
errors and enabling the music to be performed properly. I have also taken wider approach on the historical
context of the source, comparing it to the other chosen manuscripts and to the broader European repertoire.
4
John Kmetz, Die Handschriften der Universitätbibliothek Basel. Katalog der Musikhandschriften des 16.
Jahrhunderts. Quellenkritische und historische Untersuchung (Basel: Universitätbibliothek Basel, 1988), 206229; and the entry of Christian Meyer “Ch Bu F.IX.70“ in: Christian Meyer et al., SMT, vol.I Collection d’Etudes
Musicologiques 82 (Baden-Baden and Bouxwiller: Koerner, 1991), 11-27. In 2009, parts of this dissertation
appeared as an article in The Lute Society Journal: Katarzyna Milek, “The M 6983 Lute Tablature Manuscript
from the Phillipp Spitta Collection,” The Journal of The Lute Society 49 (2009): 6-29.
5
The manuscript’s contents are listed in: Christian Meyer et al., SMT, vol. II, Collection d’Etudes Musicologiques
87 (Baden-Baden and Bouxwiller: Koerner, 1994), 80-96 ; and Arthur J. Ness and C.A. Kolczynski, "Sources of
lute music," Grove Music Online. Oxford Music Online, Oxford University Press, accessed February 27, 2014,
http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com/subscriber/article/grove/music/262995.
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it is rather inaccurate from a musical point of view.6 The manuscript is well preserved, but with no
written texts. Nonetheless, it contains pieces copied from other French and Italian tablatures that
give us some indications about the date of its creation. The book is written very neatly and the
mistakes (very few) are typical for an author who has practical knowledge of lute music. Therefore, I
assume that the manuscript was created for practical performance reasons. Recently it has been
stored in Stuttgart, Germany. In subsequent chapters, it will be called the “Stuttgart manuscript”.
What can these three manuscripts tell us about lute practice in German-speaking lands? I attempt to
answer this question in this thesis. Comparison of many sources from different places, in terms of
their styles and contents, will allow me to draw conclusions not only for Germany, but also across
Europe. My analysis shows that some of the features are characteristic for this region, while others
link better to trends in the broader European repertoire. This blend of general trends and qualities
specific to German-speaking lands applies to an occurrence of particular musical genres and their
characteristics in terms of both quantity and structure (Passamezzi). I have also noticed it in the
ways of intabulating the vocal music (different in the three manuscripts) and their relationship to the
vocal model. Finally, I have observed this in the analysis of the types and structures of free forms.
Expanded contents and variable repertoire with many different genres are indicators of the ways
and directions that German lute music was developing through the century. The sixteenth century
was the era of the lute, with the production of a large number of manuscripts and prints drawing on
different sources, with different purposes and audiences, and with the repertoire changing
throughout the century. My analysis of the three chosen manuscripts shows their similarities and
differences to other sources, both German and European, allowing me to outline what may be
typical of German-speaking lands and what may be characteristic of pan-European lute practice.
Many sources of the sixteenth century provide pedagogical information about Renaissance lute
music. Are these three manuscripts educational? I find this question very important because the
sources of lute music are the principal educational tool we have today; these are the only books
from which we can learn. Even though many lutebooks contain tutorials on how to play, not all of
them were created as pedagogical sources. Can books be treated as potentially educational in the
absence of explicit didactic or pedagogical texts? It is difficult to guess, as long as we do not know
their history of creation. They can be treated so nowadays: we can learn from particular
compositions (expanded forms of variations, different types of Fantasias, “exercise” character of
Praeludia) and the repertoire choices (contents of early dances or late lute songs). The type of

6

Heinz J. Oppl, Codex Donaueschingen G1.4 (Stuttgart: Württembergische Landesbibliothek, 2008). It is an
unpublished study kept in the manuscript department of the Württembergische Landesbibliothek in Stuttgart.
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repertoire in the three chosen manuscripts could usefully be treated as educational, even though
deeper analysis does not necessarily confirm that they were used in this way. Two of the
manuscripts (Lodz and Stuttgart) include nothing to claim their educational role: there are no
treatises, nor performance marks or notes, and the repertoire contains no tutorial pieces. The third
one (Basel), as a self-tuition book, is more linked to the educational system. In the thesis, I try to
inquire deeper to answer the pedagogical question, again by comparing the three manuscripts to
other sources, hand-written and printed, and analysing their types of repertoires and additional
features.

1.2.

The research context

Regarding the title of this thesis: Lute Music in Sixteenth-century German speaking lands, it is
necessary to clarify some terms. One of these is the term “German speaking lands”. I understand this
term literally as the countries where the predominant language was German: that is today’s
Germany, Austria, and Switzerland.
In the sixteenth century, Germany was a great and powerful region, complex and multilingual (with
many dialects). Politically and confessionally diverse, the region nevertheless shared many cultural
practices, and the German lute tablature system was one of them. Investigating the lute repertoire is
thus one way to see how much the political or religious differences that marked the region affected
cultural production across the German speaking lands.
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Fig. 1.1. Historical map of Germany in 1660.7

7

Source: Ben Cahoon, “Germany,” World Statesmen, http://www.worldstatesmen.org/German_States1.html,
accessed December 4, 2014.
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Germany was a peaceful region at the end of the sixteenth century, when the three selected
manuscripts were created. Moreover, it was a very important area for the development of lute
music. Starting from the fifteenth century, there is a lot of evidence for the lute flourishing in the
southern German-speaking sector.8 Outside Italy, Germanic states of the Holy Roman Empire were
the first countries where printed lute music appeared. German musicians travelled across Europe,
spreading their music all over the other European countries. The lute technique and repertoire were
constantly changing during this period and development of polyphony from single-line music on the
lute brought a change in notation.
Before polyphony, lute composers used mensural notation, but the system was less adequate when
it became necessary to notate two or more independent voices. Lutenists found this easier to play
and clearer to notate by using tablature.
One figure who probably helped to bring polyphony to the solo lute, was Konrad Paumann,9 a blind
German organist, who lived between ca. 1410 and 1473. He was also known as a creator of the
German lute tablature system.
In his “Musica Getutsch” (“Music Germanized”, 1511), Sebastian Virdung pointed to Paumann as the
one who invented the German lute tablature:
I hear that there was a blind man born in Nuremberg and buried in
Munich, called Master Conrat of Nuremberg who in his time must have
been praised and glorified beyond other instrumentalists. He arranged
that the entire alphabet should be written on the neck with five courses
and seven frets, and once this alphabet was finished, he started all over
again, all letters of this other alphabet being duplicated […] Afterwards,
however, several others came along, some of whom I have seen, and who
are said to have first started using this very tablature as he wrote it down,
but added two more strings, i.e. the sixth course.10

8

Douglas Alton-Smith, A History of the Lute from Antiquity to the Renaissance (Lexington, VA: The Lute Society
of America, 2002), 47.
9
Alton-Smith, A History of the Lute, 48-49.
10
Uta Henning, “The Lute Made Easy: A Chapter from Virdung’s Musica Getutscht (1511),” The Lute Society
Journal 15 (1973): 27. The translation comes from Henning.
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The German tablature system charts the fingerboard by using a different letter for every single
position on the neck of the lute, for five courses, up to the fifth fret. For frets above the fifth, the
alphabetical order is maintained but with strokes above the letters (or double letters) and double
strokes for higher pitches. After another bass course was added, more symbols appeared. The sixth
course (G) is marked as X or “I” and the sounds generated by shortening it were notated using
separate capital letters. The sound generated on the seventh course was notated using a double
stroke through the ”I” character (I). The symbols for the bass courses might vary in different
sources.11
Fig. 1.2. The German tablature system.12

Although tablature soon became the lutenists’ preferred form of notation, the German version (with
many more complex symbols to learn) did not spread widely. Lutenists in Italy and France developed
their own, simpler, systems. The German tablature system disappeared at the end of the sixteenth
century, replaced by the French one. It is significant that all three examined manuscripts come from
the end of the German tablature tradition, so the notation is fully-fledged; also, it contains all the
complications that emerged from freedom in using different symbols for the same features (i.e.
variable notation for bass course and higher pitches).

11

In the three investigated manuscripts the authors used different set of symbols for the bass courses; all are
described in chapter 2. Description of the manuscripts, 11-32.
12
The author’s own design.
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From the modern performer’s point of view, the German lute tablature system is uncomfortable and
difficult to play, due to the complicated system of patterns and lack of clear rules for notation
(flexibility and liberty in notating bass values and tones above fifth fret). Handwriting provides a
further set of difficulties: the manuscripts contain a number of mistakes and errors, and there is the
possibility of encountering different shapes for one letter. When playing directly from the
manuscript, such problems delay and prolong the sight-reading period of learning the music. The
most problematic areas are fragments placed in high positions, due to a multiplication of sightreading problems (symbols and lines above, in addition to handwriting, are not always neat and
clear).
Because of the difficulty of acquiring the skills required to work on the German sources, both for
researchers and lutenists, the number of musicians specializing in the German tablature system is
not proportionate to the importance of these sources. A great deal of German lute music is
neglected and forgotten, hidden in manuscripts on dusty shelves in libraries. One of the goals of this
thesis is to show that German lute manuscripts are both playable and include as much valuable
music as other European sources.
Regardless of the world’s lack of interest in German Renaissance lute music today, it exists and it had
its time of glory. After Italy, the lute was established earliest in German-speaking lands, particularly
in the South, from Vienna to Basel and Heidelberg to Nuremberg.13 German lute tablature is an
important part of the history of lute music for educational reasons. The German Renaissance
produced great teachers of lute playing; their works are currently our main source of knowledge on
the subject. As this thesis explores the pedagogical approach, the works of the great German
teachers cannot be omitted. At this point, it is worthwhile to clarify what is meant by the term “lute
pedagogy”. It is not easy to find a single explanation. Therefore, it is practical to find the aspects of
lute playing literally linked to education: teaching, learning and performing. The three investigated
manuscripts, as already mentioned, carry their own, very different stories with them and only one –
the Basel manuscript – is explicitly connected to “lute pedagogy”. However, to understand the three
chosen manuscripts better, I take a closer look at German lute treatises, including Newsidler’s,
Gerle’s and Judenkünig’s, who took a very prominent place in music education. They left not only
music, but also lute playing instructions, which have been a priceless starting point for modern
research. Work on the treatises was a part of my wider source analysis process, which aimed to
compare the three manuscripts to the other European sources of different purposes (both
manuscripts and prints) and determine their position among them. I believe that the lute treatises,

13

Alton-Smith, A History of the Lute, 160.
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containing the theory of lute techniques, methods of tuning and producing sounds, and finally
aspects of performance, gathered and notated by the greatest lute teachers and composers of the
sixteenth century, can shed a different (and certainly a wider) light on the three investigated
manuscripts.

1.3.

Research methods

I approached the three manuscripts in several ways. My initial topic was based on lute pedagogy
only. However, analysis of the manuscripts’ contents, as well as transcription, edition and analysis of
particular compositions, showed that these manuscripts have a wider significance beyond the purely
pedagogical. Thus, the manuscripts became not the background, but the main area of my research.
My research method became:
1. to examine the sources and evaluate their notation and contents;
2. to select a range of pieces for a critical edition, selecting comparable works from each
manuscript;
3. to analyse the selected pieces and begin to put them into a wider European context of styles
and forms;
4. to investigate the pedagogical applications of the sources.
A very important part of my work was to compare the selected manuscripts with other sources of
lute music, both printed and handwritten. As mentioned above, there was an explosion of sources of
lute music in the sixteenth century. The lute had been a popular instrument since the fifteenth
century, and it was explored in every possible way: as a solo instrument, as a part of small ensemble
and as an accompaniment for vocal music. The repertoire was becoming more expansive, including
polyphonic music. I tried to find the proper place for the three investigated manuscripts among the
huge number of other sources. Particular periods can be characterised by the mode of creating
musical sources. In the sixteenth century, we can observe how their contents slowly changed, for
example: from early dances (such as the Passamezzo), through free forms (Fantasias) and
intabulations of vocal music (chansons, motets) to independent lute forms (lute songs). Many prints
included written texts, such as instructions on playing, but also poems and dedications. Many of
them were written for educational purposes.
9
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Is there an equivalent position for these three manuscripts among the other sources? In this thesis, I
attempt to show that this is the case. Within the domain of manuscripts, they fit well within the
parameters of variability that characterise this source type. The world of handwritten sources is not
as orderly as that of prints. Manuscripts were created for different purposes and they regularly
adopted different shapes. This rule applies for the three selected sources too. The Basel manuscript
follows tendencies also seen in contemporary prints: it provides a lute playing instruction, its music
in divided into groups, and it also has a proper title page and the title. The Lodz one is an enigma, as
the first pages are missing, but its musical material is grouped in genre sections (however not
consistently), and the survived part of the manuscript does not contain any texts. The Stuttgart one
looks like a practice book, without any additional texts.14
In my analysis of the manuscripts, I have concentrated on the three important aspects (or themes) of
Renaissance music: improvisation, virtuosity, and the relationship between lute and vocal music. To
aid focus on these themes, I transcribed, edited, and analysed three different musical genres: a
group of Passamezzi, together with their afterdances (usually Saltarelli) as improvisational music; a
group of free forms, such as Fantasias, Preludia and Praeambula, that enabled concentration on
virtuosic elements; and a group of intabulations of vocal music to highlight how the Renaissance
vocal tradition was used in the instrumental music. My comparative analyses of these genres allow
me to not only consider the German manuscripts’ relationship to each other and to a wider range of
sources, but also contribute to the history of the cultivation of these forms in the sixteenth century.
All the transcribed and edited material is included in an Appendix of this thesis, along with my critical
comments. Editorial methods I used, working on the musical material, are discussed in chapter 3:
“Editorial technique” and each type of musical genre has its own chapter containing analysis and
discussion.
The conclusion of the thesis summarises the results of this research. I gather the main aspects of the
lute pedagogy and the performance of lute playing, seen through the light of the three investigated
manuscripts. I also make a wide comparison of Germany and the other European countries, in terms
of teaching and playing, summarizing the ways in which these manuscripts fit into the broader
history of Renaissance lute music sources.
By examining these three manuscripts and giving a sample of their music to modern lutenists and
musicologists, I hope to show that the value of music from German-speaking lands is worth
overcoming the obstacles of notation, and can make a significant addition to the history of lute
music.
14

See: chapter 2. Description of the manuscripts, 11-32.
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Chapter 2. Description of the
manuscripts

This chapter provides detailed description of the three selected manuscripts. All the information is
gathered and shown in the same way for all the sources, providing as follows: location and shelfmark,
information on existing published descriptions, size, cover/binding, paper (if certain), construction
and script, provenance, tablature description, written texts (if present). As explained previously, all
three manuscripts use the German lute tablature system.

2.1.

Lodz manuscript, M6983 (olim ms. Grasse 5102)

Location and shelfmark: Pl-LZu Ms. M6983.1
Published descriptions: The literature of the subject provides little information on the manuscript.
Remarks pertaining thereto can be found in the following works:
1.

Wolfgang Boetticher, “Handschriftlich überlieferte Lauten- und Gitarrentabulaturen des 15.
bis 18. Jahrhunderts,“ in Répertoire International des Sources Musicales (RISM), B/VII
(München, 1978), 40;

2. Bence Szabolcsy, Tanzmusik aus Ungarn im 16. und 17. Jahrhunderts (Budapest, 1970), 12
and following;
3.

Jenny Dieckmann, “Die in deutscher Lautentabulatur überlieferten Tänze des 16.
Jahrhunderts“ (Diss., Kassel, 1931), 92-93;

4.

Johannes Wolf, Handbuch der Notationskunde II (Leipzig: Breitkopf & Härtel, 1919), 50;

5. Péter Király et al., Sources manuscrites en tablature, Luth et Theorbe. Catalogue descriptif
(SMT), Vol. III/2: Republique Tchèque, Hongrie, Lituanie, Pologne, Federation de Russie,

1

Library sigla used to point the location where the particular manuscript is store nowadays, are clarified in
section “Library sigla”, pp. xvii-xviii.
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Slovaquie, Ukraine, edited by Christian Meyer, Collection d'Etudes Musicologiques 93
(Baden-Baden and Bouxwiller: Koerner, 1999), 157-159;
6. Thurston Dart, John Morehen and Richard Rastall, “Tablature,” The New Grove Dictionary of
Music and Musicians, red. Stanley Sadie, second Edition, Vol. XV (London 2001);
7. Piotr Poźniak, introduction to Preludia, fantazje, tańce i madrygały na lutnię by Diomedes
Cato, edition by Piotr Poźniak (Kraków: Wydawnictwo Dawnej Muzyki Polskiej 24 i 67,
Volumes I, II, 1970, 1973).

Size: 32 x 20.5 cm.
Binding: hard leather cover with a richly ornamented cloth ridge. Obliterated (illegible) traces of
inscriptions remain.
Construction and script: 107 folios. The first and title folio are missing and several pages do not
contain any music, although they are ruled: 49v, 95r, 95v, 96r, 97r, 97v, 98r, 99r, and 102r. Folios up
to 91 bear the original numbering (in humanist cursive) in red ink, placed in the upper right corner
recto. The numbering on the folios from 92, in pencil, dates from a much later period. The
manuscript lacks any ornamental characters. Specifications of the sounding pitch were notated using
humanist cursive. Every second folio of the manuscript has a centrally located watermark with the
inscription “Dresden” placed above.
Fig. 2.1. Water mark in the Lodz manuscript M6983.

Particular systems were separated with horizontal, hand-written separator lines, visible also on
unfilled pages (except for folio 102r). All compositions were notated in black ink. The use of red ink
was limited to numbers of subsequent variations in multipart Passamezzi, several initials of the titles,
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characters ending each composition (double lines and repetition characters), some titles (f. 65v,
where the whole of the first bar was notated in red), and finally, in a single case, the inscription
which informed of the composition end (f. 40r). The closer to the end of the tablature, the more
limited the use of red ink becomes.
Graphologic analyses indicate that entries were made by five scribes, whom I have marked A, B, C, D,
and E. Samples of the handwriting of each of the five are as follows:
Fig. 2.2. Sample of Scribe A’s handwriting:
Fragment f. 2r

Fig. 2.3. Sample of Scribe B’s handwriting:
Fragment f. 37v
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Fig. 2.4. Sample of Scribe C’s handwriting:
Fragment f. 61r

Fig. 2.5. Sample of Scribe D’s handwriting:
Fragment f. 93r

Fig. 2.6. Sample of Scribe E’s handwriting:
Fragment f. 104r
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Provenance: The tablature originated in Southern Germany.2 In the nineteenth century, the
tablature was part of the Philipp Spitta collection and, following his death in 1894, it was moved to
the library of Hochschule für Musik in Berlin. During World War II, together with other exhibits of the
university, it was taken from Berlin to Silesia and from there transferred to Lodz (Poland).3 For many
years, musicologists were not aware of this fact and the manuscript was presumed lost.4 Currently it
is stored at the Department of Musical Requisites of the University Library in Lodz under the
shelfmark M 6983 (olim Ms. Grasse 5102).
Tablature description: Most compositions are for 7-course lute tuned F-G-c-f-a-d'-g' (the titles of the
two compositions in the collection indicate Gamut scale: Passomezo ex F faut in cantu duro, f. 104v
and Passomezo ex C solfaut in cantu duro, f. 105r). The G-course is marked as X and the sounds
generated by the shortening thereof up to the ninth fret (in a single case up to the tenth fret – f. 76r)
were notated using separate capital letters, as shown in table 2.1.
Table 2.1. Bass notation for the Lodz manuscript M6983.
Fret:

I

II

Open

G

A

B

C

III
B

IV

V

VI

VII

B

C

C

D

E

F

G

H

VIII
E

IX

X

E

F

K

L

G=X
Letter

D

I

used:

The F course is treated as a drone. The sound generated on the F course was notated using a double
stroke through the ”I” character (I). However, some compositions were suitable for 8-course lutes
tuned D-F-G-c-f-a-d'-g'. In this case, sounds generated from two lowest-pitched courses were
notated in different manners, depending on the scribe. In the composition notated by scribe B,
sounds generated from the F course were notated using a double stroke through the ”I” character
and from the D course using a triple stroke through the ”I” character. The sounds produced by
2

Johannes Wolf dated it at 1588 (Johannes Wolf, Handbuch der Notationskunde II (Leipzig: Breitkopf & Härtel,
1919)) and Jenny Dieckmann – around 1600 (Jenny Dieckmann, “Die in deutscher Lautentabulatur
überlieferten Tänze des 16. Jahrhunderts“ (Dissertation, Kassel: Bärenreiter-Verlag, 1931)).
3
See: Christoph Wolff, “From Berlin to Łódź: the Spitta Collection Resurfaces,” Notes. Quarterly Journal of the
Music Library Association 46 no 2 (1989): 311-327.
4
In 1989 the tablature was described by Christoph Wolff, “From Berlin to Łódź,” and in 1999 - Péter Király,
SMT, vol. III/2: Republique Tchèque, Hongrie, Lituanie, Pologne, Federation de Russie, Slovaquie, Ukraine,
edited by Christian Meyer, Collection d'Etudes Musicologiques 93 (Baden-Baden and Bouxwiller: Koerner 1999),
157-159.
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shortening the D course were notated by scribe B using capital letters with an additional double
stroke (C, D etc.). In the compositions notated by scribes D and E, the sounds generated from the F
course were marked with a triple stroke, and from the D course with a double stroke through the ”I”
character. Both those scribes marked sounds generated by shortening the D course using capital
letters with a single stroke (C, D etc.). However, there are exceptions to this rule, but they are very
few and seem to be evident errors. Therefore, it may be assumed that in the case of the discussed
manuscript, differences in notations result from the different handwritings of the scribes. It is worth
pointing out that even in compositions for 8-course lute, the F course also acts as a drone (there are
no cases of using the F course for any chromatic notes, like F sharp).
Rhythm signs are written above the signs concerning pitches. Mostly they appear above the notes,
although there are some exceptions, where the scribe notated only the first value or the first group
of values, which remained binding until changed by the next notated character.
The manuscript includes 102 compositions in total. Most (50) are dances, including: 12 Passamezzi
(additionally f. 106v includes a fragment of another passamezzo, however crossed out), 12 Saltarelli,
6 Padovani, 15 Galliardi, and the compositions titled "Tantz" (4) and "Balato moresca" (k. 87r). There
are also 41 other compositions: Praeambula (18), Intradas (12), compositions titled "Fuga" (6) and
“Fantasia" (1), as well as: "Neapolitana Nova" (78v), "Canson fran[c]esa" (79v), "Canzon" (92v), and
one untitled composition (101v).
Written texts: The tablature bears purple-ink impressions of two seals, both of them round. One of
the two is the seal of the Königliche Akademie der Künste, Hochschule für Musik in Berlin, the other
one of the University Library in Lodz. Both libraries marked the manuscript with their unique
signatures: the former 5102 and the current 6983. As the first folio of the manuscript is missing, its
subsequent owners placed their remarks on the inner cover. Additionally four inscriptions made by
hand can be seen there: three in ink, probably made by Philipp Spitta, and one made in pencil which
is completely illegible. One of the inscription says: "Geschenk v. meinem Freund H. Ludvig 1844.
Altes Lautenbuch mit Tabulatur Anfang d. 16ten Jhdts." Can the word “Geschenk” notated in 1844,
noting the gift of the manuscript to Spitta, also apply to the collecting purposes of creating this
manuscript? Is it possible that the book and its music were circulated as a gift among dear friends for
over 200 years? Could it have played a similar role to the merchant Richard Mynshall’s book: that is,
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as a private music collection and a memorial of the author (or authors) and his (their) times?5 These
are possibilities but cannot be proved.
There are no clear inscriptions or drawings in the tablature.

2.2.

Basel manuscript, F.IX .70

Location and shelfmark: Ch-Bu F.IX.70
Published descriptions:
1.

John Kmetz, Die Handschriften der Universitätbibliothek Basel. Katalog der
Musikhandschriften des 16. Jahrhunderts. Quellenkritische und historische Untersuchung
(Basel: Universitätbibliothek Basel, 1988), 206-229;

2. The entry by Christian Meyer “Ch Bu F.IX.70“ in: Christian Meyer et al., SMT, vol. I, Collection
d’Etudes Musicologiques 82 (Baden-Baden and Bouxwiller: Koerner, 1991), 11-27.
Size: 32.5x21 cm.6
Cover: Parchment: the remains of a liturgical manuscript from the fifteenth century in Latin, with
some text and music notes visible. The cover is stained and worn. There are remnants of buckles.
Construction and script: Deckle edges of all papers remain. Kmetz identifies six paper types with
seven different water marks,7 as shown in figures 2.7-2.13:

5

In his thesis, Michael Gale devoted one chapter to investigate Mynshall’s lute book. He points collection and
circulation among the friends as ones of the main roles of this manuscript. See: Michael Gale, ”Learning the
lute in early modern England, c. 1550-c.1640” (PhD thesis, University of Southampton, 2014), 81-116.
6
The description below is summarized from: John Kmetz, Die Handschriften der Universitätbibliothek Basel.
Katalog der Musikhandschriften des 16. Jahrhunderts. Quellenkritische und historische Untersuchung (Basel:
Universitätbibliothek Basel, 1988), 206-229.
7
Figures 2.7-2.13 come from: Kmetz, Die Handschriften der Universitätbibliothek Basel, 451-478.
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Fig. 2.7. Watermark in the Basel manuscript F.IX.70

Fig. 2.8. Watermark in the Basel manuscript F.IX.70
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Fig. 2.9. Watermark in the Basel manuscript F.IX.70

Fig.2.10. Watermark in the Basel manuscript F.IX.70
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Fig.2.11. Watermark in the Basel manuscript F.IX.70

Fig. 2.12. Watermark in the Basel manuscript F.IX.70
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Fig. 2.13. Watermark in the Basel manuscript F.IX.70

The manuscript consists of pages with Roman numerals I-III, containing text only (these are denoted
P.) and pages in Arabic numerals 1-341, containing music and text (these are denoted p.). There are
many blank pages. The page count between p.2 and p.3 is skipped: there is no numbering on the
page following page 2, so after this page, the recto number becomes even and verso is allocated an
odd number. The numbers of following pages jump: from 120 to 122, 130-132, 160-162, 170-172,
180-182, 190-192. Therefore, the pages 121, 131, 161, 171, 181, 191 do not exist. Original
numbering is made in ink: p. 1-231 and 233-340; the rest is modern and made in pencil: P. I-III, p.
232 and 341.
The entire manuscript was written by one scribe.
The numbering of pieces is original, using both Roman and Arabic numerals, made in ink. On page
borders there are straight lines made in ink. Systems are handmade, 2-3 cm wide. The scribe used
brown ink for tablature symbols, beginnings of texts and original numbering of pieces. For the pieces
without original numbering, he used black ink. Letters and texts employ German language and
humanist cursive.
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Provenance:8 A date on the title page, as well as a script, which has been used in the manuscript,
shows that the manuscript was written by Emmanuel Wurtisen, with the starting date on 10 July
1591. Selected papers used in the manuscript have emerged in other manuscripts in Basel in 1591.
Emmanuel Wurtisen was a student of the University of Basel in 1586-94, which allows us to assume
that the manuscript was written in Basel and represents a typical lute repertoire for the last decade
of the sixteenth century. As in many manuscripts and printed music of this time, Wurtisen ranked
individual pieces by genre. Although the manuscript contains pieces found only in this source, there
is no evidence that Wurtisen composed any of them.
The manuscript was acquired by the University library in 1808 from Johann Heinrich Brucker’s library
(a librarian in the University of Basel’s library between 1748-53).
Tablature description: The manuscript is written for 6, 7, 8 and 9-course lute. The author used
German lute tablature system to note the music. The system contains the same symbols, signs, and
solutions as the other two manuscripts discussed. The G-course is notated in two different patterns:
Table 2.2. Pattern 1 for bass notation.

G=X

I

II

III

IV

V

VI

VII

VIII

IX

X

G

A

B

B

C

C

D

E

E

F

B

C

D

E

F

G

H

I

K

L

Table 2.3. Pattern 2 for bass notation.

G=X

I

II

III

IV

V

VI

VII

VIII

IX

X

G

A

B

B

C

C

D

E

E

F

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

H

I

K

The usage of both patterns is mixed; I did not observe any rules in using one of them. All courses
below the sixth are always played open and notated by using a stroke or double stroke through the
“I” symbol.

8

See: Kmetz, Die Handschriften der Universitätbibliothek Basel, 207.
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Rhythm signs are written above the signs concerning sound pitches. They appear in two different
patterns as follows:
1. above every note
2. only the first value or the first group of values which remains until change by the next
notated character.
The tablature contains 500 pieces, including dances, songs and free instrumental pieces.
Written texts: As mentioned above, the author organized the musical material by genre, creating
eight books. Every book has its title:
1. “Das Erste Buch der/ Lauttenn Stückhenn, Inn welchem/ ettliche Preambell begriffenn/
verdenn.“ (p. 8);
2. “Das Ander Buch der/ Lauttenn Stückhenn, inn welchem/ entliche Mutetenn begriffenn
werdenn.“ (p. 20);
3. “Das dritte Buch der/ Lautennstückhenn, Inn welchem ettliche/ Fantasienn begriffenn
werdenn.“ (p. 40);
4. “Das vierte Buch der/ Lautennstückhenn, Inn welchem ettliche Madrigalenn begriffenn/
werdenn.“ (p. 64);
5. “Das Fünffte Buch/ der Lautennstückhenn, Inn welchem/ ettliche mancherlei Passometzo
begriffenn/ werdenn.“ (114);
6. “Das Sechste Buch der/ Lautenn Stückhenn, Inn welchem/ mancherley Täntz begriffenn wer/denn.“ (p. 236);
7. “Das Sieben Buch/ der Lauten Stückhenn, Inn welchem/ ettliche Galliardenn, Chipatzen
unnd/ auch andere Stückh begriffenn werdenn.“ (p.296);
8. “Das Achte Buch der/ Lauten Stückhenn, Inn welchem ettli-/che Geistliche lieber und
Psalmenn/ begriffenn werdenn.“ (p.320).
The manuscript contains many texts in addition to music.
1. On P. I there is a note: “Bibliothecae publicae Basileensis./ Ex reliquiis Biliothecae
Bruckerianae acquis./ 1808”. P. III contains a chapter of lute treatise with the following
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headline: “Von der linckhen handt waren upplication auff der lauttenn”. This page ends with
a round stamp of Library of Basel.
2. Title page (p.1): “Lautten Stückh ettlicher feiner/ Preamblenn, Muttetenn, Fantasienn,
Madrigalenn,/ Teüticher unndt Frantzösicher Stückhenn, Passometzenn,/ Täntzenn,
Galliarden, Chipassenn, Geistlicher Lieder unndt Psalmenn vonn mir Emanuell/ Wurtisenn
fleyssig zesammenn geläsenn/ unndt inn ein Ordnung gebracht.” And below: “ Das Erste Teil
der/ Lauttenstückhenn[…]”. In the right corner down the page there is a note: “Angefangen
den 10. tag July Anno 1591” – the year is crossed off.
3. p. 2 – text with a table of lute chords written in tablature system.
4. p. 3 – schematic representation of Musica Chelii with a heading: “Typus observationum
quarundam , ad testudinem spectantium”.
5.

p. 4 – a scheme for Musica divisio.

6. p. 5 – text on some of lute playing features with following headings: (1) “Vonn der
Lauttennstellung mit Sechs Cordenn”; (2) “Vonn der Lauttennstimmung mit acht Cordenn“;
(3) „Von den Pündten auff der Lauttenn“; (4) „Von der Lauttenn Mensur“ (notes sample); (5)
„Variation der Tabulatur auff der grossen Prim (representation of different types of notation
for 6th course); p.5-6 – (6) „Regulae/ I. Omnes chordae distant a se invicem per quartam,
excepta 2nda, a 3tia, quae dista[n]t per 3tiam./ II. Coleratura paris numeri incipienda est
podice, impairs v. indice./ III. Index coleraturam finit (with samples: “Alius modus
testudinem accordandi”, “Alius Modus”, “Mensura duplex testudimis cum musicali”)”.9
7. p.7 – a triple acrostic of a word TESTUDO.
8. At the bottom of every page there is a sentence in German or Latin (from the 6th book the
sentence doesn’t appear on every page).
9.

At the end of the manuscript the author placed registers of particular books (p. 336-341).
The registers end in the middle of the 7th book; this leads to the conclusion that there are
missing pages at the end of the manuscript.

9

A translation of these treatises are included in chapter 7. German lute treatises, section Manuscript F.IX.70,
125-133.
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Additional texts:
2.

p. 19 – a German verse: “Hette ich der Venediger macht,/ Der Augspurger pracht,/ Der
Nüerenberger wütz,/ Der Strassburger gschütz,/ Der Berner landt,/ Der Galler gwandt,/
Der Züricher speyss,/ Der Walliser weyss, […] / Aber/ Der Venediger gut,/ Der Frantzosen
übermut,/ Der Spannier eydt,/ Der Schweytzer kleydt,/ Unnd des Reychs lüst,/ Ist durch
einander gmüscht,/ Das niemandts weyss was es ist.“

3.

p. 113 – a table of Passometarum divisio; below a verse: “Wer da will ein buler sein,/ Der
muss merckhen dise fünff stückhe fein,/ An welhem orrt die jungfrauwe stets thut sein,/
Das er als dan mit ihr redt allein,/ […]“

2.3

Stuttgart manuscript, G.1.4

Location and shelfmark: D-Sl G.I.4 (olim D-Do G.1.4)
Published descriptions:
1. Christian Meyer, SMT, vol. II, Collection d’Etudes Musicologiques 87 (Baden-Baden and
Bouxwiller: Koerner, 1994), 80-96 ;
2. Arthur J. Ness and C.A. Kolczynski, "Sources of lute music," Grove Music Online, Oxford
Music Online, Oxford University Press, accessed February 27, 2014,
http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com/subscriber/article/grove/music/26299.10
3. Heinz J. Oppl, Codex Donaueschingen G1.4 (Stuttgart, 2008). It is an unprinted material
kept in the manuscript department of the Württembergische Landesbibliothek in
Stuttgart. Heinz Oppl, its author, was a retired high school teacher. He was engaged in
the research of the manuscript G.1.4 just as a "hobby" – he was not a professional
musicologist. He is unheard of since 2010, perhaps dead.
Size:11 32.5cmx22cm
10

The manuscript is mentioned in the entry as “a massive manuscript copied in southern Germany c 1590–
1610 (now at D-DO G.I.4/11–13) contains some 350 pieces in German tablature, many copied in sequence
from printed French and Italian tablatures”.
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Cover: Brown leather. No ornaments or texts. Four knots on the back. In the left bottom corner
there is written “G.1.4” (grey pencil). In the inner part of the cover there is the signature and a
volume number (G.1.4 Vol. I, II, III). In the middle part there is the number (5254 for vol. I, 5255 for
vol. II, 5256 for vol. III).
Construction and script: Vol. I includes 79 folios, but f. 77 is missing. Vol. II includes 85 folios, with
mistakenly repeated f. 23. Vol. III includes 65 folios. Unwritten folios in vol. I are: Ir-3r, 6v, 10r, 12r,
14, 14v, 19r, 29r, 29v, 33v, 34r, 34v, 43v, 44r, 45r, 47r, 47v, 65v, 66r, 68v, 69r, 69v, 70r, 73v, 74r-77v.
Unwritten folios is vol. II: Ir-4r, 6v, 7r, 8v, 9r, 10v, 20r, 20v, 21r, 22v, 23v, 27v, 28r, 32r, 33r, 33v, 34r,
36r, 55r, 60r, 66v, 67r, 75r, 78v, 81r, 82r-84v. Unwritten folios for vol. III: 1r, 4v, 5r, 5v, 6r, 13r, 13v,
14r, 14v, 17v, 18v, 19v, 20r, 20v, 21r, 26v, 27r, 29r, 43r, 58v, 61v, 62r-65v.
First sheets of all three volumes are numbered in Roman numerals. When the music is notated,
folios are numbered in Arabic. All the numbering is modern, made in grey pencil. The particular
pieces are not numbered originally, unless they are a part of the bigger cycle (then they are
numbered in Arabic, in dark brown ink, consistent with the rest of the notation).
Particular systems were separated with horizontal, handwritten lines, visible also on empty pages,
made in red12 or brown13 ink. Red lines also create the outer margin of each folio. The system lines
are missing only on the following folios: 75, 76, 78 of vol.I,; 82, 83, 84 of vol.II; 63, 64, 65 of vol. III.
The edge of every page is coloured in red. Some of the sheets have been fixed (with small paper
strips put on the edge). Nonetheless, the back of pages is evenly red. It shows that at some point,
probably in its earlier history, some of the pages have been repaired with small strips with edges
coloured red. However, there is no evidence either of the fact of repairing, or the date of it being
done.
In the manuscript there is a watermark from Augsburg, dated as 1545.14

11

See: Heinz J. Oppl, Codex Donaueschingen G1.4 (Stuttgart, 2008), 4.
Vol.I – whole book, vol. II – from f. 9r.
13
Vol. II – up to f. 9r, vol. III – whole book.
14
See: Opl, Codex, 2.
12
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Fig. 2.14. Watermark in the Stuttgart manuscript G.1.4.

The whole manuscript was written by a single scribe.
Provenance:15 The tablature originated in Southern Germany. It was created between 1580 and
1595. Its history is uncertain. For some time the manuscripts belonged to the Fürstenbergs, a noble
German family, based in southern Baden-Württemberg.16 The family’s library, the Fürstlich
Fürstenbergischen Hofbibliothek (FFH) in Donaueschingen was in its day one of the largest and most
important aristocratic libraries in Germany. It is not clear how the Fürstenbergs became the owners
of the manuscript. There is no reference to it in Karl August Barack’s catalogue, made for the FFH.
This catalogue was created in 1865. Barack did not record any music manuscripts there. However, it
is not certain whether Barack could have read the German tablature and recognized the manuscript
as an important source of lute music. Later on in 1960, in Donaueschingen, the typescript of the
surviving manuscripts was created, together with their signatures, and G.1.4 was among them. It
means that the manuscript was probably kept by FFH between 1865 and 1960.
In 1993, the Fürstenberg’s family’s house sold the collection of around 1225 manuscripts to the land
of Baden-Württemberg – part of the collection went to the Landesbibliothek in Karlsruhe (non-music
items), and part to the Württembergische Landesbibliothek in Stuttgart (music books). Included in
these was the manuscript G.1.4. As it was not registered as music, it went to Karlsruhe.
Subsequently, the FFH bought the music collection from Stuttgart in 1999, and the manuscript G.1.4
– as a non-music item – remained in the library in Karlsruhe. At some point it was transferred to the
Stuttgart library, where it has been kept till today but there is no information as to when exactly the
transfer happened.

15
16

See: Oppl, Codex, 1-3.
See: www.haus-fuerstenberg.de.
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It remains unclear exactly where and when exactly the manuscript G.1.4 was created. There is no
information about a person ordering a handwritten lute book or a contractor. In the book there are
Hebrew and Syrian letters used to notate some titles which might suggest a Jewish compiler.
Tablature description: The manuscript is written for 6,7,8 and 9-course lute, tuned in G. The author
used German lute tablature system to notate the music. The system contains the same symbols,
signs and solutions as the other two manuscripts discussed. The G-course is notated as shown in
table 2.4 below:
Table 2.4. A set of symbols used for the G-course in the Stuttgart manuscript G.1.4.
I

II

G

G

A

I

A

B

III
B
C

IV

V

VI

VII

B

C

C

D

D

E

F

G

VIII
E
H

IX

X

E

F

I

K

While the sixth course is notated as I with a single stroke (I), the courses seventh (F) and eighth (D)
follow the same rule: F has a double, and D – triple stroke. Frequently the bass courses are not
treated as a drone, but as strings to shorten. The general rules for the sixth course notation apply
here: the letters of alphabet (majuscules) are used for particular frets, but these letters have a single
(for the F course) or double (for the D course) dash above. The notation of sixth, seventh, and eight
courses is shown in the following table:
Table.2.5. A set of symbols used to notate the G, F and D-courses in Stuttgart manuscript G.1.4.
fret

I

II

pitch

G

A

G=I

A

B

F=I

A

D =I

A

III

IV

V

VI

VII

B

C

C

D

C

D

E

F

G

B

C

D

E

F

B

C

D

E

F

B

with a
triple
stroke

The eighth course is tuned only as D, never C.
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VIII

IX

X

E

F

H

I

K

G

H

I

K

G

H

I

K

E
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Rhythm signs are written above every sign concerning sound pitches, except on ff. 21v and 34r vol.
III, where the copyist stopped notating every single rhythm sign. However, he reverted to the old
system in the following compositions.
The tablature does not contain errors and mistakes. Ness17 suggests that this is because most of it is
copied from French and Italian printed sources rather than from remembered performances or
versions in circulation in manuscript. In some pieces there is a tiny written insert with unknown
purpose. Is it another version of the fragment above (or under, as in the example below) – an
alternative performance suggestion? In the stated example (fig. 2.15) we can see that the insert
contains a version on a musical material notated below it. The first two bars of the insert are simply
an easier version of the larger notation. However, the subsequent bars of insert and larger notation
are significantly different.
Fig. 2.15. A fragment of the Stuttgart manuscript G.1.4 with an insert.

The manuscript contains 412 pieces, including dances, free instrumental compositions and
intabulations of vocal music.

17

Arthur J. Ness and C.A. Kolczynski, "Sources of lute music," Grove Music Online, Oxford Music Online, Oxford
University Press, accessed February 27, 2014,
http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com/subscriber/article/grove/music/26299.
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The method of notating particular pieces shows the useful character of this manuscript. The pieces
begin on the recto of each folio, so the lutenist does not have to turn the page if the piece is longer
than one page. Sometimes the writing is compressed, in order to fit the entire piece on a single page.
Written texts: In all three volumes there are two blue seals: the square one of the Stuttgart library
(with text: Württ./Landes-/bibliothek/Stuttgart), and the oval one of Donaueschingen (with text:
Fürstliche Hofbibliothek Donaueschingen).
Characteristic of this tablature are Hebrew and Syrian letters used to write some titles:
Table 2.6. Hebrew and Syrian languages in the Stuttgart manuscript G.1.4.
Language

place

text

Hebrew

f. 31r, vol.I

“Dr Kalmeiser danz”

f. 36r, vol.I

„[…] Königs in polen danz“

f. 36v, vol.I

„[…] bosametlin“

f. 46v, vol.I

„[…] hofstetr“

f. 51v, vol. II

„[…] dawid birnlin“

f. 10v, vol.III

„[…] fum hr kristof fukr“

f. 25v, vol.III

„[…] kavalier lorenzio“

f. 7r, vol.I

„henrigus“

Syrian

There are numbers under some compositions, but their purpose is unknown.
Texts are entered under some of the sacred compositions.18 In volume III, ff. 21v-24r there are
poems instead of titles. The special feature is that the text is placed just under the tablature, without
any melody line. Similar examples have been given in the works of Michael Gale19 and Jeanice
Brooks.20 Gale suggests that in his case (the song “Fayre mysters disdayne me not”, f.23v, Board21 )
the melody was sung from the memory:
Of course, it is difficult now to gauge the levels of musical understanding
achieved by early modern musicians, and these rhythm-free and tune-less
tablatures could represent something other than an inability to cope with
18

Vol.I: ff. 48r-52r; vol. II: ff. 11r-19v, f. 23v, 25v-27r, 35r, 47r, 51v; vol. III: ff.15r, 16v, 19r.
Michael Gale, ”Learning the Lute in Early Modern England, c. 1550-c.1640” (PhD thesis, University of
Southampton, 2014), 14.
20
Jeanice Brooks, “A Singer’s Book in the British Library,” Early Music 26 (1998): 29-50.
21
The Board Lute Book, with an introductory study by Robert Spencer (Leeds: Boethius Press, 1976) and Robert
Spencer, “Three English lute manuscripts,“ Early Music 3 (1975): 122-24.
19
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more complex notation, such as a desire to save time. After all, why spend
time writing out something which can be easily added from memory or worked
out by ear, with the basic tablature acting as an aide-memoire?
Brooks, referring to her case (the song “Faut ll qu'au mal que/endure”, RA5522) points to the
educational role of copying particular songs, not necessary in their full versions:

Lute teachers in the early 17th century often set copying exercises for their
students as part of the instruction process, and some manuscripts used for
teaching have contents similar to those of RA 55. For example, the
Montbuisson lute book (Kassel, Landesbibliothek und Murhardsche Bibhothek,
MS 4to Mus. 108/1), includes a section (f.54 onward) started by Montbuisson
in 1611 for his pupil, the then 14-year-old Elizabeth, daughter of the Landgraf
von Hessen. This part of the manuscript, like RA 55, contains among the pieces
for solo lute that make up the majority of its contents some airs without
accompaniment, as well as some accompaniments copied without the tune
directly from Bataille (such as that for Guedron's 'Quel espoir').

Therefore, we might speculate about the educational role of the Stuttgart manuscript, as well as its
use for practice and performance. It could have been another student book (neat, well written and
containing the music only), although different in style from Basel F.IX.70.

22

British Library, Royal Appendix 55 in: Jeanice Brooks, “A Singer’s Book in the British Library,” Early Music 26,
1998): 37-39.
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3.1. Notation

All the investigated manuscripts use the same notation system and the same set of symbols and
signs. A summary of the most important elements found in the tablatures (letters, rhythm signs,
barlines, time signatures, and other symbols and signs) is given below.

3.1.1. Letters
All copyists in the manuscripts used humanist cursive for tablature symbols and, in one case, for folio
numbering (Lodz M6983).
A listing of letters and numbers found in the manuscripts is shown in Fig. 3.1. Shapes of particular
letters are consistent in all three manuscripts. The list includes samples of all letters found in these
books.
Fig. 3.1. Handwritten letters in the investigated manuscripts
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3.1.2. Rhythm marks
Below there is a comparison of the rhythm signs used in lute tablatures and in the modern notation.
The ratio selected between the tablature and modern notation is 2:1.
Editors of historical sources have represented tablature rhythms in different ways. Some editors, for
example Susanne Court in her edition of Terzi (2000), kept the note values the same.1 Others, for
example Arthur Ness in 1970, preferred a flexible system, mixing different proportions for different
compositions, following their character, structure, and motivic work.2 I chose a ratio 2:1 (halving the
note values in the modern edition) for my transcription: it helps to keep the modern system clear
and readable for musicians and musicologists, even if they are not familiar with old notation. The
same proportions between both notation systems are suggested in most of the Renaissance lute
treatises (including instructions in the Basel manuscript F.IX.70) as well as in the recent literature.3

1

Giovanni Antonio Terzi, The Lute Fantasias, ed. Susanne Court, in Recent Researches in the Music of the
Renaissance 123 (Madison: A-R Editions, 2000).
2
The Lute Music of Francesco Canova da Milano (1497-1543), ed. Arthur J. Ness, in Harvard Publication in
Music 3,4 (Cambridge, Massachusetts: Harvard University Press, 1970).
3
James Grier, The critical editing of music. History, method, and practice (Cambridge University Press, 1996),
170-171.
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Fig. 3.2. Rhythm signs in the transcription of the three selected manusripts – proportion

In terms of handwriting, there are two types of rhythm marks in the manuscripts:

1. A group of marks indicating every single rhythm value:
Fig. 3.3. Passomezo MN, f. 15v, Stuttgart G.1.4

Fig. 3.4. Exercitium F.D.D.D, p.12, Basel F.IX.70
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Fig.3.5. Passomezo aus dem p, f. 12v., Lodz M6983

2. A mark used for a first rhythm value only or first group of values – remains until the next
notated mark, e.g.:

. This type of notation can be found in some pieces in

the Basel and Lodz manuscripts.
Fig. 3.6. Passomezo I, p.140, Basel F.IX.70

Fig. 3.7. Galiarda Dui de Solms a 4, f. 105v, Lodz M6983
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3.1.3. Barlines
In all the tablatures, copyists notated barlines but they are used in different way to modern notation.
They seem to be a visual tool to organize the musical material; usually they do not give a beat or an
impression of rhythmic pulse. In the edited music, many barlines are missing, especially in the Basel
manuscript, but the bars without the expected barlines do not seem to be different from those with
them. There are also some cases, where the copyist appears to lose a musical phrase and tries to
solve the problem by moving or removing the barlines and changing the timing of the music (VII
Fantasia, p. 43, Basel F.IX.70). In some pieces there are long sections without barlines (VI Fantasia, p.
43, Basel F. IX.70); in some others the barlines must be re-arranged editorially (VIII Passomezo and
Saltarello, p.146, Basel F.IX.70).
The copyists very rarely placed unnecessary (additional) barlines.

3.1.4. Time signature
In most compositions, the time signature is recognizable by the content of a bar; the copyist did not
place any mark at the beginning of the piece. A few pieces include a notated time signature (most
often , sometimes

), but the use of (or lack of) time signatures does not follow any evident rule.

Some pieces include variable time signatures (mostly in the Basel manuscript F.IX.70: V Passomezo,
p. 144, I Praeambulum Julii Bischoffs, p. 8, III Praeambulum Julii, p. 9, Exercitium, p. 12). Often a
sudden change is found – from 4/4 to 2/4 and back again after 1-2 bars.

3.1.5. Other signs and symbols
Many pieces contain repetition signs:
Fig. 3.8. Fantasia, f. 76v, Lodz M6983
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Frequently, above the repetition sign or double barlines, there is a fermata:
Fig. 3.9. I Praeambulum Julii Bischoffs, p. 8, Basel F.IX.70

There are no signs for rests; they are notated by empty space under rhythm signs, although the use
of rests in the music analysed is very rare.

3.2. Errors

The Stuttgart manuscript G.I.4 is tidy and clear to read and transcribe. I found no errors in the
transcribed pieces and I suspect there are few in the whole manuscript.
In contrast, the Lodz manuscript M6983 contains a number of errors and mistakes, with some
copyists tending to make them more often than others (copyists C and E4).
The Basel manuscript F.IX.70 is the most problematic of all. Although the book looks very neat and it
is carefully written, there are many mistakes in the music itself. As an editor of the book, I suspect
that part of the tablature’s repertoire was copied from other sources (the most legible ones) and
another part was simply transcribed by the author by ear, in the way he remembered (becoming the
source of mistakes and errors). This manuscript requires very careful editorial work.
Common errors include:
1. Tones (incorrect pitch) – a good example can be X Fantasia MN, p. 47, Basel F.IX.70 – fifth
note in the upper voice in the manuscript is e’ (symbol “i”) and should be d’ (“4”):

4

See: chapter 2. Description of the manuscripts, section 2.1. Lodz manuscript, M6983 (olim ms. Grasse 5102),
11-17.
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Fig. 3.10. X Fantasia MN, p. 47, Basel F.IX.70

2. Letters or symbols (mistaken letter, forgotten line above the symbol, mistaken bass symbol
etc.), for example Passomezo ex F faut in cantu duro, f. 104v, Lodz M6983 – first value in the
upper voice in the manuscript is a’ (k) and should be d’’ (k):
Fig. 3.11. Passomezo ex F faut in cantu duro, f. 104v, Lodz M6983

3. Rhythm (unclear notation, rhythm mark in the wrong place, forgotten mark for a particular
symbol or group of symbols, unchanged mark for a symbol or group of symbols etc.), as in
VIIII Passomezo f. 148, Basel F.IX.70, where there are no barlines and rhythm signs:
Fig. 3.12. VIIII Passomezo f. 148, Basel F.IX.70
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4. Forgotten or unwanted barline; Saltarello f.148, Basel F.IX.70 – no barlines:
Fig.3.13. Saltarello f.148, Basel F.IX.70

5. Symbols/ chords/ rhythm marks/ bars crossed off by a copyist, e.g. Saltarello, f.146, Basel
F.IX.70:
Fig.3.14. Saltarello, f.146, Basel F.IX.70:

All the recognized errors and mistakes, found in the manuscripts, have been corrected in my edition.
Details of the changes in the transcription are provided and explained in the Critical Commentary to
the edition on p. 339.
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3.3

Editorial method

There are many different ways of editing, available in the transcription of lute tablature, as shown in
table 3.1. below:
Table 3.1. Chosen editorial techniques
Editor

Characteristic

David Lumsden5

Two staves, the same number of voices within
the bar (fulfilled by rests if necessary), tablature
below the modern notation. Rhythm signs
proportion 2:1.

Susanne Court6

Similar to Lumsden procedure. Rhythm signs
proportion 1:1; she added barlines, dividing
original bars. She separated the tablature
version from staff one.
7

Giuseppe Gullino

One staff only. Transcription from tuning g to e –
to the guitar tunning. Rhythm signs proportion
1:1. No tablature version.

Pierre Jansen8

Two staves, piano notation. Tablature version
below the transcription. Rhythm signs
proportion 1:1.

Arthur J. Ness9

“The principle that Otto Gombosi outlined in the
preface to his edition of the Compositione di
Messer Vincenzo Capirola and in his analysis of
Ricercar No. 3 have served as a guide for the
transcription in these volumes. Note values are
usually reducted 4:1, with the tactus equal to an

5

Thomas Robinson, The Schoole of Musicke (1603), edition and transcription: David Lumsden, in Le Chœur des
muses (Paris, 1971).
6
Terzi, The Lute Fantasias.
7
Simone Molinaro, Intavolatura di Liuto. Libro Primo, edition and trascription Giuseppe Gullino, introduction
Piero Jahier (Firenze, 1963).
8
Adrian Le Roy, Fantaisies et Danses extraites de: A briefe and easye Instruction (1568), edition and
transcription Pierre Jansen (Paris, 1975).
9
The Lute Music of Francesco Canova da Milano.
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eighth note. G-tuning has been used throughout.
I have restored the latent polyphonic texture of
the tablature, have joined motivic detailes with
beams wherever possible, and have shown
important points of structural cleavage with
barlines.”10 The tablature upon staff.
Albert Sundermann11

Two staves. Guitar music notation adopted:
fingering, indicating the strings and positions.
Rhythm signs proportion 2:1. Tablature version
added as an appendix.

As the table shows, the method of editing early music very often depends on the author’s idea of the
edition. The ways of editing might differ in any of the following features:


transcription to the particular instrument’s notation (e.g. guitar in Sundermann’s and
Gullino’s);



changeable proportion between old and new rhythm sings and notation (e.g. 1:1 in Jansen’s,
Gullino’s and Court’s; 2:1 in Sundermann’s and Lumsden’s; various up to 4:1 in Ness’s)



presence (or not) of the original tablature version and the way of placing it (e.g. no tablature
in Gullino’s; tablature in appendix in Sundermann’s; tablature going together with
transcription in Ness’s, Jansen’s, and Lumsden’s; tablature on the separated pagein Court’s).

The choice of which method to use depends on the purpose of the transcription and the style of
particular pieces of music. Many editorial choices apply to polyphony or “pretend” polyphony in lute
music.12 In the edition of Francesco da Milano’s lute music,13 Arthur Ness uses a characteristic
beaming to indicate polyphony where it is found. Ness and Lumsden also write about the need to be
sparing with rests for the sake of clarity. They mention the usefulness of transcribing a note with a
value longer than it would really have when sounded (e.g. notating a minim even if it is impossible to
hold it long enough).14

10

The Lute Music of Francesco Canova da Milano, 10.
Robert Johnson, Complete Works for solo Lute, edition and transcription Albert Sundermann (London:
Oxford University Press, 1972).
12
John Caldwell, ”Editing Early Music,” 2nd edition, in Early Music Series (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1995), 68.
13
The Lute Music of Francesco Canova da Milano, 10.
14
The Lute Music of Francesco Canova da Milano, 11; Thomas Robinson, The Schoole of Musicke.
11
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In my chosen manuscripts, the voices were not separated and copyists did not lead particular voices
by aligning them vertically to indicate polyphony (a practice followed in some tablatures, for
example Ochsenkun’s15). These manuscripts’ notation thus ignores the polyphonic factor of the
notated music. Nevertheless, there is a lot of “pretend” polyphony in the transcribed pieces – many
of them begin with strict or pretend imitation, or continue with evident independence of the voices.
It is not real polyphony because the voices are not led consistently – after the polyphonic fragment
some of the voices disappear; this kind of polyphony used only for fragments of music is indicated as
“pretend”. An editor can produce the transcription by considering (or not considering) the
polyphony. It is also possible to choose other editorial aspects as more important than polyphony
(for example instrumental techniques).
Examples of three different possible transcription styles (which I have called “Keyboard”,
“Independent voices” and “Hybrid” styles) are described below. The “Keyboard” style (similar to
that used by Pierre Jansen in the transcription mentioned in table 3.1. above) is designed for the
piano – it considers piano technique and performer’s abilities, so it is very clear for keyboard
transcriptions and very comfortable to perform. Nevertheless, this does not show independent
voices, with imitation or voice-leading, so it cannot create a full picture of polyphonic music. The
“Independent voices” style leads all the voices, even if some of them disappear, completing empty
spaces with rests, which is useful for analytical purposes when the music is strictly and consistently
polyphonic. However, most of the pieces in the three examined manuscripts are composed in the
“pretend” style described above; in this case too strictly polyphonic notation can only obscure the
transcription. For my work, I have chosen the “Hybrid” method. This is a similar procedure of edition
to that used by Lumsden and Court (in the editions mentioned in table 3.1. above). It shows bass
lines and voice leading in polyphonic fragments but it does not employ rests to complete bars; it
does not keep the same number of voices through a whole piece and it ignores consistent voice
leading in chordal or pure instrumental sections (e.g. virtuosic parts, divisions).
The examples below show different methods of transcription applied to the same polyphonic
fragment of 13 Phantasia Jo. M. (f. 65v, Stuttgart G.1.4):

15

“Ochsenkun’s book (1558), a work that marks a turn away from the earlier pedagogically orientated prints,
often uses ‘heighted’ ciphers to show the part-writing of the original polyphony (which was possible only with
the German tablature).” - Arthur J. Ness and C.A. Kolczynski, "Sources of lute music," Grove Music Online.
Oxford Music Online. Oxford University Press, accessed March 11, 2014,
http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com/subscriber/article/grove/music/26299.
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Fig.3.15. 13 Phantasia Jo. M., f. 65v, Stuttgart G.1.4 – tablature

Fig.3.16. As above – “Keyboard” style:

Fig. 3.17. As above – “Independent voices” style:

Fig. 3.18. As above – “Hybrid” style:

Several different possibilities also exist for the edition of non-polyphonic music. The “Independent
voices” style is not applicable, as leading voices in an imitative way is unlikely. The “Keyboard” style
can work for this kind of music, due to its purely instrumental character, especially if the task is to
transcribe the lute music to scores for a keyboard performance. However, I chose the “Hybrid” style
again as being more neutral, not concentrated on the keyboard instrumental technique, and clearer
than the other styles.
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An example of another, non-polyphonic, composition, a fragment of Passomezo ex F faut in cantu
duro (f. 104v, Lodz M6983) and different styles of its transcription, are given below:
Fig.3.19. Passomezo ex F faut in cantu duro, f. 104v, Lodz M6983 – tablature:

Fig. 3.20. As above – “Independent voices” style:

Fig. 3.21. As above – “Keyboard” style:
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Fig. 3.22. As above – “Hybrid” style:

In the discussed manuscripts, intabulations of vocal music are usually of songs in 3 or 4 voices. Their
transcription requires taking into account their chordal character. The reason I chose the “Hybrid”
style again, rather than the “Independent voices” or the “Keyboard” styles, is the same as in nonpolyphonic music: although based on vocal music, it retains an instrumental character.
The figure below shows the chanson Pour ung Plaisir (f. 77v, Lodz M6983) in tablature version and a
few possible ways of transcription.
Fig.3.23. Pour ung plaisir, f. 77v, Lodz M6983 – tablature:
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Fig. 3.24. As above – “Independent voices” style:

Fig. 3.25. As above – “Keyboard” style:

Fig. 3.26. As above – “Hybrid” style:
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While editing lute music it might be useful to consider a performance approach as well. The music in
the discussed manuscripts is playable, but the German notation system poses many difficulties for
modern performers, so it would be reasonable to transcribe it into another tablature system – I
would recommend the French one as the most convenient for lutenists. Although the tablature
notation would be the best from the performer’s point of view, I decided to use another system of
transcription: scores. I made this decision because I plan to expand the knowledge about the
German lute music not only among lutenists; I want to make it legible for all musicologists interested
in lute history. The aim is to show the historical place for the three investigated manuscripts, as
sources of lute music, but also as a part of the general international repertoire.
Fig. 3.27. XVI Susanne ung jour a cinq Orland, p. 80, Basel F.IX.70 – the German tablature :

Fig. 3.28. As above – transcription into the French tablature :

A lot of lute music nowadays is played on the guitar. The editor could also think about a guitar
version of some pieces (as Giuseppe Gullino in the transcription indicated in table 3.1. above).
Fig. 3.29. As above – the guitar tablature:

In the other editions, I did not find any examples of interchanging the styles of transcription for
different types of music. I decided not to do this either. I concentrated on the “Hybrid” style of
transcription, as it is most comfortable and clear for research purposes. This style is not only good
for polyphonic music but also for compositions less obviously contrapuntal. The music in the three
investigated manuscripts is often a mixture of counterpoint and chords, and the “Hybrid” style is
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more multi-purpose, being able to accommodate a fluid combination of chords and brief bursts of
polyphony. It is important to mention that I preserve the original fingering (choice of courses, chord
shapes, voice leading on different courses etc.) of the German tablature in the transcriptions, even
though it is lost in staff (this is the opposite practice to Albert Sundermann in the edition mentioned
in table 3.1. above). The transcribed compositions are fully playable. The notes might sound shorter
than written, due to the decaying sound of the lute; however, they have been notated longer to
preserve musical consistency, like polyphony or voice leading.
Fig. 3.30. XVI Susanne ung jour a cinq Orland, p. 80, Basel F.IX.70 – the transcribed version.
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Chapter 4. Passamezzo

Analysis of the form of Passamezzo brings a wider view on the cultivation of this genre in
Renaissance lute music, not only in German-speaking lands but also across the Europe. Moreover,
due to its improvisational character, the Passamezzo can provide plenty of information about
particular music practices in different regions. As the Passamezzo is widely used in the three
investigated manuscripts, I decided to concentrate on this as one of the most important forms in the
mansucripts’ repertoires. An investigation of the Passamezzi demontrates how pieces from the three
examined manuscripts conform to common “passamezzo antico” and “passamezzo moderno”
models, but also provides some examples of more unusual passamezzi . An examination of Saltarelli
(and Galliarde), together with their Ripresi, shed an additional light on afterdances used throughout
the sixteenth century in the lute music. Comparatitive analysis of different sources containing
Passamezzi helps to show the importance of this form for German -speaking countries, but also their
relationship to the wider European repertoire.

4.1. Introduction

The Passamezzo is one of the most important musical forms based on ostinato bass. It is an Italian
slow dance in duple time. Arbeau defines it as a “less serious, faster pavan”.1 The meaning of the
term is uncertain. The most commonly accepted derivation is from “passo e mezzo” (“a step and a
half”), possibly referring to a step pattern in dance.2 The earliest source containing an extant
composition based on the passamezzo is probably Ital.IV.1227 (c. 1530) held in the Biblioteca
Nazionale Marciana in Venice.3 Early passamezzi were created according to pattern: they contain 2-3
variations of 16 bars each, are usually in the dorian-hypodorian mode, and feature melody (divisions)
in the upper voice and “echo” effects.
1

Thoinot Arbeau, ”Orchesographie,” (Langres, 1588), in: Cyril W. Beaumont, Orchesography. A Treatise in the
Form of Dialoque (London, 1925), 60.
2
Giuseppe Gerbino and Alexander Silbiger, "Passamezzo," Grove Music Online. Oxford Music Online. Oxford
University Press, accessed December 6, 2012,
http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com/subscriber/article/grove/music/21027.
3
Gerbino and Silbiger, ”Passamezzo”.
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Later the Passamezzo developed to have two different harmonic patterns, which create two types of
the dance: the passamezzo antico and the passamezzo moderno (or commune). The passamezzo
antico is built on the dorian - hypodorian mode, using the pattern shown in fig. 4.1:
Fig. 4.1. Passamezzo antico – harmonic scheme
I

VII

I

V

III

VII

I-V

I

The passamezzo moderno uses the mixolydian - hypomixolydian mode and follows the scheme
shown in fig. 4.2:
Fig. 4.2. Passamezzo moderno – harmonic scheme
I

IV

V

I

I

IV

I-V

I

These basic musical schemes were repeated several times in succession during a dance, creating
theme and variations. This form was the most common, although not the only one, as the analysis of
selected passamezzi in the later parts of this chapter will show.
Courtly dancing was still very popular in late sixteenth century Europe, as is reflected in the three
analysed manuscripts. Among other dances, the Passamezzo had a special place in lute repertoire of
this period. It is easy to observe in the discussed manuscripts:
1. Lodz M6983 – among 100 pieces of music, 49 are dances; 12 of them are Passamezzi, 12 –
Saltarelli (10 pairs Passamezzo/Saltarello, 2 of both – independent ones).
2. Basel F.IX.70 – the author dedicated a whole book to Passamezzi and Saltarelli, separating
them from other dances. He noted many different kinds of Passamezzi, apparently from
many different sources.
3. Stuttgart G.I.4 – in a very rich and wide repertoire, Passamezzi do not feature as prominently
(only 15 of 341 pieces). Nonetheless, the Passamezzi in this source are valuable part of the
manuscript.
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In the investigated manuscripts the Passamezzo is most often paired with a following Saltarello. The
Saltarello is a moderately rapid dance in triple time and involves jumping movements.4 As an
afterdance the Saltarello usually derives its material (harmonic, melodic, formal) from its duple
partner, in this case – from the Passamezzo.

4.2. Passamezzi in other sources

4.2.1. German speaking countries
The form of the Passamezzo was most popular and widely explored in German lute music, and this is
also apparent in the background of other European sources.
According to H. M. Brown’s bibliography of early prints of instrumental music,5 the oldest
Passamezzo, titled “Wascha mesa”, emerged in Hans Neusidler’s Newgeordent Künstlich Lautenbuch
(153666). Particular Passamezzi can be found also in other Neusidler‘s books: “Passa mesa” in Ein
newest Lautenbüchlein mit vil schonen Liedern (15401), also published in Das ander Buch: ein new
künstlich Lautten Buch für die anfahenden Schuler (15442), and Das ander Buch: ein new künstlich
Lauten Buch erst yetzo von newem gemacht für junge und alte Schüler (15496). From about 1550,
Passamezzi seem to be a constant feature of lute tablatures. Many composers, publishers in prints,
and scribes in manuscripts, placed groups of Passamezzi together with their afterdances, including:
prints: H. Gerle (15521) – 8 Passamezzi; B. de Drusina (15562) – 4 Passamezzi and Saltarelli; M.
Waissel (15733) – 8 suites: Passamezzo – Padouana – Saltarello – Represe; M. Waissel (159113) – 8
suites: Passamezzo (2 with Represe) – Saltarello – Represe; manuscripts: CH Bu F.IX.23 (1575)7 – 7
Passamezzi with Saltarelli, D Mbs Mus. Ms. 272 (1549-60) – 11 Passamezzi, D Mbs Mus. Ms. 1511a
(1567) – 24 Passamezzi with Saltarelli. It is easy to observe that later in the sixteenth century,
Passamezzi and suites which include this dance, are more expanded, widely explored, and appeared
more frequently.
4

Gerbino and Silbiger, ”Passamezzo”.
Howard Meyer Brown, Instrumental music printed before 1600 (Cambridge, Massachusetts: Harvard
University Press, 1965).
6
When recording printed sources, I have used Brown sigla (Brown, Instrumental music).
7
When recording manuscripts, I have placed the dates after SMT (Christian Meyer, François-Pierre Goy,
Monique Rollin, Peter Kiraly et al., Sources manuscrites en tablature : luth et theorbe (c. 1500 – 1800), vol. I-IV,
Collection D’Etudes Musicologiques, vol. 82, 87, 90, 93 (Baden-Baden and Bouxwiller: Koerner, 1991, 1994,
1997, 1999).
5
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In the late sixteenth century, the Passamezzo (among other dances) is a common form in German
prints. As opposed to the beginning of the century, when the motet was the dominant form, the
content of publications became rich and varied including dances, motets and madrigals.
Table 4.1. Occurrence of Passamezzo in sources from German speaking countries.
Prints

Manuscripts

15366 – H. Newsidler – “Wascha Mesa”
15401 – H. Newsidler – 1 Passomezzo
15442 – H. Neusidler – 1 Passomezzo
15496 – H. Newsidler – 2 Passamezzi
15521 – H. Gerle – 8 Passamezzi
155210 – H. J. Wecker – 4 Passamezzi (for 2 lutes)
15562 – B. de Drusina – 4 Passamezzi with Saltarelli
15623 – W. Heckel – 2 Passamezzi (for 2 lutes)
15662 – M. Newsidler – 1 Passamezzo
15663 – M. Newsidler – 1 Passamezzo
15721 – B. Jobin – 3 Passamezzi
15732 – B. Jobin – 5 Passamezzi with Saltarelli
15733 – M. Waissel – 8 suites: Passamezzo-PadouanaSaltarello-Represe
15741 – S. Kargel – 3 Passamezzi with Saltarelli
15745 – M. Newsidler – 3 Passamezzi and 11 Saltarelli
15865 – S. Kargel – 3 Passamezzi, 2 with Saltarelli
159113 – M. Waissel – 8 suites: Passamezzo (2 with
Represe)-Saltarello-Represe
159810 – M. Reymann – 12 Passamezzi with scale (modi)
mark (eg. Passemezae I ad notam G solreut, Melos molle)

A-Wn Ms. Mus. 18688 [1623/26-40] – 3 Passamezzi, 2 Bassa
Tantz (?)
A-Wn Ms. Mus. 18827 [1540] – 2 Passamezzi with Saltarelli
A-Wn S.A.76.A.2 [latter 16th century] – 2 Passamezzi
A-Wn Ms. Mus. 18821 [1562] – 5 Passamezzi
A-Wn Ms. Mus. 19259 [after 1564] – 2 Passamezzi
A LIa Hs. 475 [1600] – Passo et-trois (?)
D Mbs Mus. Ms. 267 [1550] – 1 Passamezzo
D Mbs Mus. Ms. 272 [1549-60] – 11 Passamezzi
D Mbs Mus. Ms. 266 [1550-70] – 4 Passamezzi
D Mbs Mus. Ms. 9516 [1550-1600] – 5 Bassameso
D DEL Ms. BB 12150 [1580] – 5 Passamezzi, 4 with
afterdance
D Ka Ms. Bd. A. 678 [1596-1605] – 1 Passamezzo
D Z Ms. 115.3 (CXV.3) [1590-1600] – 7 Passamezzi, 6 with
sfterdance
D Fschneider Ms without sign. [1600] – 14 Passamezzi
D KNa Ms. W[allraf] 4˚ 328* [1600] – 3 Passamezzi
D KNa Ms. R 242 [16th-17th century] – 22 Passamezzi
th
D LEm Ms.II.6.6 [beginning of 17 cent.] – 4 Passamezzi
CH Sam Ms. M 1 [1563] – 3 Passamezzi
CH Bu F.IX.23 [1575] – 7 Passamezzi with Saltarelli
CH Bu F.X.11 [1575] – 1 Passamezzo
CZ-BSA Ms.G 10, 1400 [1575] – 14 Passamezzi with
afterdances
Pl-Kj J150 [1580] – 1 passomezzo with Saltarello
Pl-Kj W 510 [1563-70] – 27 Passamezzi, most with
afterdance
Pl-Kj 40143 [1594-1603] – 8 Passamezzi
Pl-Kj 40583 [1580-85] – 4 Passamezzi, 2 with afterdance
Pl-Kj 40598 [1570-83] – 9 Passamezzi
Pl-WRk 352 [1538] – 5 Passamezzi
RUS-KA Stadtbibliothek Ms. Gen.2.150 [1550-1552] – 7
Passamezzi, 4 with afterdance
NL-At Ms.208.A.27 [1573] – 26 Passamezzi
F Pn Rés. 429 [1560] – 12 Passamezzi, first 5 with Saltarelli
F Ve Ms. 711 [1598] – 5 Passamezzi, 3 with afterdance

4.2.2. Passamezzi in European sources
Comparison of the content of prints from European countries other than German speaking lands
shows that the Passomezzo form was less popular in the former than in the latter. The first
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Passamezzi (4) can be found in J. Abondante’s Intabolatura di Liuto… (15461), although in G. A.
Casteliono’s publication Intabolatura de Leuto de diversi autori… (15369) there are independent
Saltarelli. Some European composers and publishers, similar to German ones, created a kind of suite
from dances: including A. Rotta (154615) – 7 Passamezzi with Gagliarda or Gagliarda and Pavan; G. de
Gorzanis (15638 and 15644) – a part of his publication is a book of dances, including Passamezzi and
Saltarelli; F LYm Ms. 6244 (16th-17th century) – 7 Passamezzi with afterdance; F Pn Rés. 429 (1560) –
12 Passamezzi, first 5 with Saltarelli; F Pn Rés. Vmd m. 29 (1600-1610) – 13 Passamezzi.
Through the sixteenth century, the role and purpose of dances changed. In Italy, dance became
more popular in the second half of the sixteenth century and there are more Passamezzi to be found
in the publications from this time. In Spain, dances were minor part of the repertoire and there are
no Passamezzi in Spanish printed sources. French composers often used variation forms, but the
Passamezzo is not widely used in French sources and there are more Passamezzi in manuscripts than
in prints. There is no evidence of the occurrence of the Passamezzo in English printed sources and
very little in English manuscripts.
Table 4.2. Occurance of Passamezzo in European sources.
Prints

Manuscripts

ITALY:
(15369 – G. A. Casteliono – no Passamezzi, many Saltarelli)
15461 – J. Abondante – 4 Passamezzi
15465 – D. Bianchini – 1 Passomezzo with Padouana and
Saltarello
154610 – G. M. da Crema – 3 Passamezzi with Saltarelli
154615 – A. Rotta – 7 Passamezzi
15491 – M. de Barberiis – 6 Passamezzi
15612 – G. de Gorzanis – 5 Passamezzi with afterdances
15638 – G. de Gorzanis – 12 Passamezzi, most with
afterdances
15644 – G. de Gorzanis – 11 Passamezzi
15681 – A. di Becchi – 6 Passamezzi with Saltarelli
15692 – G. C. Barbetta – 6 Passamezzi
156?3 – G. de Gorzanis – 8 Passamezzi with afterdances
15741 – S. Kargel – 3 Passamezzi with Saltarelli

FRANCE:
F Pn Rés. 1109 [1580] – 2 Passamezzi
F Pn Rés. Vmd ms. 29 [1600-10] – 13 Passamezzi

FRANCE:
154711 – P. Phalese – 2 Passamezzi
156312 – P. Phalese – 8 Passamezzi with afterdances
15687 – P. Phalese – 2 Passamezzi for 2 lutes, 8 for lute solo
15716 – P. Phalese, J. Bellere – 1 Passamezzo for 2 lutes, 9
for lute solo
15747 – P. Phalese, J. Bellere – 2 Passamezzi

ITALY:
Pl-Kj 40032 [1580] – 12 Passamezzi
D Mbs Mus. Ms. 1511a [1567] – 24 Passamezzi with
Saltarelli
D Mbs Mus. Ms. 1511d [1550] – 2 Passamezzi
F LYm Ms. 6244 [16th-17th century)] – 7 Passamezzi with
afterdances
POLAND:
th
UA-LVu 1400/I [end of 16 century] – 10 Passamezzi, most
with afterdance
ENGLAND:
GB-AB Ms 27 [1595-1600] – 2 Passemeasures
GB-Cu Ms.Dd.2.11 [1585-95] – 4 Passemeasures, 2
Passamezzi
GB-HAdolmetsch Ms.II.C.23 [c.1600] – 1 Passamezzo
GB-Lbl Add.Ms.31392 [1595] – 1 Passing measures paven(?)
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4.2.3. Passamezzi in examples
In order to create an overall impression of the use of the Passamezzo in German lands and other
countries, I conducted a brief analysis of Passamezzi from three different European sources:
1. Italian: Intavolatura di Liuto di Simone Molinaro… (15997);8
2. English: “The Mynshall lute book with an introductory study by Robert Spencer”, 1975 – a
manuscript dated c. 1597-99;9
3. French: Adrian Le Roy A Briefe and easye instru[c]tion to learne the tablature… (15683) Fantaisies et Dances, edition and transcription Pierre Jansen, Paris 1975.10
This analysis showed that the structure and development of virtuoso technique through the
Passamezzo vary according to sources. The three chosen sources show different approaches to
Passamezzi, even though all were written in the second part of the century.

1. Molinaro’s book is a publication created by a professional lutenist. The composer notated 11
Passamezzi with Gagliarda, placing them according to their mode: D minor, D major, E minor, E
major, F major, F minor, G minor, G major, A minor and A major. All the Passamezzi have a similar
structure, known from other examples (also found in Passamezzi in the investigated manuscripts).
The composer’s aim was to explore the technical possibilities of the lute and it is not coincidence
that he chose the form of Passomezzo to do this: the variations form creates many occasions to
show composer’s and performer’s abilities and virtuosity. Using different modes, which give the
lutenist varying levels of complication while playing, fulfils this approach.
2. The Mynshall book is a reflection of the author’s interests and hobbies. According to Spencer,
Richard Mynshall acquired this book when he was 15, copying 39 pieces into it, and continuing to
write it until his death. This is how Michael Gale classified the Mynshall manuscript is his thesis:
This previously underexplored document apparently served three related
functions during the first few decades of its existence. First, it began life as
8

Simone Molinaro, Intavolatura di Liuto. Libro Primo, edition and trascription by Giuseppe Gullino,
introduction by Piero Jahier (Firenze: Edizioni musicali ditta R. Maurri di E. Stanta, 1963).
9
The Mynshall lute book. (c. 1597-99), introduction by Robert Spencer (Leeds: Boethius Press, 1975).
10
Adrian Le Roy, Fantaisies et Danses extraites de: A briefe and easye Instruction (1568), edition and
transcription Pierre Jansen (Paris: Éditions du Centre national de la recherche scientifique, 1975).
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document of social aspiration c.1597, preserving a musical repertory designed
to facilitate social interaction. Secondly, it served as a space for communal selffashioning, probably during the earliest years of the seventeenth century.[…]
Finally, following Mynshall’s death, his lutebook assumed a new dual function:
as both a gift and a memorial to its previous owner and his circle, now
assuming much greater importance as a material object than as a musical
source.11
There are two compositions with “Passamezzo” in title, but connected to another dance:
“Passingmesures pauian” and “Passingmessures Galliarde). Both in antico type, 3-4 parts, rather
simple and not elaborated. There are also other pieces, fully or partly based on the Passamezzo
ground in this manuscript: “Quadren pauian” (the part A is based on the Passamezzo moderno bass12)
and “Leueche pavin” (composition first printed in Mainerio in 1578 as “Pass’e mezzo della
Paganina”13).
In this book, Mynshall collected the music he liked, played, and learnt to play. Considering the level
of technical complications in the tablature, the pieces are at a basic level, designed for beginners or
learners.
3. Passamezzi do not feature in a large numbers in Le Roy’s book, but the two simple examples with
their diminutions give clear instructions on how the patterns can be used in generating music as
simple or as demanding as the player’s technique allows. Le Roy explains the easiest and the most
popular way to create variations form: divisions in upper voice in the second piece, on the
background already known from the previous composition.

All the Passamezzi in the chosen examples, apart from their different purposes, have the same
structure and use the same techniques to create the variations form. All the Passamezzi chosen,
transcribed and analysed from the three German manuscripts, characterise exactly the same
features. This shows that the Passamezzi from German manuscripts are built in the same way and
use the same features as Passamezzi in other sources.

11

Michael Gale, ”Learning the lute in early modern England, c. 1550-c.1640” (PhD thesis, University of
Southampton, 2014), 115.
12
See: Spencer’s introduction in: The Mynshall lute book.
13
See: Spencer’s introduction in: The Mynshall lute book.
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4.3. Passamezzi in the investigated manuscripts

4.3.1. The number of Passamezzi
In the three investigated manuscripts, there are 135 passamezzi in total: 65 antichi, 68 moderni and
2 special cases.
In the Lodz manuscript M6983, there are 12 passamezzi: 4 antichi, 6 moderni and 2 pieces that are
labelled as Passamezzi, but whose harmonic patterns do not fit either the antico or the moderno
scheme. Ten of the passamezzi are placed together in the manuscript (ff 2r-60r); the last two are
separated from the rest, but appear next to each other. The batch of Passamezzi is placed in the
following order: modern-antico-antico-moderno-antico-moderno-antico-special case-special case[Galliarda]-moderno and it is unlikely that this is a random order. Two separated Passamezzi (ff 104v105r) seem to be composed much later than the ones from the main batch: they are much more
stylized and do not have a dance attributes, that is they are typical instrumental pieces.
In the Basel manuscript F.IX.70, there are 108 passamezzi (pp. 114-235): 54 antichi and 54 moderni.
They are placed together in one “book”. The author has situated them in large groups: 12 antichi-11
moderni-30 antichi-12 moderni-1 antico-1 moderno-8 antichi-18 moderni-1 antico-8 moderni -1
antico-4moderni. It is difficult to find any overall pattern here.
The Stuttgart manuscript G.I.4 includes 15 passamezzi: 7 antichi and 8 moderni. Ten of these (I
volume, ff. 15r-28r) are placed together (antico-antico-moderno-moderno-antico-moderno-anticoantico-moderno-antico), the rest are split up; three of them (2 Terzi’s, one attributed to Neusidler’s)
are in close proximity (II volume, ff. 73v, 75v-77r), the last two are separated and hidden among
other pieces (I volume, f. 41v and III volume, f.60v).
Working on the three manuscripts, I transcribed and analysed 29 pieces:
-

5 passamezzi from Lodz M6983 – 2 antici, 2 moderni, 1 special case;

-

19 passamezzi from Basel F.IX.70 – 8 antici, 11 moderni;

-

5 passamezzi from Stuttgart G.I.4 – 3 antici, 2 moderni.

When selecting pieces, I tried to choose the most typical and the most anomalous of its kind, in
order to investigate and describe the widest possible range of Passamezzi.
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4.3.2. Analysis of selected Passamezzi/Saltarelli
4.3.2.1.

Passamezzi

All the Passamezzi I have investigated are based on a variation scheme. Normally this is a theme and
variations pattern. The exceptions are the two Passamezzi: Ungerisch Passomezo and Saltarello (f.
50r, Lodz M6983) and Passomezo and Saltarello (f.15v, Stuttgart G.I.4), where there are other types
of variations.
The theme and variations pattern includes a first leading section, which I have called “Theme”, and
some number of sections based on the first one, which I have called “Variations”. Usually the theme
is rather simple, not elaborated and built of chords or simple figurations. The harmonic structure,
characteristic for the kind of Passamezo, is clear, indicated by a slowly moving bass, comprising of
long notes.
Fig. 4.3. VII Passomezo Racalfuso, f. 145, Basel F.IX.70
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However, in some passamezzi, the theme is rich and ornamented:
Fig. 4.4. Passomezo commune f. 17v, Stuttgart G.I.4
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The theme often uses “pretend” polyphony (brief imitations):
Fig. 4.5. Passomezo, f.16v, Stuttgart G.I.4

The number of variations for Passamezzi varies from one to fifteen.14 The general rule for variations
involves making each successive one richer and more expanded. In order to achieve easily the
desired effect, composers usually used divisions in semiquavers or demisemiquavers, creating
different patterns, figurations, and melodies. Every variation in one Passamezzo differs from others
and has a particular attribute. Examples are shown as follows:

14

The Passamezzi with one variation only: Passomezo ex C solfaut in cantu duro, Lodz M6983, Passomezo ex F
faut in cantu duro, Lodz M6983, Passomezo (antico, no number) f. 158, Basel F.IX.70, VIII Passomezo
(moderno) f. 146, Basel F.IX.70, Passomezo (moderno) f. 16v, Stuttgart G.I.4. The Passamezzo with fifteen
variations: Passomezo aus dem p, Lodz M6983.
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1. Continuous semiquaver movement:
Fig. 4.6. Passomezo aus dem O, f.4v, Lodz M6983

2. Chords:
Fig. 4.7. Passa e mezzo Anticho MN, f. 23v, Stuttgart G.1.4

3. Dialogue between voices:
Fig. 4.8. IIII Passomezo [antico], p. 157, Basel F.IX.70
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4. Repeated rhythmic motifs :
Fig. 4.9. V Passomezo [antico], p. 157, Basel F.IX.70

5. Semiquavers and demisemiquavers:
Fig. 4.10. Passamezo commune, f.17v, Stuttgart G.1.4.

6. Material slower than the Theme:
Fig. 4.11. Passomezo in O per B molle, p.154,Basel F.IX.70
Theme:
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Variation:

7. Changed register:
Fig. 4.12. Passa e mezo Anticho MN, f.23v, Stuttgart G.1.4.
Theme:

Variation:

8. “Pretend” polyphony (short fragments of imitation, usually at the beginning of the
composition):
Fig. 4.13. Passomezo, f. 16v, Stuttgart G.1.4.
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9. Imitation (expanded “pretend” polyphony, used in the middle of the composition):
Fig. 4.14. Passomezo aus dem p, f.12v, Lodz M6983

10. Dotted rhythm (specific rhythmic pattern, using constant dotted figures rather than motivic
work):
Fig. 4.15. Passomezo in O per b molle, p. 154, Basel F.IX.70
Variation III
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11. Anacrusis:
Fig. 4.16. Ungerisch Passomezo, f. 50r, Lodz M6983

Due to the convention of construction of the Passamezzi, every variation is based on the same
harmonic scheme; sometimes there are small chord changes on weak parts of the bars, however it
does not change the harmonic pattern. The standard practice is to use multi-voiced chords in long
notes at the beginning of a bar:
Fig. 4.17. Passomezo aus dem O, f. 4v, Lodz M6983

Every part of Passamezzo includes a few smaller subsections, usually two, sometimes four. When
there are two subsections, the musical material has a form aa1. Four subsections can create a form
abad, as in Passomezo aus dem O, Lodz M6983. This subsection division does not apply to short,
single-section passamezzi from Basel F.IX.70 – they create different forms, e.g.: III Passomezo
(moderno) f. 141: form AB; V Passomezo, f. 143 – AB; VII Passomezo Racalfuso f. 145 – AA1A2.
As mentioned above, among the Passamezzi I have transcribed and analysed, there are two
constructed on different principles than the rest; they are Ungerisch Passomezo (and its Saltarello), f.
50r, Lodz M6983 and Passomezo (and its Saltarello) f. 16v, Stuttgart G.I.4.
It is unclear why Ungerisch Passomezo differs from the other Passamezzi included in the Lodz
manuscript and why it differs in this particular way. The answer may lie in the title, which does not
suggest any particular kind of Hungarian music, but rather highlights the unusual shape of the
Passamezzo. Ungerisch Passomezo provides different kind of variations and, furthermore, it does not
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belong to any recognizable kind of Passamezzo (neither antico, nor moderno), as there is no
harmonic structure typical to any kind. The leading part of Ungerisch Passomezo is built on the
following harmonic structure:
Fig. 4.18. Ungerisch Passomezo, f. 50r, Lodz M6983 – harmonic structure
chord
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Ungerisch Passomezo’s construction is based on variations, but different from the usual “theme and
variations” scheme: instead, it uses an internal variation pattern. Each section is built from two
smaller parts, in which every second part is a variation of the first. The variations themselves include
the same elements as a standard “theme and variations” form; the main feature is divisions. Both
the Passomezo and its Saltarello display their own forms:
Passomezo:
A

B

C

A1

B1

C1

A2

B2

C2

aa1

bb1

cc1

a2a3

b2b3

c2c3

a4a5

b4b5

c4c5

Saltarello:
A

B

C

A1

B1

C1

A2

B2

a

bb1

cc1

a1

b2b3

c2c3

a2

b4b5

+CODA
(based
on B)

Another kind of internal variation scheme provides the Passomezo (moderno) and its Saltarello
(f.15v) from the Stuttgart manuscript G.I.4. Both Passamezzo and Saltarello have the same form: A B
B1 B2; in the Saltarello, part B1 includes changes in harmonic structure. Part A, which is supposed to
be the leading one, in terms of harmonic, melodic, and formal construction, appears only once –
there are no variations based on the material of part A. Only part B is explored, eventually turning
into a kind of Coda form.
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A lot of Passamezzi from the manuscript F.IX.70 are minimal, single section pieces. Among the 19
Passamezzi I transcribed and analysed, I identified only two as definitely independent ones. The rest
form two groups of “Passamezzi Antichi” and “Passamezzi Moderni”. All Passamezzi in each group
could be one passomezzo – they have the same tonus finalis, similar material and consist of a single
section, so that, when put together, they create a proper, expanded form of Passamezzo.
Nevertheless, the scribe gave each of them a separate number, so they should be treated as
separate pieces. Moreover, among the short pieces some are more expanded: the unnumbered
Passomezo f. 158 of the “Passomezi Antichi” group (theme and 1 variation) – it is the last one of this
group; and VIII Passomezo f. 146 of the “Passomezi Moderni” group (theme and 1 Variation),
together with its Gagliarda+Ripresa. An extraordinary one is V Passomezo (antico) f. 157, with its
time signature 3/4, might have intended to be a Saltarello but the author labelled it a “Passamezzo”
by mistake.
Detailed analysis of all Passamezzi can be found in table 4.3.

4.3.2.2.

Saltarelli

Among the Passamezzi investigated, only two of the independent ones do not have an afterdance. In
addition, only two have an afterdance other than a Saltarello (in both cases, a Galliarda). In the
discussed manuscripts, the Saltarello is as rich and as important form as the Passamezzo.
Each Passamezzo and its Saltarello have the same structure, using the same material (melodic,
harmonic and formal) but with a rhythmical difference, which is caused by an altered time signature.
The Saltarello is more “homogenous” than the Passamezzo, as its faster tempo excludes changes in
scales used. The Saltarello is commonly shorter than its Passomezzo – in the discussed pieces this is
the rule of construction (with exception of Passomezo MN f. 15v, Stuttgart G.I.4, when both dances
have identical length and formal structure). Nevertheless, there is always some correspondence in
the length of both, i.e. the Passamezzo is short, so is the Saltarello, the Passamezzo is longer, so is
the Saltarello.15 An important element of the Saltarello’s structure is the addition of independent
parts to the Passamezzo’s material.16 Usually these parts have a character of Coda.

15

Short: Passomezo aus dem O, Lodz M6983 – theme and 2 variations, its Saltarello –theme and 1 variation.
Long: Passomezo aus dem p, Lodz M6983 – theme and 15 variations, its Saltarello – theme and 4 variations.
16
Ungerisch Passomezo and Saltarello, Lodz M6983, VIII Passomezo and Gagliarda (instead of Saltarello), f.
146, Basel F.IX.70.
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During the form’s development, Ripresa became an independent final part of the Saltarello.17
Occasionally, the Ripresa not only provided its own material, but also its modus changed.18 A
cadence (coda) character became natural. There is a connection between the length of the Saltarello
and Ripresa (short Saltarello – short Ripresa, long Saltarello – long Ripresa). Short Ripresi have a
simple harmonic scheme, repeating only a cadence module. Lenghty ones are almost independent
pieces, e.g. Passomezo and Saltarello aus dem p, Lodz M6983.
Despite the clear connection between the Passamezzo and the Saltarello, they are not always built
with regularity and symmetry; they have different forms19 or they can be based only on part of the
Passamezzo’s material.20
A separate problem is the analysis of a group of Passamezzi moderni in Basel F.IX.70. The
“Passamezzi antichi” group gathered short Passamezzi without Saltarelli after each one but with one
Gagliarda at the end of the group. The “Passamezzi moderni” group – although gathered together
too – are more expanded and all the Passamezzi except two21 have their own Saltarelli (VIII
Passemezo f. 146 has Galiarda as its afterdance). Most of them are very short and simple, and so are
their Saltarelli;22 only a few are 2-part pieces.23 Some Saltarelli are based on the Passamezzo‘s theme
only.24 Amongst all of them, only one Passamezzo is more independent: VIII Passemezo and Gag.da
f.146. The parts of both pieces are numbered separately. The Galiarda ends with the Ripresa, also
titled separately. The Galiarda is based on the theme of the Passamezzo. The Ripresa is a type of
coda. On the end of the group the author placed independent and expanded Passomezo in G (f. 148)
– a 4-parted piece (theme and 3 variations) with its own, 5-parted Gagliarda. I analysed this
passamezzo as a separate piece of music.
Detailed information about analysis of particular pieces is to be found in table 4.3.

17

Saltarello con la ripresa [ aus dem O], Lodz M6983, Saltarello con la ripresa [aus dem p], Lodz M6983.
Passomezo aus dem O, Passomezo aus dem p, Lodz M6983 – Passamezzi antichi with ripresi in
lydian/mixolydian scale.
19
Ungerisch Passomezo and Saltarello, Lodz M6983, Passomezo in O per B molle/Saltarello, f.154, Basel
18

F.IX.70, VIII Passomezo and Gagliarda, f. 146, Basel F.IX.70, Passomezo in G and Gagliarda, f. 148, Basel
F.IX.70, Passomezo commune, f. 17v, Stuttgart G.I.4, Passomezo, f. 16v, Stuttgart G.I.4.
20
Passomezo commune f. 17v, Stuttgart G.I.4, Passomezo f.16v, Stuttgart G.I.4.
21
IIII Passomezo f. 142 and VI Passemezo D , f. 145.
22
I Passomezo, f. 140, II Passomezo f. 140, V Passemezo’ f. 144, VIIII Passomezo f. 148.
23
III Passomezo f. 141, V Passomezo f. 143, VII Passomezo Racalfuso, f. 145 – 3 parts, VIII Passemezo f. 146.
24
III Passomezo f. 141, VIII Passemezo f. 146.
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4.4. Conclusion
The Passomezzo was a type of music attractive to instrumentalists, as it could explore many ways of
making and performing music. Due to its ostinato technique, it could be full of “challenging”
elements, like divisions, to create musically rich and expanded variations form. This gave plenty of
opportunities for musicians to show their abilities: whether composer’s artistry or performer’s
adeptness. The dance origin gives to the Passomezzo lightness and fluency, and these attributes had
to be sustained in its instrumental version. All of this made the Passomezzo a virtuoso piece, but also
one that was invaluable for teaching and learning. Using all the Renaissance techniques of lute
playing, graduating its musical complications (faster rhythmic values, various rhythmic patterns,
more divisions), the Passamezzo created not only an ideal type of educational music but also a great
addition to the concert repertoire. The pedagogical factor is particularly demonstrated in Basel
F.IX.70, a student’s lute book, where there are all popular forms and techniques included to enable
the learner to perfect his musical skills, and supplemented by placing theoretical notes amid the
music. The greatest pieces for performers are the Passamezzi from the Lodz manuscript M6983,
particularly the compositions with many variations, like Passomezo aus dem p (a perfect lesson on
improvisational technique), together with untypical forms, like Ungerisch Passomezo. They highlight
all the features important for the Passamezzi: a virtuosic factor, a specific structure of the dance
(showed in various ways) and an attractive sound. It is possible that the pedagogical approach was
fundamental in notating so many Passamezzi in lute tablatures in the sixteenth century (not only
manuscripts) – a form which was not used for dance anymore, but was still interesting enough to
create a lot of music based on its ostinato system.
The research of the Passamezzo in Germany and other European countries shows that the
Passamezzo form in the three investigated manuscripts takes a special position among European
sources but is rather common among German ones. There are less Passamezzi in prints than in
manuscripts. The occurrence of Passamezzi in German manuscripts is comparable, but in European
manuscripts – smaller than in those investigated. Again, the most unusual is the Basel tablature
F.IX.70, with over 100 Passamezzi, which is a huge number for any Renaissance source.
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Passomezo
aus dem O/
Saltarello

source

Title

Kind

Lodz M6983

Table 4.3. Analysis of transcribed Passamezzi and Saltarelli25.

antico

form

Comment

Theme+variations

Passomezo: a theme includes

(2)

divisions – variations change them

(moderno/antico)

only.
Saltarello – theme+1 variation.

con la

Ripresa – lydian/mixolydian scale.

ripresa

Passomezo
aus dem p/

M6983

f. 4v
antico

Theme+variations

Passomezo: a theme is rather

(15)

simple, using simple figures and
chords. In variations are found all

Saltarello

possible kind of divisions.

con la

Saltarello – Theme+4 variations, all

ripresa

use the same material and

f. 12v

techniques as Passomezo.

Passomezo
ex C solfaut

M6983

Ripresa – lydian/mixolydian scale.

moderno

Theme+its version

The piece is more like a free form –

(1)

a theme is based on one
ornamented figure, repeated on

in cantu

tones of a scale, appropriate to

duro

passomezzo moderno; a variation

f. 105r

is built in the same way (uses the
theme’s material but differently
ornamented).

Passomezo
ex F faut in

M6983

No Saltarello.

moderno

Theme+variation

A much expanded theme with a lot

(1)

of divisions. A variation multiplies
divisions.

canto duro

No Saltarello.

f. 104v

25

The table provides the original spelling for both words and numbers, found in the manuscripts.
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specific type

Specyfic type of

There is no harmonical structur

variations

typical to passomezo antico or
moderno.

Saltarello

Passomezo’s form:

f. 50r

A
Aa

B
1

C
1

1

1

bb cc

1

B

C

2 3

2 3

2 3

A

1

aa bb cc
2

2

A

2

B

4 5

C

4 5

4 5

aa bb cc

Saltarello’s form:
A B

C
1

1

1

a bb cc
1

B

C

1

2 3

2 3

2

B

2

4 5

A

1

a bb cc
A

2

a bb

+ CODA
Coda in Saltarello is based on a

Passomezo
in O per B
molle/

Basel F.IX.70

material from the B part.

antico

Theme+variations

Passomezo: every part is

(5)

numbered.
A theme (I) is musically rich, but
doesn’t use divisions. 1 var. (II) –

Saltarello

slower than the theme; 2 var.(III) –

p. 154

dotted rhythm and divisions; 3 var.
(IIII) – more divisions, kind of
dialoque between voices; 4 var.(V)
– quavers mostly, all voices move.
Saltarello: short, character of
coda/ripresa.
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It could be one passomezo with

antichi

variations – the same tonus finalis,
the same type of following pieces,

Gagliarda

similar material. But the source

p. 156

gives each one a separated title: II
Passomezo, III Passomezo etc. In
this situation Passomezo in O per
B molle = I Passomezo.
II Passomezo, f.156: quavers, not
too expanded.
III Passomezo, f. 156: divisions on
IIII Passomezo, f.157: quavers, a lot
of dialogue between higher and
upper voices.
V Passomezo, f. 157: time ¾!
Rhythm:
VI Passomezo, f. 157: some
divisions on

, still a lot of

dialogue.
VII Passomezo, f. 157: very slow,
crotchet movement. Long notes
chords, moving bass, sometimes
together with one more voice.
Passomezo (no number), f. 158:
independent one. Theme+1
variation. Rich ornamented theme,
very similar variation.
Gagliarda: it’s difficult to say,
whether it is connected to any
particular passomezzo. Uses very
neutral material. Not too

Passomezzi
moderni

F.IX.70

expanded.
The same as Passomezi antici!

moderni

Most of passomezzi is in one part
only.
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I Passomezo, f.140: steady bass,

p. 140

divisions in upper voices.
Saltarello: as above.
II Passomezo, f.140: an accent
often moved to a second part of a
bar. Chords in long notes,
“standing” character.
Saltarello: as above. Very short.
Time 9/4.
III Passomezo, f. 141: form AB.
More expanded. Lots of divisions.
Saltarello: form AA1.
IIII Passomezo, f. 142: divisions on
. No saltarello.
V Passomezo, f. 143: variable time
signatures – it causes swapping the
accent in some places (moved to a
third part of a bar). Domination of
long notes chords. Form AB; B
starts from D major chord (tonus
finalis G).
Saltarello: long notes chords.
V Passemezo [‘], f. 144: very rich
musical material.
Saltarello: as above. Short.
VI Passomezo D, f. 145: a kind of
“dialogue” between voices.
No Saltarello.
VII Passomezo Racalfuso, f. 145: 3
parts: A A1 A2.
Saltarello: based on the material of
Passomezo, harmonically and
structurally.
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VIII Passemezo, f. 146:
independent one: theme+
variation. The theme: slow ( ),
“pretend” polyphony; variation:
faster ( ).
Gagliarda: 2 parts, both based on
st

the 1 part of Passomezo. Time
6/4; Ripresa: imitative beginning. A
kind of one-voice coda.
VIIII Passomezo, f. 148: musically
rich, chords+figurated bass in .

Passomezo
in G

F.IX.70

Saltarello: as above.

moderno

Theme+ variations

Passomezo: The theme (marked as

(3)

1 part) is similar to the previous

st

rd

passomezzi. 3 part – imitations,
nd

dialogue; 2 half of this part -

f. 148

th

division. 4 part – more divisions.
Gagliarda: 5 parts, no repetitions,
every part separated by double
barline. Built due to variation rules:
every part includes more and faster

Passo e
mezo
Anticho MN/
Saltarello

Stuttgart G.I.4

divisions.

antico

Theme+variations

Variations are not numbered.

(4)

A theme: chords+divisions.
I var.: divisions on ; II var.:chords
again, higher register; III var.:

f. 23v, vol. I
divisions on

again; IV var.:

divisions on , lower register.
Saltarello: I part = theme of
passomezo; II part = II var. of pass.;
III = III var.
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antico

Theme+variations

This is another passomezzo with its

(2)

saltarello.
Passomezo: I – theme; II – 1 var.; III

f. 25r, vol. I

– 2 var.: high register.

Passomezo
commune

G.I.4

Saltarello: only 1 part.

moderno

Theme+ variations

Passomezo: a theme – rich and

(5)

expanded; I var.: divisions in coda;

f. 17v, vol. I

II var.: more divisions on
III var.: and

and ;

, pretend

polyphony; IV var.: divisions in one
voice; V var.: pretend polyphony.
No rests between parts.
Saltarello’s form: A B A1 A2; B –
repeated, harmonically different

Passomezo
MN

G.I.4

material.

antico

Specyfic type of

Passomezo’s form: A B B1 B2.

variations

Saltarello’s form: A B B1 B2; B1 –
change in a harmonical structure

f. 15v, vol. I
Passomezo
f. 16v, vol. I

G.I.4

on the end.

moderno

Theme+variation

Passomezo: a theme – imitations,

(1)

voices entry in canon; a variation –
one-voiced imitation on the
rhythmic figure:
Saltarello’s form:
A

A1

aa1a2 a’a1’a2’
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All three manuscripts include significant examples of free forms of different types, which give us
more information about the forms cultivated in Renaissance lute music and their maturation. By
analysing these forms, we follow a development of composers’ creativity in the lute music, especially
on the field of virtuosity. The number of the free forms in the investigated manuscripts is great but
their relationship to sources from elsewhere in Europe is different from what we observed in the
case of the Passamezzo.

5.1. Introduction

I use the term “free forms” for compositions without any predetermined form, characterised by an
improvisational character and often including virtuosic elements.
Among all the pieces included in the investigated manuscripts, I have transcribed and analysed four
different types of free forms:
1. Intrada,
2. Praeludium,
3. Praeambulum,
4. Fantasia.
It is difficult to make distinctions between different types of free forms in the sixteenth century. The
Fantasia, Ricercar, Preludium or Praeambulum all had a similar structure and purpose, and in some
cases the same piece in one source was titled Fantasia, in another – Ricercar. Nevertheless, I
separated particular genres in order to clarify how the free forms emerged and developed in
particular parts of Europe.
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The Intrada1 is a typical instrumental piece, used as a form of entrance for some event or for a
suite. In the investigated sources, a number of Intradas can be found in the manuscript M6983.
In two other manuscripts, this form is not widely used. There is only one example of the
Intrada in the manuscript G.1.4. I also found one piece of music titled Intrada di mascara A.F.
in the sixth book (dances book) of the manuscript F.IX.70. In other lute sources, both German
and European, the Intrada can be found in some manuscripts; there is no appearance of this
genre in prints.
The terms Praeludium and Praeambulum, similarly to Intrada, applied to the same kind of
pieces: instrumental entrances to other music.2 The purpose of early lute Preludia was the
tuning of the instrument and the quality of its sound. Initially, the Preludium was purely
improvisational; later composers notated it in order to create models for students and as
instructions on how to play or solve particular technical problems. All the investigated
manuscripts contain a number of Praeambula and Preludia. The composers of other European
countries also used this genre, but not often.
The Fantasia was one of the primary genres in Renaissance instrumental music, especially in
Italy.3 Initially, it was a pure product of the composer’s imagination, having free structure and
without any form. Its function was to establish the mode for the piece to follow or to continue
as variations if there was no following composition. It was also an opportunity to check the
instrument’s tuning. The tradition of playing such free pieces was to connect it with a song –
before, during or after. By about 1530, the Fantasia was starting to incorporate polyphonic
features, especially motivic imitation. The term Fantasia was used interchangeably with the
terms Ricercar (Francesco da Milano) and Preambel or any kind of Preludium (German
composers, like Hans Newsidler), though, for example, in the works of da Milano, “Fantasia”
usually denoted some more structured polyphony, while “Ricercar” was often more
exploratory in character; the distinction, however, is never a hard and fast one. The Fantasia

1

David Fuller and Peter Downey, "Intrada," Grove Music Online. Oxford Music Online. Oxford University
Press, accessed May 7, 2013, http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com/subscriber/article/grove/music/13870.
2
David Ledbetter and Howard Ferguson, "Prelude," Grove Music Online. Oxford Music Online. Oxford
University Press, accessed May 7, 2013,
http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com/subscriber/article/grove/music/43302.
3

See: Douglas Alton-Smith, A History of the Lute from Antiquity to the Renaissance (Lexington, VA: The Lute
Society of America, 2002), and: Christopher D.S. Field et al., "Fantasia," Grove Music Online. Oxford Music
Online. Oxford University Press, accessed May 7, 2013,
http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com/subscriber/article/grove/music/40048.
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(or Ricercar) could be found in sources all over Europe. It was most popular in Italy and little
cultivated in France. Fantasias are present in all of the investigated manuscripts.

5.2. Free forms in other sources

5.2.1. German speaking countries
The free forms were not a predominant form in lute music in sixteenth century Germany.
Instrumental versions of motets and madrigals were notated and published more regularly.
The first improvisational pieces emerged in Hans Judenkönig’s publication Ain schone kunstlische
under weisung in disem büechlein… in 1523 (15232) – 5 pieces titled “Priamel”.4 Soon the word
“Priamel” evolved to “Priambel” (15322, Gerle). Pieces entitled “Priamel”, “Priambel” or “Preambel”
can be found in the German sources from the first half of the sixteenth century, although it is not a
widely explored form in these books. The form of Praeambulum seems to be used simply as an
entrance to subsequent music.
Sources from the second half of the century contain more examples of the free forms, not only
Praeambulum, but also Ricercars and Fantasias. The first piece titled “Fantasey” is in Hans
Neusidler’s book Der Ander theil des Lautenbuchs… (15367); the next one does not occur until 20
years later, in Benedict Druzina’s publication (15562), where he published four Fantasias. The first
four Ricercars include Melchior Neusidler’s Il primo libro intabolatura di liuto… (15662). Little interest
in the free forms, such as Praeambulum and Preludium, as well as Fantasia and Ricercar, clearly used
interchangeably to title the same kinds of musical forms, shows that German composers and
publishers did not find these forms too enticing. There are more free forms in manuscripts than in
prints – it could be that the free forms were more attractive for private authors rather than official
publishers, due to their international influences. A general rule observed is that composers (or
publishers) placed Praeambula mostly at the beginning of the book, and Fantasias and Ricercars at
the end. This might show the “introductional” character of Praeambulum and the “final” character
of the Fantasia and Ricercar.

4

Howard Meyer Brown, Instrumental music printed before 1600 (Cambridge, Massachusetts: Harvard
University Press, 1965).
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Table 5.1. The occurrence of free forms in German sources – prints.
Intrada

Praeludium
159810 – M.
Reymann

Praeambulum
15232 – H. Judenkönig
15322 – H. Gerle
15331 – H. Gerle
15366 – H. Newsidler
15367 – H. Newsidler
15442 – H. Newsidler
15469 – H. Gerle
15474 – H. Newsidler
15496 – H. Newsidler
15521 – H. Gerle
15623 – W. Heckel
15733 – M. Waissel
159113 – M. Waissel

Fantasia
15367 – H. Newsidler
15562 – B. de Drusina
15624 – W. Heckel
15733 – M. Waissel
15741 – S. Kargel
15745 – M. Newsidler
15865 – S. Kargel
159212 – M. Waissel
15945 – A. Denss (???)
159810 – M. Reymann

Ricercar
15624 – W. Heckel
15662 – M. Newsidler
15663 – M. Newsidler

Table 5.2. The occurrence of free forms in German sources – manuscripts.
Intrada

Praeludium

Praeambulum

Fantasia

Ricercar

D Del Ms.BB 12150
[1573-80]
D Ka Mus.Bd.678
[1596-1605]
DZ
Ms.115.3.(CXV.3.)
[1590-1600]
Pl-Kj J 150 [1580]

CH SAM Ms.M.1 [1563]
D B Mus.Ms.40588 [1552]
D Knh Ms.R 242 [16-17
cent.]
D LEm Ms.II.6.6 [beginning
17 cent.]
D Mbs Mus.Ms.1512
[1533]
A-Wn Ms.Mus.18688
[1523/26-40]
CZ-BSA Ms G10, 1400
[1575]
Pl-Kj 40143 [1594/1603]
Pl-Kj 40154 [1520]
F Ve Ms 711 (1598)

CH Bu Ms.F.IX.39 [1575]
CH Bu Ms.F.X.11 [1575]
CH SAM Ms.M.1 [1563]
D LEm Ms.II.6.6
[beginning 17 cent.]
D Mbs Mus.Ms.266
[1550-70]
D Mbs Mus.Ms.1512
[1533]
D Us Ms.131b [1556]
D Z Ms.115.3.(CXV.3.)
[1590-1600]
A-Wn Ms.Mus.18688
[1523/26-40]
A-Wn
Ms.Suppl.Mus.8967
[1565]
CZ-BSA Ms G10, 1400
[1575]
Pl-Kj 40143 [1594/1603]
Pl-Kj 40154 [1520]
Pl-WRk 352 [1538]
NL-At Ms.208.A.27
[1573]

D B Mus.Ms.40632
[1565]
D Del Ms.BB 12150
[1573-80]
D KNs Ms.without sign.
[1578]
D Knh Ms.R 242 [16-17
cent.]
D Mbs Mus.Ms.266
[1550-70]
D Mbs Mus.Ms.267
[1550]
D Mbs Mus.Ms.272
[1549-60]
D Mbs Mus.Ms.1627
[1550-80]
A-Wn
Ms.Suppl.Mus.8967
[1565]
Pl-Kj 40143 [1594/1603]
Pl-Kj 40154 [1520]
Pl-Kj 40598 [1570-83]

CH SAM Ms.M.1 [1563]
D B Mus.Ms.40632 [1565]
D Del Ms.BB 12150 [157380]
D Mbs Mus.Ms.266 [155070]
D Mbs Mus.Ms.267 [1550]
D Mbs Mus.Ms.272 [154960]
A-Wn Ms.Mus.18688
[1523/26-40]
A-Wn Ms.Mus.18827
[1540]
Pl-Kj 40598 [1570-83]
Pl-WRk 352 [1538]
RUS-KA Stadtbibliothek
Ms. Gen.2.150 [15501552]
F Pn Rés.429 (1560)
F Ve Ms 711 (1598)

5.2.2. Other European countries
In contrast to Germany, free forms (especially Fantasia) emerged in greater numbers at the very
beginning of the sixteenth century. While in Italy and Spain the form of Fantasia was one of the
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primary genres of lute music, in France it was less cultivated in comparison with the number of
intabulations of vocal music. The Fantasia was not popular in England either, though examples, such
as the pieces by Newman in the Marsh Lute Book and the number of transcpriptions of fantasias by
da Milano, attest to the genre being cultivated before the late Elizabethan examples of continentalinfluenced John Dowland.
In the first half of the century, Ricercar and Fantasia are found in plenty of sources, especially in
Italian ones (the earliest Fantasias in French sources appeared in the middle of the century). The first
printed compositions titled “Recercars” emerged in the Italian lute book by Francesco Spinacino
Intabulatura di Lauto/ Libro primo (15071). The early Fantasias appeared as follows: in Spain: Luis
Milan’s vihuela book Libro de musica de vihuela de mano… (15365); in Italy: Giovanni Antonio
Casteliono’s lute book Intabolatura de leuto de diversi autori… (15369); and in France: Pierre
Phalèse’s lute book Des chansons reduictz en Tabulature de Lut a deux, troi, et quatre parties…
(15453). During the entire Renaissance, the free forms remained most popular in Italy and Spain;
whilst examination of sources from the second half of sixteenth century shows it is difficult to find
any publication without the form of Fantasia or Ricercar in its content. Not many other free genres
can be found in European music: Praeludia in Pierre Phalèse’s (15453, 154618, 15477), Emanuel
Adriansen‘s (15926), and Giovanni Antonio Terzi’s (159911) publications; and Preambula in Giulio
Cesare Barbetta’s and Giovanni Antonio Terzi’s (159911) books. In manuscripts, there are only a few
examples of Preludia in particular French, Italian and English sources.
None of the investigated European sources of sixteenth century lute music contain Intradas.
Table 5.3. The occurrence of free forms in European sources – prints.

Intrada

Praeludium

Praeambulum

Fantasia

Ricercar

ITALY:
159911 – A. Terzi

ITALY:
15821 – G.C. Barbetta
159911 – A. Terzi

ITALY:
15369 – G.A. Casteliono
15462 – M. de Barberiis
15463 – M. de Barberiis
15466 – F. da Milano
15467 – F. da Milano
15468 – F. da Milano
15472 – F. da Milano
15481 – J. Abondante
15482 – P. Borrono
15491 – M. de Barberiis
15492 – M. de Barberiis
15597 – J. Matelart
15661 – F. da Milano, P.
Fiorentino
156311 – G. Scotto
15681 – A. di Becchi

ITALY:
15071 –F. Spinacino
15072 – F. Spinacino
15091 – F. Bossinensis
15111 – F. Bossinensis
15363 – F. da Milano
15465 – D. Bianchini
154610 – G.M. da Crema
154615 – A. Rotta
15473 – S. Gintzler
15484 – F. da Milano
15612 – G. de Gorzanis
15634 – F. da Milano
15637 – V. Galilei
15638 – G. de Gorzanis
15644 – G. de Gorzanis
15681 – A. di Becchi

FRANCE:
15453 – P. Phalese
154618 – P.Phalese
15477 – P. Phalese
15653 – P. Phalese
FLEMISH:
15926 – E. Adriansen
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15682 – V. Galilei
15692 – G.C. Barbetta
156?3 – G. de Gorzanis
15821 – G.C. Barbetta
15871 – J. Abondante
15937 – G.A. Terzi
15997 – S. Molinaro
159911 – A. Terzi
FRANCE:
15453 – P. Phalese
154618 – P.Phalese
154620 – P.Phalese
154711 – P. Phalese
15498 – P. Phalese
15512 – A. le Roy
15513 – A. le Roy
15524 – G. Morlaye
15525 – G. Morlaye
15526 – G. Morlaye
15528 – A. de Rippe
155211 – P.Phalese
15539 – A. de Rippe
15546 – A. de Rippe
15547 – A. de Rippe
15548 – A. de Rippe
15554 – A. de Rippe
15561 – J. Belin
15583 – G. Morlaye
15584 – G. Morlaye
15586 – A. de Rippe
15603 – J. P. Paladin
15628 – A. de Rippe
156211 – A. de Rippe
156312 – P. Phalese
15641 – V. Bakfark
15683 – A. le Roy
15687 – P. Phalese
15715 – P. Phalese, J.
Bellere
15716 – P. Phalese, J.
Bellere
15747 – P. Phalese, J.
Bellere

SPAIN:
15365 – L. Milan
15381 – L. de Narvaez
154611 – A. Mudarra
15475 – E. de Valderrabano
15527 – D. Pisador
15543 – M. de Fuenllana
15761 – E. Daza
FLEMISH:
15846 – E. Adriansen
15926 – E. Adriansen
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15843 – G. Fallamero
15845 – V. Galilei
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SPAIN:
15365 – L. Milan
FRANCE:
15531 – V. Bakfark
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Table 5.4. The occurrence of free forms in European sources – manuscripts.

Intrada

Praeludium

Praeambulum

FRANCE:
CH Bu Ms.F.IX.56 [152225]

Fantasia

Ricercar

ITALY:
Pl-Kj 40032 (1580)

ITALY:
F Pn Rés.Vmd ms.27
(1510)
F Ve Ms 698 (1598)
D Mbs Mus.Ms.1511a
[1567]
D Mbs Mus.Ms.1511d
[1550]
Pl-Kj 40032 (1580)

POLAND:
UA-LVu 1400/I [end of
16th century]

ITALY:
F LYm MS. 6244 (16th17th cent.)
F Ve Ms 698 (1598)
Pl-Kj 40032 (1580)

ENGLAND:
GB-Cu Ms.Dd.2.11
[1595-1600]
Gb-Cu Ms.Dd.5.78 (III)
[1595-1600]
GB-Cu Ms.Add.3056
(Cosens Lute Book)
[1595/1910]
GB-Cu Add.8844
[c.1595]
GB-HAdolmetsch Ms
II.C.23 [c. 1600]
GB-Lbl Add.Ms.31392
[1595]

ENGLAND:
GB-Cu Ms.Dd.2.11
[1595-1600]
GB-Cu Ms.Add.3056
(Cosens Lute Book)
[1595/1910]

ENGLAND:
GB-HAdolmetsch Ms
II.C.23 [c. 1600]

5.2.3. Examples of free forms
To make a brief comparison of free forms, based on particular pieces of music, I used the following
sources:
4. Italian: Intavolatura di Liuto di Simone Molinaro… (15997);5
5. English: The Mynshall lut book, with an introductory study by Robert Spencer, 1975 – a
manuscript dated c. 1597-99;6
6. French:
-

Adrian Le Roy, A Briefe and easye instru[c]tion to learne the tablature… (15683) - Fantaisies
et Dances, edition and transcription Pierre Jansen, Paris 1975;7

5

Simone Molinaro, Intavolatura di Liuto. Libro Primo, edition and trascription by Giuseppe Gullino,
introduction by Piero Jahier (Firenze: Edizioni musicali ditta R. Maurri di E. Stanta, 1963).
6
The Mynshall lute book. (c. 1597-99), introduction by Robert Spencer (Leeds: Boethius Press, 1975).
7
Adrian Le Roy, Fantaisies et Danses extraites de: A briefe and easye Instruction (1568), edition and
transcription Pierre Jansen (Paris: Éditions du Centre national de la recherche scientifique, 1975).
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-

Adrian Le Roy, Premier livre de tabulature de luth (1551), edition and transcription André
Souris and Richard de Morcourt, 2nd edition, Paris, 1975.8

When analysing free forms, I concluded that the structure and purpose of particular pieces are
dependent on the structure and purpose of the source. I decided to analyse appropriate
compositions from the same sources as in the Passamezzi examples, due to their roles in
Renaissance lute music. They all are dated from the last quarter of the sixteenth century. They all
include different forms, but the number of pieces composed for a particular genre varies in each
book. Finally, the free forms notated in these books differ – as do their purposes. Having been
created in different countries, they give a wide view of lute music across Europe.

1. Molinaro’s publication – a book by professional lutenist – contains both types of Fantasia,
improvisational and polyphonic. Eight of fifteen Fantasias in the book (numbers 1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 7, 13,
and 15) are stylized form of fugue. However, they are not proper fugues, because, in every case, the
theme is not fully and subsequently exposed throughout the composition and very often it is slightly
changed by ornamentations (diminutions, added notes, divisions etc.). Another two Fantasias (11
and 12) have an imitative beginning, suggesting inspirations of polyphony. Five Fantasias (4, 8, 9, 10,
and 14) are free forms without any inspirations from other forms – they are purely improvisational
compositions. Lutenists regularly used the form of Fantasia to highlight their technical playing
abilities, composing very expanded and complicated pieces of music. Molinaro’s publication is a
good example of this – he explored the form of Fantasia very widely, treating it in virtuosic way –
similarly to the Passamezzi.
2. Mynshall’s manuscript – the book designed for private tuition – contains only one piece of free
construction – the Prelude at the beginning of the book. It is small piece, built on movements in
semiquavers. It looks like a short exercise to warm the lutenist’s fingers – and probably this is its
function. The fact that it is placed at the start of the book, and it is built on fast divisions, provides
support for this hypothesis.
3. Le Roy’s first listed book (A Briefe and easye instru[c]tion…) is more focused on dances than
Fantasias, yet it comprises two Fantasias. Again, as in the Passamezzi case, the composer gives clear
instructions on how to compose the Fantasia. Lute sources that have clearly pedagogical aims often

8

Adrian Le Roy, Premier livre de tabulature de luth (1551), second edition, edition and transcription by André
Souris and Richard de Morcourt (Paris: Éditions du Centre national de la recherche scientifique, 1975).
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include preludes or short fantasias that do not require high levels of virtuosity. This book
demonstrates it clearly. The publication contains two short and simple pieces: the first one uses
imitations on the beginning and dialogues between voices, suggesting polyphonic influences; the
second one is very short, built on divisions in semiquavers, not based on any other form – it is rather
a kind of technical exercise.
The second listed book by Le Roy (Premier livre de tabulature de luth) contains another two
Fantasias. The purpose of them is different from those described above. It is a publication for
professionals, similar to Molinaro’s book. Therefore, both Fantasias are long compositions with
complicated structures and virtuosic elements.

Due to a wide range of compositions being free forms, both in the chosen examples and in the
investigated German manuscripts, it is difficult to find any differences or similarities between
particular pieces. Nevertheless, all are composed according to rules, which were obligatory in the
sixteenth century: as improvisational or polyphonic pieces. Therefore, it can be claimed that the free
forms in the investigated manuscripts are typical examples of this genre for Renaissance music.

5.3.

Free forms in the investigated manuscripts

5.3.1. The number of free forms
In the investigated manuscripts, there are 103 pieces of music composed as free forms. Among
these, I have selected:
1. Intradas – 14 in total: Lodz M6983 – 12, Basel F.IX.70 – 1, Stuttgart G.1.4 – 1;
2. Praeambula – 29 in total: Lodz M6983 – 18, Basel F.IX.70 – 11, Stuttgart G.1.4 – none;
3. Praeludia – 14 in total: Lodz M6983 – none, Basel F.IX.70 – 12, Stuttgart G.1.4 – 2;
4. Fantasias – 46 in total: Lodz M6983 – 1, Basel F.IX.70 – 22 (+1 fragment), Stuttgart G.1.4 –
23.
In the Basel tablature F.IX.70, Praeambula and Praeludia are mixed together in one book (the first
one). Among them there is a piece titled Exercitium, which, regarding the purpose of Praeambulum
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and Praeludium (checking the tuning of the instrument, warming-up for players, solutions for
technical issues), fits perfectly in this book. Intrada di mascara, placed in the dances book (sixth
book) is a huge surprise – the purpose of placing single Intrada close to the end of the book is
unclear.
In the Stuttgart manuscript G.1.4, 15 Fantasias are placed together and the rest are distributed
throughout the tablature. There is no particular rule in placing 2 Praeludia and 1 Intrada in this book.
In addition, the manuscript contains 4 Ricercars, which are in different places in the book.
In total, I have transcribed and analysed 23 pieces of music:
-

2 Intradas (Lodz M6983)

-

5 Praeambula:


3 from Lodz M6983



2 from Basel F.IX.70

-

1 Praeludium (Basel F.IX.70) + 1 Exercitium (Basel F.IX.70)

-

14 Fantasias:


1 from Lodz M6983



8 from Basel F.IX.70



5 from Stuttgart G.1.4

In choosing the pieces for transcription, I tried to follow practical performance criteria: I gave a high
priority to pieces which seemed to be more attractive than others. In the case of Fantasias, my aim
was to choose the widest variety of forms, influences and inspirations as possible (pretend and exact
polyphony, free inventions, virtuosic factor, etc.). Generally, I intended to present the most diverse
range of free forms included in the examined manuscripts. Among the composers named (or
identified) in the transcribed composition, there are Iacobus Iosius, Julii Bischoffs, M[elchior]
N[ewsidler], Elias Mertel, Giovanni Pierluigi da Palestrina and Johannes Matelart.
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5.3.2. Analysis of selected compositions
5.3.2.1.

Intradas

Only one of the manuscripts includes a sufficient number of Intradas to enable treating them as a
group: Lodz M6983. This manuscript contains 12 Intradas. Nine of them are numbered and placed
together; a group of the last three, not numbered, are separate from the others. All twelve are
strictly chordal, 4-voiced and most of them have a ‘fanfare’ character. They fit perfectly to
Riemann’s9 types of the seventeenth century German Intrada for a brass ensemble, in particular two
of them: a composition in March rhythm with fanfare motifs and repeated notes, and a fast dance in
triple time.10 Both these types are found in the Intradas from the Lodz manuscript M6983.
It is difficult to surmise the purpose and inspiration of the Intradas in this manuscript, remembering
it is dated as 1600, and analysis of its contents suggests an even earlier date, and why they seem to
imitate the later German Intradas for brass ensemble. There is no evidence to suggest that the first
type of Intrada described by Reimann has been included into the lute manuscript in a solo version
consciously and on purpose. The time frames are also puzzling. However, the pieces found in the
manuscript seem to be perfect examples of this type of Intrada.
As mentioned above, the Intradas in the manuscript M6983 are all chordal. Repeated chords are
used mostly in order to underline a “fanfare” character:
Fig. 5.1. 2. Intrada, f. 81v, Lodz M6983

9

Margarete Reimann, “Materialien zu einer Definition des Terminus und des Begriffs der Intrada“, Die
Musikforschung X (1957): 337–64.
10
See: Reimann, „Materialien“, 337–64 and: David Fuller and Peter Downey, "Intrada," Grove Music Online.
Oxford Music Online. Oxford University Press, accessed May 16, 2013,
http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com/subscriber/article/grove/music/13870.
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Despite the fact that eight of twelve Intradas are in 2/4, the even time signature is not obligatory for
this type of music. When in ¾, the rhythm is usually:

I I. In terms of rhythm, one of them, Intrada

I, is reminiscent of the rhythm of the Galliard:
Fig. 5.2. 1. Intrada, f. 81r, Lodz M6983

Three of the Intradas provide different types of chordal structure: the chords are not repeated, but
change every quaver:
Fig. 5.3. 4. Intrada, f.81v, Lodz M6983

However, the Intradas in the Lodz manuscript M6983 cannot be treated as perfect examples of the
form. The reason is the presence of a large amount of mistakes and errors, that make these pieces
very difficult to read, transcribe, edit and understand. Most of them are very problematic in terms of
harmony: there are many fragments, or even whole pieces, where it is extremely difficult to find any
Renaissance aesthetic in the music: no harmonic and tonal consequences, “leaping” through many
different keys, and meaningless musical structure. Consequently, I transcribed only two of them, as
examples of this form’s occurrence in one of the investigated manuscripts. It is difficult to say why
these pieces are notated so inaccurately, whether the scribe was aware of their state and, if so, why
they were placed in the manuscript in spite of this. Was the copyist trying to imitate a new fashion in
fanfare-type brass music, as above, and only just making it work on the lute, as opposed to copying
out finished pieces? It is difficult to find the answer to this question. I suspect the Lodz manuscript
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M6983 was not copied by a professional lutenist, maybe not even by a professional musician. It is
possible that the tablature was created for a collection only. This could explain the number of
mistakes and errors with no connection to any musical logic, and that the scribe was not aware of
these errors. Among five scribes involved in this manuscript, the one who notated Intradas has made
the largest number of errors and mistakes. Perhaps it was just a matter of this particular scribe, not
the whole book. However, this does not explain the fact that the inaccurate pieces remain in the
tablature – they could have been removed by another scribe. The most logical supposition is that the
manuscript was written for the purposes of collection, it was not copied by professional musicians,
and probably the collector was not a musician.
Fig. 5.4. An original fragment of 1 Intrada, f. 81

5.3.2.2.

Praeambulum

This form is found in two of three examined manuscripts: Lodz M6983 and Basel F.IX.70. In Lodz
M6983, sixteen of eighteen Praeambula are placed together just before a group of intabulations of
vocal music, one appears before them, and one after, a long distance apart. In Basel F.IX.70, the
author of the manuscript mixed them with Praeludia and dedicated them one of the eight books (the
first one).
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Most of the transcribed and analyzed Praeambula are free forms, without using any other more
direct forms. Two of the three transcribed pieces from Lodz M6983 have two parts: in both
examples the first part is polyphonic and imitative at the beginning, and later provides some
independence of voices; the second part is faster and more virtuosic:
Fig. 5.5. The beginning of [1] Praeambulum, f.68v, Lodz M6983

Fig. 5.6. 2nd part of [11] Praeambulum, f. 73v, Lodz M6983

In the first of two analyzed Praeambula from Basel F.IX.70, the polyphonic influences are not as clear.
Admittedly, in the beginning of the I Praeambulum there is some kind of “pretend” imitation.
However, it is not built on polyphonic rules, but rather this is just the effect of imitation, hidden in a
multi-voiced, instrumental structure:
Fig. 5.7. I Praeambulum, p.8, Basel F.IX.70
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Both Praeambula from Basel F.IX.70 are pure free forms, without any internal division.
One of the Praeambula in Lodz M6983 has the character of an exercise. It also has a virtuosic
element, with figured divisions in semiquavers.
Fig. 5.8. 6 Praeambulum, f.71v, Lodz M6983

In conclusion, all the transcribed Praeambula are free, independent forms, being simply the product
of the composer’s creativity. They all maintain their purpose as a form of introduction, warming-up
and beginning of a performance, and include typical instrumental material with virtuosic elements.

5.3.2.3.

Praeludium

Although the forms of Praeludium and Praeambulum are equivalent (treated as the same form and
with the same structure), I have decided to describe them separately. The reason for this is the fact
that in many sources (among others in the investigated Basel manuscript F.IX.70) the scribes used
both names, Praeludium and Praeambulum, to title the composition. Nevertheless, the analysis of
both supports the claim that the Praeludium and the Praeambulum are exactly the same form with
two names.
In the three investigated manuscripts, only one gave this form a separate location: the Basel
manuscript F.IX.70. Praeludia, together with Praeambula, are contained in the first book of this
manuscript. The book also includes the piece titled Exercitium which has been transcribed and
analyzed as well.
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VII Praeludium in Basel F.IX.70 is a very slow piece, composed mostly of minims in even time
signature. It is chordal with some ornamentation of the upper voice: delays and some divisions in
quavers. Characteristic of this piece are a few harmonical modulations, temporarily introducing a
new key, but returning to the original Cantus Firmus (F).
Exercitium in Basel F.IX.70 is divided into small fragments, where the same musical material is
repeated, multiplying technical difficulties: more ornamentation, faster rhythm values etc., including
a chordal fragment, still based on the same melody as the rest of the piece, eventually coming to a
culmination in a very fast, great improvisational division.
The purpose and character of the Praeludium is identical to the Praeambulum.

5.3.2.4.

Fantasia

This form can be found in each of the three examined manuscripts, as well as in almost all European
sources of lute music. Being very popular, the Fantasia could have as many different forms,
influences, inspirations, and shapes, as the composer’s creativity would allow.
The Fantasia in the analyzed examples from the investigated manuscripts is built usually as a free
form, without any limitations of other forms.11 Some of them can be divided into sections, which
creates a kind of multi-parts form.12 I called them “sections” not “parts”, because they are not
separated and they are not finished by any kind of “cadence”; they simply provide different musical
material.
There are also “parts” pieces as opposed to “sections” pieces. These Fantasias have regular parts,
separated and (or) repeated. Fantasia, f. 76v, Lodz M6983 has a form ABA1, when A1 is based on the
material of first figure from part A:
Fig. 5.9. Fantasia, f. 76v, Lodz M6983, part A:

11

Fantasias from Basel F.IX.70: I Fantasia p. 40, VI Fantasia,p. 43, X Fantasia,p.47, XII Fantasia p. 49, XVIIII
Fantasia, p. 56, Fantasia bellissima, p.59; from G.1.4: 4 Phantasia, f. 61v, 13 Phantasia, v.65v.
12
VI Fantasia, p. 43, Basel F.IX.70 – 4 sections; X Fantasia, p. 47, Basel F.IX.70 – 5 sections, 13 Phantasia, f. 65v,
Stuttgart G.1.4 – 7 sections.
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Fig. 5.10. Fantasia, f. 76v, Lodz M6983, part A1:

III Fantasia, p. 41, Basel F.IX.70 also includes three parts – they are not separate but distinct enough
to call them “parts” not “sections”. In the third one, there are some influences from the first one,
but too little to assume the form ABA – the influences apply mostly to the rhythm and tempo layers:
both the first and the third are slower, in crotchets, while the middle part is faster in quavers.
VII Fantasia, p. 43, Basel F.IX.70 includes two separate and repeated parts. The parts are not based
on similar material.
In all the investigated Fantasias, there are a few that are pure acts of improvisation: the music seems
to “flow”, without any stops, changes of character, breaks, accents or escalations etc.13
Characteristic is a very clear crotchet beat. 4 Phantasia Jo. M., f. 61v, Stuttgart G.1.4 has another
feature: many cadences are of the type Dominant-Tonic.
Fig. 5.11. 4 Phantasia, f. 61v, vol.II, Stuttgart G.1.4.

Nearly all the Fantasias transcribed are based on a polyphonic structure: from just short imitation,
through canon to fugue. Imitations and fragments of canon are usually at the beginning of the piece
13

XII Fantasia, p.49, Basel F.IX.70, Fantasia bellissima, p. 59, Basel F.IX.70, 4 Phantasia Jo.M., f. 61v, Stuttgart
G.1.4.
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– further material is not based on polyphony anymore, but often there is independence of the voices
remaining – I called it “pretend polyphony”. It is the main feature in most of the transcribed
Fantasias, displayed in different ways:
-

Entries in canon:

Fig. 5.12. Fantasia, f. 76v, Lodz M6983

-

Imitations:

Fig. 5.13. III Fantasia, p. 41, Basel F.IX.70

-

Dialogue between voices:

Fig. 5.14. 13 Phantasia, f. 65v, vol. II, Stuttgart G.1.4
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A separate group of Fantasias is built in the form of Fugue. In the transcribed and analyzed pieces
there are three fugues, all from the Stuttgart manuscript G.1.4.: 1 Phantasia Jo: Matelart Fiamengo,
f. 60v, 7 Fantasia Jo.M., f. 62v and 11 Fantasia Jo.M., f. 64r.
1 Fantasia is built on the form ABA1. A1 de facto is the second fugue, but the theme of this fugue
contains such clear influences from the theme of part A, that I treated it as a part of the whole:
Fig. 5.15. 1 Phantasia, f. 60v, vol. II, Stuttgart G.1.4, part A:

Fig. 5.16. 1 Phantasia, f. 60v, vol. II, Stuttgart G.1.4, part A1:

7 Phantasia contains two distinct fugues: the first – rather short, the second – very expanded and
regular:
Fig. 5.17. 7 Phantasia, f.62v, vol. II, Stuttgart G.1.4, 1st fugue:
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Fig. 5.18. 7 Phantasia, f.62v, vol. II, Stuttgart G.1.4, 2nd fugue:

11 Phantasia is also built on two fugues: in this case the first has a very expanded long theme, which
uses rich and variable rhythm; and the second one – rather simple with a characteristic repeated
tone.
Fig. 5.19. 11 Phantasia, f. 64r, vol. II, Stuttgart G.1.4, 1st fugue:
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Fig. 5.20. 11 Phantasia, f. 64r, vol. II, Stuttgart G.1.4, 2nd fugue:

There are a few surprising concordances found for analysed Fantasias: cantus firmus of VII Fantasia,
Basel F.IX.70, p. 43 were found among Palestrina’s works;14 and Fantasia bellissima, Basel F.IX.70, p.
59 is identified as Mertels.15

The diversity of forms, structures, influences, inspirations, and characters can lead to the conclusion
that the form of Fantasia in the analyzed examples is a strictly instrumental form, depending on a
composer’s skills and creativity. There is no one purpose or one shape of Fantasias. Due to its
richness, the Fantasia is a source for endless research.

5.4. Conclusion

This chapter has concentrated on Fantasias and the forms of musical entries, like Praeludia, due to
the specific content of the manuscripts analyzed, but it does not cover the entire topic. An equally
popular free form was the Ricercar (as an equivalent of the Fantasia) – this form is found in the
Stuttgart manuscript G.1.4. In all the examined manuscripts there are also other free forms, such as
fugues (present in Lodz M6983 and Stuttgart G.1.4).

14

Giovanni Pierluigi da Palestrina, Vestiva I colli, ed. G. P. da Palestrina, Le opere complete IX (Rome: Edizione
Fratelli Scalera, 1952-1999), 117.
15
Elias Mertel, Hortus musicalis novus (Strassburg, 1615, reprint: Geneve: Minkoff, 1983), no 91.
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The majority of analyzed pieces of music are not necessarily educational. They are virtuosic
compositions or musical introductions. However, there is an educational element to the free forms.
Students and performers used to copy them, thereby learning how to compose, notate and
(obviously) play the music. Composers increased their skills by analyzing or “borrowing” fragments
of another composers’ music. All of them participated in the process of disseminating one country’s
music by copying, travelling, presenting it in another country, thereby contributing to the
augmentation of foreign influences throughout Europe, which caused a musical cosmopolitism, so
characteristic to the Renaissance. For the free forms, however, far more important than the
educational aspect, is their performing usefulness. A huge number of Fantasias among the
transcribed ones could be a valuable part of lutenists’ repertoire. I find the group of Fantasias from
Stuttgart manuscript G.1.4 particularly interesting, as the examples of a matured polyphonic form
(fugues: 1 Phantasia Jo: Matelart Fiamengo, f. 60v, 7 Fantasia Jo.M., f. 62v and 11 Fantasia Jo.M., f.
64r.). Subjectively, I could not omit 4 Phantasia, f. 61v, vol.II from Stuttgart G.1.4 as I find it the most
beautiful of all transcribed Fantasias with its gentle “flowing” character.

Fantasia, f.
76v

Source

Title

Form/characteris

M6983

Table 5.5. Analysis of transcribed free forms16

ABA1

Concordances

Comment

tic
Polyphonic beginning – voices
entries in canon (imitation).
Independence of the voices
1

remains in whole piece. A –
based on a first figure from A.
Tonus Finalis (TF) – f, mode

1.Intrada
Iacobus Iosius,

M6983

hypolydian (hl).
Chordal construction. No

abc (all repeated)

harmonic tonal consequences.

f. 81r

81v

16

M6983

2. Intrada, f.

Starts from B, ends in g.
Chords. Dotted rhythm used. TF

abc (all repeated)

– G, mode hypodorian (hd) (?).

The table provides the original spelling for both words and numbers, found in the manuscripts.
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[1]
Praeambulum

M6983
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Part 1: polyphony. Beginning –

2 parts

voices enter separately, but no
imitation.

, f. 68v

Part 2: faster, mostly in
quavers. Polyphony comes back
at the end. More virtuoso.

[6]
Praeambulum

M6983

TF – G (hl).
Mostly in semiquavers. Figured

Exercise character

divisions. The end – more
independence of the voices. TF

, f. 71v

– starts from F (hl), ends in g

[11]
Praeambulum

M6983

(hd) – last chord G major.
Part 1: imitative, 2 voices

2 parts

dialogue.
Part 2: virtuosos, divisions in

, f. 73v

quavers, dialogue between 3
voices.
The end (coda): influences from
part 1.
TF – starts from G (hl), ends in e

I
Praeambulum

F.IX.70

(hd).
Beginning – polyphonic

Free

influences in kind of pretend
imitation. Chords and

Julii Bischoffs,

ornamentation in divisions

p. 8

(quavers). Changeable time
signature (4/4 and 2/4). TF – g

III
Praeambulum

F.IX.70

(hd).
Chords and divisions in quavers

Free

as ornamentation. At the end –
dotted rhythm and changeable

Julii, p. 9

time signature (4/4 – 5/4 –3/4 –
2/4 – 3/4) – progression. TF – G
(hl).
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VII
Praealudium,

F.IX.70
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Very slow, uses mostly chords

Free

in minims (in 4/4). TF – mostly f
(dorian, hypodorian), but there

p.10

is a few uncommon notation

Exercitium
F.D.D.D., p.12

F.IX.70

changes in the middle.
Typical technical exercise:

Exercise

simple one-voice figure
repeating with rhythmical and
tempo changes (from crotchets
to semiquavers). One variation
in chords (based on the same
melodic figure). The end – a
huge improvisational division.

I Fantasia,
p.40

F.IX.70

TF – G (hl).
Beginning – imitation.

free

Polyphony – independence of
the voices. The end – a kind of
improvisation, with changeable
time signature (4/4 – 6/4 – 3/4).
TF – d (hd) with D major chord

III Fantasia, p.
41

F.IX.70

at the end.
Part 1: beginning – imitation

3 parts

through all voices.
Part 2: faster, divisions in
crotchets.
Part 3: influences from part 1.
Short, rather slow piece. TF – F

VI Fantasia,
p.43

F.IX.70

(hl).
Section 1: chords, no

Free (4 sections)

polyphony.
Section 2: dialogue between 2
voices (polyphonic).
Section 3: fast divisions in upper
voice (quavers).
Section 4: chords, but material
is not similar to part 1.
TF – F (hl).
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F.IX.70
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2 parts

Cf: Palestrina, Le opere

Imitation only at the beginning.

(separated and

complete IX, p. 117.

Independence of the voices. TF
– g (hd), last chord G major.

X Fantasia
MN, p. 47

F.IX.70

repeated)
Free (5 sections)

Cf. RISM B/I 160315, f.

Section 1: imitation at the

14.

beginning.
Section 2: consequent dialogue
between 2 voices, using dotted
rhythmical figure.
Section 3: progressions.
Section 4: next repeating
rhythmical figure (

).

Section 5: “coda”, base a bit on
section 3. Quavers divisions at
the end.

XII Fantasia, p.
49

F.IX.70

TF – G (hl).
Imitation at the beginning.

Free

Very clear crotchet beat.
Chordal structure. TF – f (hd)

XVIIII Fantasia
commune

F.IX.70

with F major at the end.
Voices entry in delay, but lack

Free

of regular imitation. A kind of
“echo” effect between voices in

D.M., p. 56

long fragments. TF – c (hd) with
C major at the end.
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bellissima, p.

F.IX.70
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Free

Mertel, p. 243, no. 91.

A lot of errors –perhaps it
wasn’t copied from another
source by the author, but

59

notated by him.
Pretend polyphony – the voices
imitate the others only in short
or very short parts.
All the piece “flows” – no stops,
no separated parts, no changes
in structure.
TF – starts from a (hd), in the
middle G (hl), C (Lydian) to d
(hd) at the end with D major as

1 Phantasia
Jo: Matelart

G.1.4

a final chord.

Fugue (ABA1)

BrownI 15597, no 1.

Part 1: aba1. In a1 the Theme’s
material is shown in smaller
rhythm values (Theme –

Fiamengo, f.

crotchets, a1 – quavers).

60v, vol. II

Part 2: divisions in semiquavers.
Part 3: another fugue in 3/4.
Theme is based on the previous
Theme from part 1.

4 Phantasia
Jo. M., f. 61v,

G.1.4

TF – F (hl).

Free

BrownI 15597, no 4.

The piece seems to be early.
Very clear crotchet beat. Many
cadences type: D-T. “Flowing”

vol. II

character, no changes. TF – g
(hd).
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2 fugues

BrownI 15597, no 7.

Beginning – fast divisions in
semiquavers. After it the 1
fugue begins.

Vol. II

st

1 fugue: quavers movement
mostly in counterpoint, which
makes the Theme not clearly
heard.
A kind of “link” between
fugues: changeable time
signature (6/4 – 4/4), divisions
in quavers and semiquavers.
nd

2 fugue: very expanded. In
next exposition the Theme is
twice faster (firstly in crotchets,
now in quavers). Coda: some
influences from the Theme.

11 Phantasia
Jo.M., f. 64r,

G.1.4

TF – F (hl).

2 fugues

BrownI 15597, no 11.

st

1 fugue: very expanded, long
Theme, uses rich rhythm with
various values.

vol. II

nd

2 fugue: simple Theme, based
on crotchets with characteristic
repeated tone.
Coda: uses repeated tone from
the 2 fugue.
TF – g (hd), both fugues end
with G major chord.
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G.1.4
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Free (7 sections)

BrownI 15597, no 13.

Section 1: imitation similar to a
fugue, but only based on the
“theme” shown at the

vol. II

beginning, not subsequently.
Section 2: divisions in quavers,
dialogue in 2 voices.
Section 3: another imitative
part. Dialogue between 2
voices, creating progression.
Section 4: chordal, very short, a
kind of “link” between two
sections.
Section 5: dialogue in quavers
between 2, 3 and eventually 4
voices.
Section 6: divisions in
semiquavers. “Echo” effect: one
voice imitates the other (2
voices involves).
Section 7: 2 voices imitate each
other, then 3 voices; the figure
used creates a kind of short
Theme.
TF – g (hd).

Table 5.5 – bibliography:
BrownI – Brown, Howard Mayer. Instrumental music printed before 1600. Cambridge,
Massachusetts: Harvard University Press, 1965.
Mertel – Mertel, Elias. Hortus musicalis novus. Strassburg, 1615. Reprint: Geneve: Minkoff, 1983.
Palestrina – Palestrina, Giovanni Pierluigi. Vestiva I colli. Ed. G. P. da Palestrina Le opere complete IX.
Rome: Edizione Fratelli Scalera, 1952-1999.
RISM B/I – Lesure, François. “Recueils imprimés, XVIe-XVIIe siècles: liste chronologique.“
International Inventory of Musical Sources (RISM) B/I. München-Duisburg: G. Henle, 1960.
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Chapter 6. Intabulations of vocal music
The three German manuscripts are typical in containing a large number of vocal intabulations, both
sacred and secular, which use a variety of different intabulation methods. Through this chapter, we
can observe how the vocal tradition was trasferring into instrumental music in the manuscripts, the
relationship between them and prints, and how the form developed over the century.

6.1. Introduction

Arranging vocal music for lute was the foundation of the Renaissance lute repertoire. Extremely
popular, the intabulations can be found in nearly all sources of all European countries and make up a
large proportion of the sixteenth century lute repertoire. Over 1000 lute intabulations were
published during the century, most of them in Italy. When playing technique changed from plectrum
to fingers, lutenist began to play polyphonic music, including arrangements of popular kinds of music,
both secular and sacred. Consequently, the number of intabulations in the sixteenth century
increased sharply.
Intabulation1 – an arrangement of vocal music for lute – comprises many different techniques
and types. According to Alton-Smith, some types of intabulations had much in common with
Fantasia; in fact there are Fantasias based on pre-existing models.2 The most basic technique
of intabulating was to merge all or almost all voices from a vocal version in the instrumental
arrangement. Through the sixteenth century the ways of intabulations slightly changed, due to
the many different styles of the most important composers and performers. Some composers
claimed to stay as close to the vocal model as possible (Vincenzo Galilei3). Some of them tend

1

Howard Mayer Brown, "Intabulation," Grove Music Online. Oxford Music Online, Oxford University Press,
accessed June 4, 2013, http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com/subscriber/article/grove/music/13823; and
Douglas Alton-Smith, A History of the Lute from Antiquity to the Renaissance (Lexington, VA: The Lute Society
of America, 2002).
2
See: Alton-Smith, A History of the Lute, 97-98.
3
Brown, ”Intabulation”.
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to omit less important voices (Pietro Paolo Borrono4). Sometimes several voices were
combined into one to make it playable for a stringed instrument. Adrian Le Roy5 preferred a
method which set up the treble voice first to make the other voices fit and resonate. Hans
Gerle sometimes left out one or more voices to make his diminutions easier to play6. The latter
years of the sixteenth century brought more instrumental style to the intabulations:
composers began to ornament the music, completing bars which originally contained chords in
long notes, and embellish the chordal structure with fast divisions and diminutions. One of the
pre-eminent composers, who turned the intabulation into instrumental, virtuosic music, simply
based on a vocal model, was Francesco da Milano7.

6.2. Intabulations in other sources
6.2.1. Germany and Europe
German sources are rather “national” in terms of repertoire used in intabulations. Despite remaining
under strong Italian influences, German lute players used their own notation system (German lute
tablature) and sustained their own traditions. German lute books use mostly German language in
both instructions of playing and titles of particular pieces. The content of the books is partly
international (French chansons), but also includes traditional German genres (lieder). In one of the
investigated manuscripts (Stuttgart G.1.4) there are examples of Orlando’s chansons with German
titles.
As mentioned above, before 1550 in all European countries, intabulation of vocal music was the
most significant genre in the lute repertory. The sources of intabulations were psalms, motets,
madrigals, chansons etc. The most popular became motets and French chansons. These forms
crossed language barriers and became international forms. Only in German sources it is possible to
find titles in German language. This rule also applies to English and Spanish sources – they use their
national languages. “International” languages are Italian, French and Latin – meaning they can be
found in the sources from every European country. However, it can be said that the vocal models
with French origins were more popular than others.

4

Brown, ”Intabulation”.
Brown, ”Intabulation”.
6
Brown, ”Intabulation”.
7
Brown, ”Intabulation”, and: Alton-Smith, Ahistory of the Lute, 97-98.
5
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Nearly all sources contain intabulations of Latin odes, motets or psalms. There are some lute books
which contain only sacred intabulations.8 German, Italian and French lute books usually contain the
intabulations being a mixture of languages, nations, origins and styles, however there are some
sources which remain with one language only. English sources, containing only English compositions,
are rather late and began to appear at the end of the sixteenth century. Nevertheless, some of the
earlier sources include some English elements: in Le Roy’s books from 1568 and 1574 there are
English titles of compositions and book parts, as well as English instructions on playing the lute.
Spanish music for vihuela uses only Spanish language for titles of secular music and Latin for sacred
music. It is possible to find German language in non-German sorces: in Jobin’s lute book from 1572
there are some intabulations from German songs.

6.2.2. Intabulations in examples
In order to make a short analysis and comparison of intabulations, based on particular pieces of
music, I used the following sources:
7. Italian: Intavolatura di Liuto di Simone Molinaro… (15997);9
8. French: Adrian Le Roy Premier livre de tabulature de luth (1551), edition and transcription
André Souris and Richard de Morcourt, 2nd edition, Paris, 1975;10
9. English:The Mynshall lute book with an introductory study by Robert Spencer, 1975 – a
manuscript dated c. 1597-99.11
These three sources come from different countries and different cultures. They were all created for
different purposes. All contain the lute intabulations, although their numbers and origins are
different, as well as the technique of intabulating used in them. I have chosen them as they are good
examples of variety in using the same genres in different parts of Europe at a similar time.

8

H. Neusidler: Das dritt buch. Ein New künstlich Lauten Buch…, 15443 (psalms and motets); M. de Barberiis:
Intabulatura di Lauto Libro Quarto. De la Messa di Antonio Fevino…, 15462 (mass and a few Fantasias); M. de
Barberiis: Intabulatura di Lautto Libro Sesto.Di diversi Motetti…, 15464 (motets); J. Matelart: Intavolatura de
Leuto…, 15597; A. de Rippe : Cinqiesme livre de tabelature de luth…, 156211 (motets and a few Fantasie); V.
Bakfark: Valentini Greffi Bakfarci Pannonii, Harmoniarium Musicarum…, 15651 (motets, psalms) ; R. Allison:
The Psalmes of David…, 15991 (psalms).
9
Simone Molinaro, Intavolatura di Liuto. Libro Primo, edition and trascription by Giuseppe Gullino,
introduction by Piero Jahier (Firenze: Edizioni musicali ditta R. Maurri di E. Stanta, 1963).
10
Adrian Le Roy, Premier livre de tabulature de luth (1551), second edition, edition and transcription by André
Souris and Richard de Morcourt (Paris: Éditions du Centre national de la recherche scientifique, 1975).
11
The Mynshall lute book. (c. 1597-99), introduction by Robert Spencer (Leeds: Boethius Press, 1975).
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1. Molinaro’s book is a great illustration of intabulation, that stays as close to the original
composition as possible. There are only two arrangements of vocal music found there: Ung gaij
bergier (Thomas Crequillon, intabulated by Molinaro) and Rossignolet (Clemens non Papa,
intabulated by Molinaro). Both remain in chordal structure mixed with fragments of division in one
voice. It is obvious that Molinaro’s task was to create an instrumental composition, varying little
from a vocal origin – he used diminutions to highlight lute technique, but did not destroy the original
structure of the music.
2. The “instrumental” technique, using rich lute embellishment, is represented in Le Roy’s
publication. The composer tended to situate the treble voice first to make the other voices fit. There
are five intabulations of vocal music in the book:
1. Helas mon Dieu ton yre s’est tournee (Maillard)
2. Voulant honneur (Sandrin) ;
3. Je n’ay point plus d’affection (Sermisy) ;
4. N’ayant le souvenir (Entraigues) ;
5. N’ayant le souvenir (Entraigues) - plus diminuee.
For all these pieces the basis is a 4-voice chord with much ornamentation: diminutions, divisions,
spreading the chords to complete the bar – all of these features make the music strictly
“instrumental”, through using typical lute technique and a virtuosic factor.
3. The surviving manuscripts contain many intabulations, although sometimes they are not easy to
investigate. Often they were notated inaccurately or their origin was not clear. Mynshall’s book is a
good example of this tendency. It includes eleven compositions based on, or inspired by, some other
pieces of art.12 In some cases the copyist notated a tune of popular song only.13 The greatest number
of pieces related to vocal music are ballad tunes, intabulated by Mynshall.14 It is not clear whether

12

All about provenience of particular pieces come from R. Spencer’s comment.
The harte opreste – perhaps related to Sir Thomas Wyatt’s poem Hartte aprest with dessperott thought;
Greeneslueus – ballad, first mentioned in 1580; The heare trebble of Rogeroe. In Mynshall book all three pieces
are notated as one voice melodies.
14
My lord wilebie – a ballad tune, possibly by J. Dowland, c. 1590 (Mynshall’s version is very short and not too
complicated); The Earle of Essikes dumpte – perhaps a version of the song O Heavenly God (Mynshall: 4 bars
only, looks like a draft or note); Labandelay shote – a ballad tune, c. 1576 (Mynshall: 5 bars, very inaccurate);
In creete when dadulus first began – a ballad tune, c. 1580 (Mynshall: chordal, some more divisions on the end);
Bonny sweete Robin – a ballad tune, first mentioned in 1594 (Mynshall: short, chordal, looks like just tune and
harmony draft); Packintons compounds – a ballad tune, c. 1596 (as previous); Fortune p[er] Dowland – a ballad
13
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these pieces should be treated as the intabulations of vocal compositions. The single proper
intabulation of vocal music is Tauerners Innomina – lute arrangement of the original In Nomine by
John Traverner (c. 1495-1545). In Mynshall’s book it is the chordal composition, close to its vocal
version.

6.3. Intabulations in the investigated manuscripts

6.3.1. The number of intabulations
In the manuscripts there are about 300 compositions that are intabulations of vocal music:
1. Lodz M6983 – 11 intabulations. In the manuscript there are also two compositions
called “Chanson fran[c]esa” and “Canzon”, but lack of any concordances precludes to
say whether they are intabulations or free forms inspired by songs.
2. Basel F.IX.70 – second book of manuscript contains Motets (5), fourth – Madrigals (54)
and eighth – songs and psalms (17). The total number of intabulations in this tablature
is 76.
3. Stuttgart G.1.4 – around 200 intabulations of vocal music, including Motets, Madrigals
and songs. There are also pieces called “Canzon”, “Chantons” and the cycles of
“Cantiones” and “Lectiones”. This manuscript mainly consists of intabulations of vocal
compositions.
In the Lodz manuscript M6983, eight of the intabulations are placed together and the rest are
distributed throughout the book. The Basel manuscript F.IX.70 includes three books of different
forms correlated to vocal music: second – motets, fourth – madrigals, and eighth – “lieder” and
psalms. In the Stuttgart manuscript G.1.4, the intabulations of vocal music are placed throughout the
book, from very short pieces to large, multipart constructions.
I transcribed and analysed 22 intabulations:
-

7 compositions from Lodz M6983;

-

6 compositions from Basel F.IX.70 (+2 identical versions);

-

9 compositions from Stuttgart G.1.4.

tune, 1589 or earlier (Mynshall: lack of a melodic voice, divisions based on chords standing on the strong parts
of the bars. Spencer suggests that it is a consort part).
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The priority for choosing the pieces for transcription was a practical performance criterion: I tried to
select pieces that I found more attractive than others. However, there were also other aspects to
this decision.
From the Lodz manuscript M6983 I chose five pieces by Orazio Vecchi (and one of doubtful
authorship, perhaps Vecchi’s), treating them as a kind of study as to how the arranger intabulated
this composer’s style. I also transcribed Pour ung plaisir due to its fame and high quality of the
notation, compared to the other intabulations in the manuscript.
Transcribing pieces from the Basel manuscript F.IX.70, I used the fourth book (titled: “The Book of
Madrigals”). My purpose was to compare pieces with the same origins. So I compared three versions
of Susane ung jour (I chose this song due to its enormous fame), two versions of Dulce memoire
(second is identical to first) and two versions of Was Gott will das geschach alle zeytt (second is
identical to first, apart from spelling of the title). I completed my transcriptions with Gott is mein
liecht as I found this piece interesting and attractive.
It was a very hard task to select the compositions to work on from the Stuttgart manuscript G.1.4,
due to the incredible richness of intabulations and lack of system (or plan) of placing the
compositions inside the book. My criteria for selection of the pieces here were: my personal taste of
quality of the composition, its fame and composer. I tried to present the widest possible range of
intabulations from this manuscript, by different composers and of different styles. I included a few
chansons by Orlando di Lassus, with German titles, two famous chansons: Petit[e] fleur by Thomas
Crequillon and Dant biencela by Claudin de Sermisy, and two pieces by Ivo de Vento – not well
known, but interesting. The transcribed pieces include both typically vocal and instrumental
(exploring lute techniques) styles.
The three selected manuscripts contain a diverse range of intabulations, based on various models.
The books commonly use popular songs to intabulate. Even if the original version is not well known
nowadays, is does not mean it was not popular in the sixteenth century. As all the manucripts were
created for private and individual purposes, it is highly possible that the popularity of the vocal
composition was one of the main criteria in choosing pieces to intabulate.

6.3.2. Analysis
Of the twenty-two pieces that I transcribed and analysed, fifteen were intabulated in the most
common way for the sixteenth century: they include a set of voices from a vocal composition
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transferred to the lute tablature system, usually with little change. Some voices were cut or changed
to enable the performer play it properly, nevertheless the intabulation remains close to its vocal
version. That type of intabulation represents all compositions from Lodz M6983 and eight
compositions from Stuttgart G.1.4. These compositions are chordal but often they include elements
of polyphony: the beginnings are imitative and the voices become temporarily independent.
Fig. 6.1. Pour ung plaisir, f. 77v, Lodz M6983

In Petit[e] fleur, Stuttgart G.1.4, f. 8v, vol. III, very high registers are used, uncomfortable for the lute.
Why did the author of intabulation use this key? Why did he not transpose it from the original?
These questions have no certain answers. It is possible that the composition was not transposed
because there were no more bass strings on the lute to play it properly.
Fig. 6.2. Petit[e] fleur, f.8v, vol. III, Stuttgart G.1.4

The rest of the pieces I edited represent an intabulation style that includes idiomatic instrumental
writing and additions. They kept the harmonic structure of the vocal model but added
ornamentations and virtuosic factors to the vocal version. Bright divisions not only ornament but
also complete the bar, when the original version includes a chord in long notes. Fast diminutions also
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enrich the melody in the upper voices or other voices. That kind of intabulation applies to all
transcribed compositions in Basel F.IX.70 and one piece from Stuttgart G.1.4 (Dant biencela, f. 11v).
Dant biencella, Stuttgart G.1.4, f. 11v, vol. III includes very fast divisions in cadence figures
(demisemiquavers), typically instrumental.
Fig. 6.3. Dant biencela, Stuttgart G.1.4, f. 11v, vol. III

All the transcribed pieces from the Lodz manuscript M6983 are very close to their vocal origins; the
only difference lies in rhythm values (crotchet in lute tablature equals minim in vocal version). Some
of them were transposed:
-

Pour ung plaisir – lute version is major second lower that the vocal one;

-

à 4 Neglocchi de Angioletta Saltina a`gara. Oratio Vocchi – lute version is perfect fourth
lower than the vocal one;

-

Non ti fuggir da me Chiotiso – lute version is perfect fourth lower than the vocal one;

-

Nergilia anima mia – the same key in both versions;

-

Mentre il buo Tirsi dice Ohime lasse infelice – the same key in both versions;

-

Vostri vivaci lumi – the same key in both versions.

There is a great doubt in the composition Vaghi in terms of its origin. Initially, it was recognized as an
instrumental version of Vecchi’s composition Vaghe Ninfe e Pastori, but comparative analysis proved
that the musical material is too different in both pieces to be the versions of the same music. For
these reasons, there are two possibilities, in case of this composition’s provenance:
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a. the lute version’s origin is the mentioned Vecchi’s composition, but only as an inspiration,
very far from original and using only its title;
b. the lute piece is not linked to Vecchi in any way and the similarity of the both titles is just a
coincidence.
All the pieces – except Vaghi – are very close to their vocal versions, especially in their initial part:
they sustain the melody, harmony, and rhythm (except rhythm values, as mentioned above) of their
origins. Given below are two illustrations of the same composition in vocal and lute version:
Fig. 6.4. Mentre il buon Tirsi dice, in: O. Vecchi: RRMR 93, no 31.
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Fig. 6.5. Mentre il buo Tirsi dice Ohime lasse infelice, f. 100v, Lodz M6983

In the fourth book of the Basel manuscript F.IX.70, there are a few compositions copied twice:
among those transcribed, there are two copies of Doulce memoire and Was Gott will das geschach
alle zeytt. Amandi Polani à Polensdorff – there are no differences between both versions in this
manuscript. In the tablature there are also three versions of Susanne un jour; these differ a lot.
All pieces from this manuscript represent an instrumental style of intabulating. Most of them are
expanded and bright, and include virtuosic elements. The original harmony still remains but the
other elements are constrained by instrumental techniques.
Fig. 6.6. Doulce memoire, in: Sandrin/ Manchicourt: CMM 47, no. 4.

Fig. 6.7. Dulce memoire, p. 69 and 83, F.IX.70
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An interesting example of intabulating is Susanne un jour. Based on the poem by Guillaume Guéroult,
with the first musical setting by Didier Lupi, published in the 1548 Premier livre de chansons
spirituelles, par Guillame Gueroult, mises en musique à 4 parties par Didier Lupi second &aultres.15
Fig. 6.8. Susanne un jour by Didier Lupi

Orlando di Lasso, as other composers followed, adapted Lupi’s chanson as a cantus firmus. He
published his version in 1560 in three separate books. Soon the song became one of the most
popular in the sixteenth century. Susanne has plenty of versions, vocal, instrumental and combined
vocal and instrumental, for various amount of voices, for solo and ensemble music, saved in prints
and manuscripts. Nowadays, the popularity of this song has not lessened – it is widely performed
and recorded.
In the Basel manuscript F.IX.70, there are three different intabulations of this composition. The first
one is a typical virtuosic one, very rich, much expanded, and very bright. Fast fragments of divisions
are mixed with chordal parts. The piece includes much ornamentation: diminutions, delays, and
cadence figures. All those elements make this composition very attractive for the listener, but also
for the performer. Characteristic are very high registers of the lute. Its tonus finalis is G.

15

th

Kenneth J. Levy, “Susanne un jour: the History of a 16 Century Chanson,” Annales musicologiques 1 (1953):
375-408.
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Fig. 6.9. XVI Susanne ung jour à cinq Orland,p. 80, Basel F.IX.70

The second version of Susanne stays in the low register, in long rhythmic values (semibreves and
minims mostly). Time signature is 4/2, tonus finalis D. The piece is chordal with short fragments of
divisions in crotchets, rarely appearing in the upper voice. The heavy and dark character of this
version makes a very interesting contrast to the previous one.
Fig. 6.10. XXVII Susanne ung jour Orlando di Lasso, p. 91, Basel F.IX.70

The third version of Susanne un jour is quite different from the others, being in triple time. The time
signature – different from the original one – is the main element of this piece. The structure of this
version is chordal with small ornaments to enhance the bar. The piece is also shorter than the others.
Harmony and musical structure of this version remain the same as in the others (including the
original) but given in the triple time. Tonus finalis of this composition is F.
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Fig. 6.11. XLIIII Susanna, p. 101, Basel F.IX.70

In the Stuttgart manuscript G.1.4, there are four pieces by Orlando di Lasso – interesting in that the
titles were translated into German language (Ein medlein zu dem brunnen gieng, and its second part
Das medlein tregt pantoffel an. 2 pars; Der tag der ist so freudenreich and Er sein doch selig alle die).
Eight of the nine transcribed pieces represent a vocal style of intabulating. The compositions contain
little embellishment, too small to be in an instrumental style (especially considering lute
characteristics, which mean that due to its short sound, lute ornamentation is rather rich). In several
compositions, the voices are independent or partly independent, and imitation is used (Der tag der
ist so freudenreich, Er sein doch selig alle die, Petit fleur):
Fig. 6. 12. Es sein doch selig alle die. Orl., f.70v, vol. I, Stuttgart G.1.4.

In two pieces, there is a specific kind of imitation: lower voices repeat a motif from upper ones,
while the four-voiced system still remains (Das medlein tregt pantoffel an., Frisch ist mein Sinn):
Fig. 6.13. Frisch ist mein Sinn. Iuo di Vento. 4 Voc., f. 3v, vol. III, Stuttgart G.1.4 – repetitive sound
creates a kind of motif:
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One composition – Dant biencela – is in “instrumental” style. In this piece, the embellishment is very
rich – it is used to complete the bars with long notes and it also includes very fast divisions in
demisemiquavers in cadences.
Fig. 6.14. Dant biencella, f. 11v, vol. III, Stuttgart G.1.4.

The origin of Dant biencela is Dont vient cela by Claudin de Sermisy, on a text by Clément Marot.
However, the intabulation is rather far from the vocal model. The version in Stuttgart G.1.4 is highly
ornamented, which makes the melody unclear or disappear completely. Only the original harmony
remains. All these create in this intabulation a strictly instrumental, virtuosic, very interesting version
of the popular song.
Fig. 6.15. Dant biencella, f. 11v, vol. III, Stuttgart G.1.4.
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Fig. 6.16. Dant biencella, f. 11v, vol. III, Stuttgart G.1.4.

6.4. Conclusion
The intabulations of vocal music are a significant part of Renaissance sources of lute music, in both
prints and manuscripts. The list of sources without any intabulations in their content is very short.
There are sources that contain only intabulations but mostly these are one of the parts of the lute
book content, alongside dances and free forms. The Renaissance is the age of vocal music, which is
reflected in its instrumental music: composers often distilled inspirations from vocal music,
transferring it to instrumental technique.
Both prints and manuscripts used to include the intabulations of vocal compositions. Frequently,
they are the instrumental versions of popular songs, like Susanne un jour. In the contents of prints
and manuscripts, some national tendency is observed: one country, apart from international popular
music, relied on its own, national music: Germany on German, Spain on Spanish, England on English
etc. Nevertheless, the main tendency was to mix different songs with different origins and different
purposes in one source. Sacred and secular music were also mixed together but there are some
sources where only sacred or only secular music is notated.
Considering the frequency of appearance of intabulations, it is clear that it did not change:
intabulating was extremely popular throughout the sixteenth century. Early German sources seem to
use intabulations more frequently that the other countries (for example the very important source
Ein Newgeordent Künstlich Lautenbuch by Hans Newsidler from 1536 contains intabulations only).
Nonetheless, other European early sources contain them as well: Pierre Attaignant’s book from 1529,
Tres breve et familiere introduction…, also contains mostly intabulations, alongside only three
Preludes at the beginning.
The three investigated manuscripts, following the overall tendency, mix many different styles and
genres of music. The intabulations of vocal compositions are typical of the wider trend in
intabulations across Europe, and are of such quality as to be significant additions to the repertoire
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for the Renaissance lute as it currently stands. Among many compositions, attractive to lute players,
I find the famous songs (Susanne un jour, Doulce memoire, or Don't vient cela) particularly
interesting as a part of the repertoire, especially considering their different versions included in the
mansucripts (such as Susanne un jour).

Source

Title

Concordances

Comment

M6983

Table 6.1. Analysis of transcribed intabualtions.16

Pour ung plaisir, f.

Cf: Th. Crequillon: Brown 154618, 15521115572,

4 voices. Imitative beginning.

77v

15585, 156312, 15687, 15716, 15776, 15783;

Polyphony – independence of

16

RISM B/I 1543 , no 26.

the voices. Vocal style.

M6983

Vocal models: ParrishM, no. 20: Crequillon.
à 4 Neglocchi de

Vocal model: O. Vecchi: RRMR 93, no 27.

4 voices. Chordal. Variable

Angioletta Saltina

rhythm signatures (2/4 – ¾ -

a`gara. Oratio

2/4). Vocal style.

Vocchi,

M6983

f. 99v
Non ti fuggir da me

Vocal model: O. Vecchi: RRMR 93, no 29.

4 voices. Chordal. Vocal style.

Vocal model: O. Vecchi: RRMR 93, no 30.

4 voices. Chordal, but voices

Chiotiso,

M6983

f. 99v

Nergilia anima mia.
L`improviso,

are more independent.

f. 100r

Repetitive pitch creates a kind
of Theme, “walking” through
voices. Small ornamentation in

M6983

particular voices. Vocal style.
Vaghi, f. 100v

Vocal model: O. Vecchi: RRMR 93, no 23???

4 voices. 3 short parts:
1. Imitative; 2. Independence
of the voices, dialogue; 3.
Chordal with small ornaments
in particular voices. Vocal
style.

16

The table provides the original spelling for both words and numbers, found in the manuscripts.
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Mentre il buo Tirsi

Vocal model: O. Vecchi: RRMR 93, no 31.

4 voices. 2 parts: 1. Chordal

dice Ohime lasse

with a motif including a dotted

infelice,

thyrthm x2; 2. Chordal, but

f. 100v

more ornaments, voices more
independent, characteristic

M6983

syncope. Vocal style.
Vostri vivaci lumi, f.

Vocal model: O. Vecchi: RRMR 93, no 32.

101r

4 voices. 2 parts. Chordal
beginning, more polyphonic in
nd

F.IX.70

2 part. Vocal style.
V Dulce memoire,

Sandrin/ Manchicourt: CMM 47, no. 4.

p. 69

4 voices. 2 parts. Both: chords
with fulfilling (divisions). Fast
divisions mostly in upper
voice, but other voices are
rather independent.

F.IX.70

XVIIII Dulce

F.IX.70

Instrumental style.

XVI Susanne ung

Sandrin/ Manchicourt: CMM 47, no. 4.

Identical to number V.

R. de Lassus: LassusW XIV, p. 29.

4 voices. Imitative beginning.

memoire, p. 83

jour à cinq Orland,

A lot of ornaments: fast

p. 80

divisions, delays, cadences
figures:

Fast,

virtuoso fragments mix with
short plain chordal ones. Very
rich and expanded piece.
Bright and virtuoso version.

F.IX.70

Instrumental style.
XXVII Susanne ung

R. de Lassus: LassusW XIV, p. 29.

4-5 voices. In very long rhythm

jour Orlando di

values (breves, semibreves).

Lasso, p. 91

Time signature: 4/2. Lower
register. Chordal.
Ornamentations mostly in
upper voice. Heavy and dark
version. Instrumental style.
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XLIIII Susanna,

R. de Lassus: LassusW XIV, p. 29.

4 voices. Triple time signature.

p. 101

3 parts. Chordal, with small
ornaments, rather to enhance
the bar. Shorter than other
versions. Harmony remains
the same as the other

F.IX.70

versions. Instrumental style.
VI. Gott is mein

11

Clemens non Papa: RISM B/I 1568 .

liecht, p. 70

4 voices. Chords with
ornaments. Divisions in
semiquavers, mostly in upper
voice. Much ornamentation:
divisions, diminutions, delays.

F.IX.70

Instrumental style.
XI. Was Gott will

SMT I: cf no. 87

3-4 voices. Chordal with

das geschach alle

divisions in upper voice.2

zeytt. Amandi

parts. Instrumental style.

Polani à
Polensdorff D.

F.IX.70

Theologiae, p. 75
XXXVII. Was Gott

SMT I: cf. no. 61

Identical to number XI.

R. de Lassus: LassusW XVIII, p. 98.

4-5 voices. Chordal. Vocal

will das geschäch
alle zeit Amandi
Polani à

G.1.4

Polensdorff, p. 99
Ein medlein zu dem
brunnen gieng. 5

style.

voc. Orl. Dj Lasso, f.

G.1.4

63v, vol. I
Das medlein tregt

R. de Lassus: LassusW XVIII, p. 98.

4-5 voices. Chordal. Dialoque

pantoffel an. 2

and a kind of imitation: lower

pars, f. 63v, vol. I

voices repeat a motif from
upper voices in lower register,
but the structure is still a 4
(not polyphonic). Vocal style.
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Der tag der ist so

R. de Lassus: LassusW XVIII, p. 71.

4-5 voices. Imitative

freudenreich. 5

beginning. Chordal. Divisions

voc. Orl., f. 70v, vol.

in particular voices. Vocal

I.

style.

Es sein doch selig

R. de Lassus: LassusW XVIII, p. 77.

4-5 voices. Strictly imitative

alle die. Orl., 70v,

beginning. Chordal. Short

vol. I

fragments of divisions in
semiquavers in upper voice.

G.1.4

Vocal style.
Mir ist ein feins

I. de Vento: RISM A/I V 1119.

4-5 voices. Quavers

brauns megedlein.

movements. Chordal. Vocal

Iuo di Vento. 5

style.

G.1.4

Voc., f. 3v, vol. III
Frisch ist mein Sinn.

I. de Vento: RISM A/I V 1122, no 17.

4 voices. Beginning – lower

Iuo di Vento. 4

voices imitate the upper ones

Voc., f. 3v, vol. III

(still structure a 4). A motif
with repeated tone “walks”
though voices all piece.

G.1.4

Chordal. Vocal style.
Wa soll Ich mich

I. de Vento: RISM A/I V 1122.

3 voices. Chordal. Vocal style.

hinkehren? Iuo di
Vento. 3. Voc., f. 4r,

G.1.4

vol. III
Petit fleur. Th.

29

Th. Crecquillon: RISM B/I 1549 , no 28.

3-4 voices. A wide imitation on

Crequilon. À 4., f.

the beginning. Chordal. Upper

8v, vol. III

voice in very high register
(uncomfortable on lute). At
the end – more divisions in

G.1.4

semiquavers. Vocal style.
Dant biencella, f.

Claudin de Sermisy: CMM 52,iii, p. 67.

11v, vol. III

4 voices. Chordal, with
ornamentations to enhance
the bar. Very fast divisions
(demisemiquavers) in cadence
figures. Version far from
original. Instrumental style.
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Chapter 7. German lute sources and
instrumental pedagogy
A significant part of lute books in the Renaissance was instruction on different elements of lute
music, such as fingering, tuning, performing, and explanation of the tablature systems. As one of the
selected manuscripts – Basel F.IX.70 – contains such instructions, it is worth examining other sources
of lute treatises and comparing them to this manuscript. I have decided to put the Basel manuscript
opposite printed lute books. In the Renaissance, prints were much more widely disseminated than
handwritten books and – in my opinion – understanding the relationship between the chosen
manuscripts and the printed sources, not only German, but also European, can shed a wider light on
the historical position of music for these manuscripts.
What kind of features do the treatises contain? Do the features vary? Do the treatises describe them
in the same way? Are they comprehensive? Are they destined for lute players or musical amateurs;
beginners or advanced? Are the instructions followed by music examples; educational or for
professional performance? In order to address these questions, firstly I have described a written part
of the Basel manuscript, including the original text and its translation.1 Subsequently, I concentrated
on the German lutenists and teachers; three of them I described separately, due to their range in the
history of lute music: Hans Newsidler, Hans Gerle, and Hans Judenkünig. Finally, I made a brief
overview through the European lute sources, comparing them to the previous material.

7.1. Manuscript F.IX.70
7.1.1. Description

“Lautten Stückh ettlicher feiner/ Preamblenn, Muttetenn, Fantasienn,
Madrigalenn,/ Teüticher unndt Frantzösicher Stückhenn,
Passometzenn,/ Täntzenn, Galliarden, Chipassenn, Geistlicher Lieder

1

The translation was made in cooperation with Courtney Konshuh.
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unndt Psalmenn vonn mir Emanuell/ Wurtisenn fleyssig zesammenn
geläsenn/ unndt inn ein Ordnung gebracht.”

„Several fine lute peces, Preambula, Motets, Fantasias, Madrigals,
German and French pieces, Passamezzi, dances, Galliards, Chipassas,
sacred songs and psalms, diligently left together and put in order by
me, Emanuel Wurtisen.”

The Basel manuscript F.IX.70, being one of the main topics of this thesis, contains some instructions
on lute playing. The manuscript is a student book, so most likely the instructions were written for
personal use only.
A list of contents of the instructions, found in the manuscript, is given below. At the end of the
chapter, the full original text and its translation is included.

Fig. 7.1. A fragment of the first lute treatise from the Basel manuscript.

The manuscript consists of pages with Roman numerals I-III, containing text only (denoted as P) and
pages with Arabic numerals 1-341, containing music and text (denoted as p).2

A chapter of lute instruction with the following headline: “Von der linckhen handt waren application
auff der lauttenn” (“On left hand fingering”) is placed on page III (P. III).

2

See: chapter 2. Descriptions of the manuscripts, section 2.2. Basel manuscript, F.IX.70, 17-25.
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On page 2 (p.2) there is a verse: “Hastu Lauttennschlachen [flachen?] lust, Vier ding du wol behalten
must” (“If you fancy a lute battle [area?], you have to stop on four things”3). There is also a table
with chords built on every stage of the scale (ut-re-mi-fa-sol-la):

Fig. 7.2. Basel F.IX.70 – table of chords

On p.3 there is a schematic representation of Musica Chelii with a heading: “Typus observationum
quarundam , ad testudinem spectantium”. This is a summary of the author’s considerations about
the elements of music; he made his own division to the essential (e.g. chords, modes) and nonessential (e.g. letters, numbers). He also divided “artistic” features to: “while playing” and “while
composing”. “While playing” are: holding the instrument (right and left hand; ways of using them,
e.g. sweet, easy, doubtful) and notation: principal (rhythm values) and lateral (time signature,
repetition signs and fermata).

3

See the rest of the text and its translation on p. 138.
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Fig.7.3. Basel F.IX.70 – music elements

P. 4 contains a scheme for Musica divisio. Using a mixture of Latin, Greek, French, German, and
Italian, the author divided the genres of music according to his own criteria: form, character,
nationality, and purpose:
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Fig.7.4. Basel F.IX.70 – Musica divisio

On p.5 there is further pedagogical material with following headings:
10. “Vonn der Lauttennstellung mit Sechs Cordenn” (“On the status of the lute with six strings
[course]“) and “Vonn der Lauttennstimmung mit acht Cordenn“ (“On the tuning of the lute
with eight strings [course]“); “Prob öbertenn Lauttennstimmung“ (“A sample of the upper
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tuning“) and “Prob anderen Lauttennstellung“ (“A sample of the other position“). The
“samples” are the two illustrations; the first one shows the location of the octaves between
the courses of six-course lute, the second one shows the same but with two bass strings
added – seventh and eighth courses.
11. “Von den Pündten auff der Lauttenn“ (“On the frets on the lute“).
12. “Von der Lauttenn Mensur“ (“On the mensur“) – there is a representation of the rhythm
signs here.
13. “Variation der Tabulatur auff der grossen Prim” (“Variations of the tablature of the grand
first”) – representation of different types of notation for sixth course.
14. “Regulae/ I. Omnes chordae distant a se invicem per quartam, excepta 2nda, a 3tia, quae
dista[n]t per 3tiam./ II. Coleratura paris numeri incipienda est podice, impairs v. indice./ III.
Index coleraturam finit”. With samples: “Alius modus testudinem accordandi” and two “Alius
Modus”. Next notes example, “Mensura duplex testudimis cum musicali”, is the comparison
between notes’ length (and their notation) in Gallic tablature system, in notes, and in
German lute tablature.
15. A triple acrostic of the word TESTUDO.

Considering the texts in the manuscript F.IX.70, it is clear that the source partly contains typical
instructions on playing the lute, i.e. explanations of bass strings, rhythm signs and courses. The
unique elements are: the table of chords, various possibilities for the sixth course notation and two
large diagrams about the musical elements and its genres.

7.1.2. The treatises – original texts and translations
P. III:
Original:
„Von der linckhen handt waren Applikation/ auff der Lauttenn.4
Applikation heist wie man recht vnnd ordenlich den krag[en]/ der Lautte[n] in die händ soll neme[n],
vnnd dan[n]ethin/ die finger auf eine[n] jetlichen buchstaben setzen soll, nach art/ vnnd weyss des
Liedes, so du vor Augen hast zu phlachen/ als ich hernach klärlich wil anzeigen/ Zum ersten nim[m]
die lautten vnnd den kragen, oder halß/ in die linckhe hand, doch nit so vest, als du in damit
halt[en]/ wöllest, sonder das er dir also in der hand vmbhin schräb/ damit die hande, wo es von
4

Letters that Wurtissen used an abbreviation for and the letters I had to guess, are in square brackets.
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nötten were, leichtlich könne/ auf dem kragen auf vnnd an fahren, vnnd weyß den / ersten finger
auf den ersten Pünde, den anderen auf den/ anderen, vnnd also for an. Vnnd ist das die
sum[m][on?]/ das du im greyffen acht habest, es seies 3., 4. oder mehr/ stim[m]en, so hab acht das
du die finger so nach als im[m]er glich/ ist, bei einanderen behaltest, auch nit zu hoch vber5 sich
wer/fest. Vrsach, das so du auf dem kragen weiter hinab/ must fahren, so mustu alzeit mit der
gantzen hande für/rückhen, vnnd der nehst Punde, der dir etwas zugreyfte[n]/ ist, für kung[eln],
mustu für den Punde auß den anderen Fin/geren reichen, vnnd mit dem ersten finger auf
denselbi[en]/ buchstaben greyffen, die anderen finger darnach, (wie/ obgemelde.) einstellen, wie du
es am leichtest[en] greyffen/ kanst, damit man aber sölhes ohn fählen desto leichter/ könne lerne[n]
vnnd verstehn, seind die Punde darzu / erfunden, als namblich so du auf einem buchstaben ein/
Punden feindest stehen, als ċ, merckh mit dem erst[en]/ finger zugreyffen, wo z[i?]ren als ġ,6 mit
dem anderen,/ vnnd also fort an, wo [three dots] oder [four dots] stehen, mit dem/ dritten vnnd
vierten zugreyffen.“
Translation:
”Proper Application of the left hand on the Lute
‘Application’ is how you should correctly and orderly take the yoke [neck] of the lute in the hand,
and then should set the fingers on certain letters [notes], according to the kind of song that you have
before your eyes to pluck, as I will clearly show here.
First take the lute’s neck in the left hand, but not too tightly, as if you wanted to hold it, but rather
so that it lies in the hand, so that the hand, if necessary, can easily go up and down the neck. And
put the first finger on the first fret [Pünd], the next on the next, and so forth. And if it is humming, be
careful with your grip, it might be the third or fourth [finger?], or [need] more tuning and be careful
that you keep the fingers close together, always the same distance, not throwing them over one
another [not going over the top]. The reason is that as you go further up the neck, you do not have
to always move the whole hand, and the next fret, that you can grasp, fiddle [adjust], then you must
reach the fret with the other finger, and with the first finger hold the same letter, and the other
fingers thereafter (as described above). Set it up so that you can reach easily, so that you can learn
and understand more easily, without missing. That is why the frets were created, namely, so that
you can find one letter on one fret. So ċ [with one dot], you hold with the first finger, compared to g
[two dots] with the second, and so on, where there are [three dots] or [four dots], with the third and
fourth fingers.”
5
6

Originally, this “v” has dots on it (über).
Originally there are two dots over this g.
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P.2.
Original:
“Hastu Lautten phlachen Lust, Vier ding du wol behalt[en] must/ Langsam soltu phlachen erstich.
Hernach pflach fein deutlich/ Zum dritten greif ihr darfer ins maul, der Lautt[en], das sy nit kling
faul./ Zum vierten den tact abservieren. Wiltu hören Jungfraun , hofieren./ Solt auch die Händ
sauber halten, So wirstu die Saiten lang rein behalt[en].“
Translation:
“If you feel like plucking/playing the Lute, there are four things that you must do. First you should
pluck slowly. Then pluck very clearly. Third reach deeper into the mouth [rose?]of the Lute, so that it
doesn’t sound lazy/weak [faul].Fourth, keep time. If you want to hear young women, pay court to
them. You should keep your hand clean. Then you can keep the strings clean longer.

P.5.
Original:
“Vonn der Lauttennstellung mit/ Sechs Cordenn
So du ein Lauttenn stim[m]en willst, so zeich zum aller ersten den / quint 5 so hoch auf, als er es
erleiden mag, demnach so ziehe di/esen gleich die grose Prim [symbol I] und ein Oktav niderer, so
dasselbig / also gestimet ist, so greyff auf das gros B vnnd mache diesem / gleich Lauttende die Terz
3. Darnach so greyffe auf das n / vnnd ziehe diesem gleich die kleine Prim [symbol I]. Nach dem so
greyffe / auf das f, vnnd stim[m]e die Quartt darnach. Enndslich so / auf das o, vnnd ziehe diesem
gleich die secundt 2. Nach greyffe / diesem so ist die Lautenn gestimet.
Von der Lauttenstimmung / mit acht Cordenn
Zum erstenn so stim[m]e die sechs Corden zusam[m]en, wie ob/hin stehet. Demnach so ziehe die
oberste Corden, namblich / die d achte [symbol I with a triple stroke], der Quart gleich. Darnach so
ziehe die oberste / Lorden an eine, als namblich die siebende Cordon, [symbol I with a double stroke]
der / secund 2 gleich. Also ist die Lauttenn mit acht Cordenn / auch gestimet.
Von den Pundten auff der Lauttenn
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Nim[m]e zu den ersten Pundten mittellseiten, vnnd die anderen / drey Pundte mache von Gesang
oder Quint seitten, vnnd die / letzte zurren [?] von quint seittenn
Translation:
About Lute-tuning with six courses
If you want to tune the lute, the first thing is to pull the fifth [ symbol 5 – first course]as high/tight as
it will endure, and then pull this one down to the same as the large prime [symbol I – sixth course]
and one octave lower. So that it’s tuned, hold the large B [considering the symbol B is for a sound A,
made on the second fret of sixth course] and make this sound the same as the third [symbol 3 – third
course]. Then grip n [third fret of the third course] and pull it the same as the little Prim I [open fifth
course]. Then hold the f [second fret of the fifth course], and tune the fourth [second course] to it.
Finally take the o [third fret of the second course], and pull this to the same as the second [symbol 2
– fourth course]. Then the lute is tuned7.
About Lute-tuning with eight courses
First tune the first six strings together, as described above. Then pull the highest string, namely the d,
eighth [symbol I with a triple stroke] the same as the fourth [second course, symbol 4]. Then pull the
next top course, namely the seventh course, [symbol I with a double stroke] the same as the second
[symbol 2 – forth course]. Then the Lute with eight strings is also tuned.
About the frets on the Lute
Take for the first fret the middle string, and the other three frets to make of Chantarelle [or Quintostrings], and the last one lash down with Quinto-strings8.

7.1.3. The Basel manuscript among the great German teachers’ treatises
The Basel manuscript was most likely created as a self-tuition handbook. In terms of music,
Emmanuel Wurtisen, its author, noted the compositions of his choice and his taste, part of them
copied from other sources, and in other cases probably writing by ear. The texts also seem to have
been chosen and assembled in similar ways. There is a note about left hand fingering together with a

7

When Wurtisen talks about “highest” string, he means highest in physical space, not in pitch: we call that the
lowest string as it sounds lower in pitch, but it’s common for learners to think of it in visual terms too.
8
The fragment treats of frets and probably tells that one should take thinner strings for making the frets going
further down the neck.
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table of chords. There is a fragment about tuning for different types of lute: six, seven, and eightcourse, and about different types of notation for sixth course. All this information is strictly useful.
However, in addition, there are the author’s considerations about music elements and genres, next
to non-musical poems and verses. This demonstrated the private character of these notes, which
have the feel of a common-place book. The printed treatises are more systematic and created for a
public audience but bear comparison with the content in the Basel manuscript.

7.2. Lute treatises

7.2.1. German speaking lands
German speaking countries were the first, after Italy, where the lute became established.9 These
lands played an important role in the lute’s development, in several areas. Many of the important
figures in the early history of the lute were German. In addition, it was German masters who really
systematized the system of fingering.
The principal figures in the early history of lute music in Germany were Hans Newsidler, Hans Gerle
and Hans Judekünig. They were the most active figures in lute music of the first half of the sixteenth
century in Germany: versatile in the area of lute music, often printed and very influential as teachers;
their works provide the greatest range of information about Renaissance lute playing, in terms of
both technique and repertoire. The broad instructions on lute playing included in their works, were
aimed at various audiences, from beginners to advanced. The later (after 1550) lute books of
Ochsenkun, Drusina, Wyssenbach, Heckel, Jobin, Kargel, Krengel, and Waissel were designed to
popularize lute music and teach amateurs. After Melchior Neusidler, until Esaias Reusner the
Younger, actually there was no really remarkable German lutenist.10 However, there were many
lutenists from other countries, who decided to make their careers in German courts.
A table below shows selected German printed sources containing written text, including the German
sources of lute music containing any written instructions of playing the lute or explaining any other
aspects of the lute performance, like tuning or the tablature system. The table does not include any

9

Douglas Alton-Smith, A History of the Lute from Antiquity to the Renaissance (Lexington, VA: The Lute Society
of America, 2002), 160.
10

See: Alton-Smith, A History of the Lute, 178.
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manuscripts, because I decided to concentrate on prints; my goal was to show relationships
between the three selected manuscripts and the prints in the widest possible way.

Author
Sebastian Virdung
Rudolf Wyssenbach
(publisher)

15504

15113

Date

Table 7.1. Texts in selected German prints of the sixteenth century
Title

Content/ description

Musica getutscht and / aussgezogen durch
Sebastianum virdung Priesters / von
Amberg und alles gesang auss den noten
in die tabulaturen diser benanten dryer
Instrumenten der Or/geln: der Lauten:
und den Flöten transferieren zu lernen /
Kurtzlich gemacht zu eren dem
hochwirdigen hoch / gebornen fürsten
unnd herren: herr wilhalmen / Bischove
zum Strassburg seynem gnedigen
11
herren.

Treatise in form of dialogue; describes various
types of instruments and teach to trascribe music
for organ, lute and flute. Content:
 About the number of strings and courses
on the lute. Advice on how many strings
courses for beginners (11 strings, 6
courses). Names of the strings. How to
tune the lute. The number of frets and
their names. All apply to lute A.
 How to notate particular notes on the
lute neck – explanation of the German
tablature system.
 Where to place the frets on the neck of
the lute.
 Detailed explanation of German system –
diagram.
12
 Musical examples.
 Preface: “Rudolf Wyssenbach, to the
favourable reader“
 “Explanation of mensuration and other
signs provided“ – instructions
 Cut of the lute’s neck
 Table of contents

Tabulaturbüch uff die Lut/ten, von
mancherley Lieplicher Italianischer /
Dantzliedern mitsampt dem Vogelgsang
und einer Fäld/schlacht, uss Wälhscher
Tabulatur, flyssig / in Thütsche gesetzt. /
Getruckt zü Zürych by Rüdolff
Wyssenbach / Formschnyder, Im
13
M.D.L.Jar.

11

Howard Meyer Brown, Instrumental music printed before 1600 (Cambridge, Massachusetts: Harvard
University Press, 1965), 20-21.
12
Uta Henning, “The Lute Made Easy: A Chapter from Virdung’s ‘Musica getutsch’ (1511).” The Lute Society
Journal 15 (1973): 20-36.
13
Brown, Instrumental music, 124-125.
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Wolff Heckel

15623

15565

[1552]10
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Tenor / Lautenbuch vonn mancherley
schönen / und lieblichen stucken mit
zweyen lauten zusamen zu schlagen,
Italienische lieder, Pass’emezi, Saltarelli,
Paduane. Weiter Frantzösische, Teütsche,
/ mit sampt / mancherley däntzen, durch
Hans Jacob Wecker von Basel auffs aller
fleissigest auff zwo lauten / züsamen
gesetzt. Gedruckt zu Basel, durch Ludwig
14
Lück, im MDLII. Jar.
DISCANT / Lautten Buch, von mancherley
/ schönen und lieblichen stucken, mit
zweyen Lautten / zusamen zuschlagen,
und auch sonst das mehrer theyl / allein
für sich selbst. Gute Teutsche, Lateinische,
Frantzösische, Itallianische Stuck oder
lieder. Auch / vilfaltige Newe Tentz, sampt
mancherley Fantaseyen, Recercari,
Pavana, Saltarelli, Unnd Gassenhawer, etc.
Durch Wolffen Heckel von München,
Bur/ger zu Strassburg Auff das aller
lieblichst in / ein verstendige Tabulatur
nach geschribner art / aussgesetzt und
zusamengebracht, welisches vor nie also
ge/sehen worden. / Getruckt zu
Strassburg durch Urban / Wyss
15
Rechenmeister. Im Jar M.D.L.VI.
DISCANT. / Lautten Buch, von mancherley
/ schönen und lieblichen stucken, mit
zweyen Lautten / zusamen zuschlagen,
und auch sonst das mehrer theyl allein für
sich selbst. Gu/te Teutsche, Lateinische,
Frantzösische, Itallianische Stuck oder
lieder. Auch / vilfaltige Newe Tentz, sampt
mancherley Fantaseyen, Recercari,
Pavana, / Saltarelli, Unnd Gassenhawer,
&c. Durch Wolffen Heckel von Mün/chen,
Burger zu Strassburg. Auff das aller
lieblichst in ein / verstendiger Tabulatur
nach geschribner art aussge/setzt, und
zusamen gebracht. Getruckt zu Strassburg
am Kornmarck / bey Christian Müller, Im
16
Jar M.D.LXII.

14

Brown, Instrumental music, 143.
Brown, Instrumental music, 171.
16
Brown, Instrumental music, 196-199.
15
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Preface: “Hans Jacob Wecker, to the
favourable reader“
“How to set up the lute“ – a few
sentences about two lutes.
Cut of the lute’s neck (German tablature
system)





“On setting up the lute“
“What was missed (omitted)“
Table of contents



“A little report on how to use the same
fingering“ – instructions on how to use
the tablature
“Mensuration, what you should
understand” – instructions on the
rudiments of music (as rhythmic signs
etc.)
Table of contents





Wolff Heckel
Bernhard Jobin (publisher)
Melchior Newsidler

15745

15721

15624
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TENOR. / Lautten Buch, von mancherley /
schönen und lieblichen stucken, mit
zweyen Lautten / zusamen zu schlagen,
und auch sonst das mehrer theyl allein für
sich selbst. Gu/te Teutsche, Lateinische,
Frantzösische, Itallianische Stuck oder
lieder. Auch / vilfaltige Newe Tentz, sampt
mancherley Fantaseyen, Recercari,
Pavana, / Saltarelli, Unnd Gassenhawer,
&c. Durch Wolffen Heckel von Mün/chen,
Burger zu Strassburg. Auff das aller
lieblichst in ein / verstendiger Tabulatur,
nach geschribner art, aussge/setzt, und
zusamen gebracht. / Getruckt zu
Strassburg am Kornmarck / bey Christian
17
Müller, Im Jar, / M.D.LXII.
Das Erste Büch / Newerlessner / Fleissiger
ettlicher viel / Schöner Lautenstück, von
artlichen / Fantaseyen, lieblichen
Teütschen, Fräntzösischen / unnd
Italiänischen Liedern / künstlichen
Lateini/schen Muteten, mit vier und fünff
stimmen, Auch / lustigen allerhand
Passomezen: in die Teutsche / Tabulatur,
zü nutz und gefallen allen diser Kunst /
lehrbegingen, fürnämlich den jenigen, so
der fremb/den Welschen Tabulatur etwas
unerfahr/ner, auff das verständtlichenst
und rich/tigest zusamen getragen,
geord/net, und auch selber / getruckt, /
Durch Bernhard Jobin, / Burger zü
18
Strassburg. / M.D.LXXII.
Teutsch Lauten/buch / Darinnen /
kunstliche Muteten, lieb/liche Italianische,
Fräntzösische, Teüt/sche Stuck, fröliche
Teütsche Täntz, Passo e / mezo, Saltarelle,
und drei Fantaseien Alles mit / fleiss
aussgesetzt, auch artlich und / zierlich
Coloriert / durch / Melchior Newsidler,
Bur/ger und Lautenist in Augspurg. /
Getruckt zü Strassburg, durch / Bernhart
19
Jobin, Im Jar. / 1574.

17

Brown, Instrumental music, 199-201.
Brown, Instrumental music, 263-264.
19
Brown, Instrumental music, 272-174.
18
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Dedication
“On setting up the lute“ – about the
instrumentation (different from 15565)
Table of contents
A neck of the lute with a diagram of
German tablature

Dedication
Poem
“Short `flash` about understanding the
tablature“
Table of contents

Dedication
Signature
“Preface for a kind Reader“ – a
paragraph about signs in tablature
Another signature
Table of contents
Portrait of Newsidler with legend.

Matthäus Waissel

159212
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Lautenbuch / Darinn / VON DER
TA/bulatur und Application der Lauten /
gründlicher und voller Unterricht: Sampt
ausserlesenen Deudt/schen und
Polnischen Tentzen, Passamezen,
Gailliarden, Deudtschen Vi/lanellen,
Neapolitanen, und Phantasien: / Auff der
Lauten zu schlagen gantz fleissig
zugerichtet, und allen Lieb/habern dieser
Kunst zu nutz und gefallen in den Druck
gegeben, / Durch / MATTHAEUM
WAISSELIUM / Bartensteinensem
Borussum. / Gedruckt zu Franckfurt an der
Oder, durch Andream / Eichorn, Anno:
M.D.XCII. / Werden verkaufft bey Paul
20
Brackfelt.








Table of contents
Dedication
Signature
Poem (in Latin), signed “Sal. Wey. Sil.”
Preface: “To the reader”
“A thorough and full instruction on the
tablature and fingering of the lute“ – the
set of instructions, with the subsections:
The fingerboard of the lute
On mensuration
On fingering
On left-hand fingering
On left-hand fingering in runs
and coloraturas
On mordents
On right-hand fingering
How to tell if the strings are
true or not
21
How the lute should be tuned.

As the table shows, all of the analysed works contain treatises on the German lute tablature system,
in terms of contents similar to the instructions in the Basel manuscript; most of them include
material on tuning (setting up) the lute. Less common are notes about left hand fingering and the
rudiments of music, like explanation of rhythm values (mensuration). Notes about right hand
fingering and ornamentiation are unusual.
Although the table above does not include works of the three great German teachers: Newsidler,
Gerle and Judenkünig, generally their treatises contain similar features. Due to their role in sixteenth
century German music, I analyse their works in detail in the following sections. These teachers were
highly respected by their contemporaries. For the first half of the sixteenth century, their tuition
books were very comprehensive and addressed to a wide range of readers. They showed different
approaches and different goals in their pedagogical work: Newsidler’s books are designed for all
players, beginners and advanced, Gerle concentrated on teaching basics, and Judekünig chose more
advanced students. Nevertheless, they still explore the main areas of lute playing: tablature notation,
tuning, technique, occasionally intabulation and other notation systems. It might be said that they
were influential and provided a background for lute teachers of subsequent generations.

20

Brown, Instrumental music, 384-385.
For the full translation of this treatise see: Douglas Alton-Smith, “The Instructions in Matthaeus Waissel’s
Lautenbuch,” Journal of the Lute Society of America 8 (1975): 49-79.
21
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7.2.1.1.

Hans Newsidler

Hans Newsidler, lutenist, composer, lute maker, and teacher. Due to his wide musical activity and
the fact that he was influential in many ways, he was the dominant figure in central Europe lute
music in the first half of the sixteenth century. Hans Newsidler was born in 1508-09 in Pressburg,
now Bratislava (Slovakia), probably in the section of the city called Newsiedl. He died in Nuremberg
on 2 February 156322.
Newsidler was highly regarded as a lute teacher; between 1536 and 1549, he published eight
books of lute music. The first book, Ein Newgeordent Künstlich Lautenbuch (“A newly arranged,
artful lute book”, 1536), designed for beginners, contains his most complete pedagogical
work23. Newsidler provides a system of fingering for the left hand. He places one to four dots
above each letter of the tablature to indicate the stopping finger: one dot indicates the first
(index) finger, two dots the second (middle) one, and so on. Newsidler also uses a cross (+)
beside a letter to mark a sustained note. For the right hand, he recommends thumb and first
finger technique. No particular directions are given for the playing of chords by the right hand.
The first, fundamental pieces (“das erst fundament”, “die ander fundament”) provide parts
with fingering for left hand and parts for right hand. The last pieces, richly ornamented, have
no fingering. Apart from his dots and crosses system, he also wrote about the tablature system,
tuning the instrument and rhythm signs. His music contains both simple pedagogical pieces
and widely expanded polyphonic compositions. His books contain a rich and varied repertoire,
mixing intabulations of German songs, chansons, Italian madrigals, motets, German and Italian
dances and free preludes. In Ein Newgeordent Künstlich Lautenbuch there is “Wascha meza”
and its “Hupfauff” – the oldest Passamezzo with afterdance24. In his books for advanced
performers there are no dances.
Newsidler did not develop his method in his later books but reproduced it. All eight of his
books contain the same (or very similar) pieces of writing. Five of his books include a printer’s
privilege, headed: “Wir Ferdinand von Gottis genaden…“, ended with a date of printing (15366,
15367, 15442, 15443, and 15496). This is the letter granting Newsidler permission to publish.
The content of this letter is not the same in these five books, but it is used in a very similar

22

Hans Radke, et al. "Neusidler." Grove Music Online. Oxford Music Online. Oxford University Press, accessed
March 25, 2014, http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com/subscriber/article/grove/music/19795pg1.
23
English translation is in: M. Southard and S. Cooper: “A Translation of Hans Newsider: Ein newgeordnet
küenstlich Lautenbuch … (1536)”, Journal of the Lute Society of America, 11 (1978): 5–25.
24
See: the chapter 4. Passamezzo: 4.2. Passamezzi in other sources. 4.2.1.” German speaking countries, pp 5355.
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form. Newsidler used a preface: “Dem Leser glück und heyl” (“To the kind reader happiness
and prosperity”) in the same shape in four of his prints (15366, 15442, 15443, and 15496). The
instructions on playing the lute in the various books include the same (identical or similar)
material too:

-

“Wie sich erstlich einer zur Lauten schicken / und die bezeicheden buchstaben derauff leren
sol“ („How one should first approach the lute and learn the designated letters“ ) appears in
books from: 15366, 15442, and 15496.

-

“Wie man die Tabulatur lernen sol“ (“How one should learn the tablature”) is in the editions:
15366, 15442, and 15496.

-

“Wie man die Lauten sol lernen ziehen“ (“How to tune the lute”) is included in the books
from: 15366, 15441, 15442, 15474, and 15496.

-

“Wie man applicirn und recht greyffen sol“ (“How to finger and to stop properly“) appears in
the prints: 16366, 15442, and 15496.

-

“Von der Menzur” (“Concerning mensuration”) is in the books: 16366, 15442, and 15496.

-

“Von dem einischen pünctlein uber den buchstabe“ (“On the dots over the letters“) is
placed in the editions: 16366, 15442, and 15496.

-

“Hie volget das erst fundament der Lauten“ (“Here follows the first principle of the lute“) is
included in the prints: 16366, 15442, and 15496.

-

A note of the tablature: “Von den Creutzlein und pünctlein, wie man sie verstehen soll”
(“About cross and point, what one should understand”) is copied in the books from: 15401,
15441, and 15474; in 15366 there is a similar but not identical version.

A cut of the lute neck with an explanation of the German tablature system appears in exactly the
same form in: 15366, 15367, 15441, 15442, 15443, 15474, and 15496.

In all prints there is a colophon providing information about the printer, the author of the book, and
the date of print. The printers are: Johan Petreio - 15366, 15367; Hans Guldenmundt - 15401; Hans
Günther – 15441, 15442, 15443; Christoff Gutknecht - 15474; Jul. Paulus Fabritius Laub – 15496. Five
different printers for all Newsidler’s books, producing the same material in a relatively short time
span, invite the question, why. All the printers worked in Nuremberg, so it cannot be an attempt to
distribute books in different markets. All the prints are authorised by Newsidler, so it is not a case of
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plagiarism. Why did he use to choose another printer for every book or set of books? I did not find
any research which helped to answer these questions.

A table including all the treatises written in all eight lute books by Hans Newsidler, together with the
sigla by Brown25 and the full titles (spelling is original), are given below.

15366

Brown’s
sigla

Table 7.2. Hans Newsidler’s lute books

25
26

Title page

Content

Ein Newgeordent Künstlich Lau/tenbuch, In zwen
theyl getheylt. Der erst für die anfahenden /
Schuler, die aus rechter kunst und grundt nach
der Tabulatur, sich one / einichen Meyster darin
zuüben haben, durch ein leicht Exempel dieser /
punctlein . .. … …. wohin man mit einem yeden
finger recht greiffen / sol. Weyter ist angezeigt,
wie man die Tabulatur auch die Men/sur, und die
gantz Application recht grundtlich lernen und
versteen sol. / Im andern theyl sein begriffen, vil
ausserlessner kunstreicher stuck, / von Muteten,
die von den hochberümb/ten, und besten
Organisten, als einen schatz gehalten, die sein mit
sonderm fleiss auff / die Organistisch art gemacht
und colorirt, für die geübten und erfarnen di/ser
kunst, auff die Lauten dargeben. Dergleichen
vormals nie im / Truck, Aber yetzo durch mich
Hansen Newsidler Lutinisten / und Bürger zu
Nürnberg, offentlich aussgangen. / Mit Röm.
Keys. und Königk. Ma. freyheit, in / funff iaren nit
26
nach zu trucken, begnadet.

Brown, Instrumental music.
Brown, Instrumental music, 50-53.
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Printer’s privilege
Preface: “Dem Leser glück und heyl”
Instructions:
“Wie sich erstlich einer zur
Lauten schicken […]“
“Wie man die Tabulatur lernen
sol“
“Wie man die Lauten sol lernen
ziehen“
“Wie man applicirn und recht
greyffen sol“
“Von die menzur“
“Von dem einischen püctlein
[…]“
“Hie volget das erst fundament
der Lauten“
Musical examples
List of errata
Colophon
Cut of the lute’s neck with an
explanation of tablature

15441

15401

15367
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Der ander theil des Lautenbuchs. / Darin sind
begriffen, vil ausserlesner kunstreycher stuck,
von Fanta/seyen, Preambeln, Psalmen und
Muteten, die von den Hochberümbten und
besten / Organisten, als einen schatz gehalten,
die sein mit sonderm fleyss auff die Orga/nistisch
art gemacht und coloriert, für die geübten unnd
erfarnen di/ser kunst, auff die Lauten dargeben.
Dergleichen vormals nie im / Truck, aber yetzo
durch mich Hansen Newsidler Lutinisten / und
Bürger zu Nürnberg, offenlich aussgangen. / Mit
Röm. Keys. und Königk. Ma. freyheit, in/ funff
27
jarn nit nach zu trucken, begnadet.
Ein newes Lautenbüchlein, mit vil / schonen
Liedern, die gantz artlich und lieb/lich, auch
Teütsch und Welsche Tentz, Auch Welsche und
Fran/tzösische Stück, mit sondern fleyss verfasst,
und zusamen / gebracht, Durch mich Hansen
Newsidler Lutten/nisten, und Burger zu
Nürnberg, offent/lich aussgegangen, im XL. Jar. /
Mit Römischer Kay. und König. May. freyheyt, in /
28
zweyen Jaren, nicht nach zudrücken, begnadet.
Das Erst Buch. / Ein Newes Lautenbüchlein mit vil
feinen liebli/chen Liedern, für die jungen Schuler,
die fein leicht und ganz ring zu lernen / seind,
auch etlich feine Tenz, Welisch und Französische
Stück, die fein / artlich und lieblich Collerirt, mit
sunderm fleys verfast, und / zusamen gebracht,
durch mit Hansen Newsidler / Lutennist und
Burger zu Nürnberg, / offentlich ausgangen, im
M.D.XLIIII. Jar. / Mit Römischer Kay. und König.
May. freyheit, / in Fünff Jaren, nicht nach zu
29
drücken / begnadet.

27

Brown, Instrumental music, 53-55.
Brown, Instrumental music, 63-64.
29
Brown, Instrumental music, 69-70.
28
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Printer’s privilege
Preface “Zu dem Leser“
Author’s corrections
Table of contents
Note to the reader
Colophon
Cut of the lute’s neck






Advertisement for 15366 and 15367
Table of contents
“Von den Creutzlein und pünctlein[…]”
Colophon





Table of contents
„Wie man die Lauten sol lernen ziehen“
Advertisement for books 15366 and
15367
“Von dem Creutzlein und pünctlein […]“
Colophon
Cut of the lute’s neck





15474

15443

15442
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Das ander Buch. / Ein New künstich Lautten Buch,
für die anfa/henden Schuler, die aus rechtem
grund und kunst nach der Tabulatur, ganz / leicht
und ring zu lernen, durch ein leicht Exempel
dieser pünktlein . .. … …., / Wohin man mit einem
yeden finger recht und ordenlich greiffen sol.
Weyter / ist angezeygt, wie man die Tabulatur,
auch die Menzur, und die ganz appli/cation, recht
und grundtlich lernen und verstehn sol. Mit vil
schönen liebli/chen stücken, Teutscher und
Welischer tenz, auch vil artlicher guter Welischer
/ und Frantzösischer Stück, auch zwo schlacht, die
vor Bafia und die / Französisch, die seind mit
allem fleys, mit lieblicher Colloratur / gemacht,
die ein yeder zu seinem lust gebrauchen mag. /
Durch mich Hansen Newsidler, Lutinisten und /
Burger zu Nürnberg zusamen gebracht, / und
offenlich aussgangen, im D.M.XVIIII. Jar. / Mit
Römischer Kay. und König. May. freyheit / inn
30
Fünff Jaren, nicht nach zu drücken / begnadet.
Das Dritt Buch. / Ein New künstlich Lauten Buch,
darin vil treff/licher grosser Maisterlichen kunst
stück, vom Psalmen, und Muteten, ein
auss/geklaubter kern, die in dieser zeyt die
berumbtisten Stück sind, und vor / der keins nye
in druck kumen, aber itzo durch mich Hansen
Newsi/dler Lutenisten und Burger zu Nürmberg,
mit allem fleiss / zusamen gebracht, und
offentlich / aussgangen. / Mit Römischer Kay. und
Künigk. May. freyheit, / in Fünff Jarn nit nach
zudrucken, Erst hewr / auff ein Newes begnadet.
31
/ M.D.XLIIII Jar.
Das Erst Buch. / Ein Newes Lautenbüchlein mit vil
feiner lieblichen Liedern, / für die jungen Schuler,
die fein leicht unnd ganz ring zu lernen seind,
auch etlich / feine Tenz, Welisch unnd
Frantzösische Stück, die fein artlich unnd lieb/lich
Collerirt, mit sündern fleys verfast, unnd zusamen
gebracht, / durch mich Hansen Neusidler
Lutennisten unnd Burger / zü Nürnberg,
offentlich aussgangen, im / M.D.XLVII. / Mit
Römischer Kay. unnd König. May. freyheit, / inn
32
Fünff Jaren nicht nach zu drücken / begnadet.

30

Brown, Instrumental music, 70-72.
Brown, Instrumental music, 72-73.
32
Brown, Instrumental music, 97-99.
31
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Printer’s privilede
“Dem Leser glück und heyl”
Instructions:
“Wie sich erstlich einer zur
Lauten schicken […]“
“Wie man die Tabulatur lernen
sol“
„Wie man die Lauten sol lernen
ziehen“
“Wie man applicirn und recht
greyffen sol“
“Von die menzur“
“Von dem einischen püctlein
[…]“
“Hie volget das erst fundament
der Lauten“
Musical examples
Table of contents
Colophon
Cut of the lute’s neck
Printer’s privilege
“Dem Leser glück und heyl”
Table of contents
Colophon
Cut of the lute’s neck

Table of contents
Musical examples
“Wie man die Lauten sol lernen ziehen“
Advertisement for Newsidler’s other
books
“Von den Creutzlein und pünctlein […]”
Colophon
Cut of the lute’s neck

15496
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Das Ander Buch / Ein new künstlich Lauten Buch,
erst yetzo von newem ge/macht, für junge und
alte Schüler, die auss rechtem grund und kunst,
nach der Ta/bulatur, ganz leicht und ring zu
lernen, durch ein leicht Exempel diser pünctlein
/ . .. … …., wohin man mit einem yeden finger
recht und ordenlich greyssen soll, und / wie man
die Tabulatur unnd die Menzur gantz leichtich
lernen unnd verstehn / soll, mit vil schönem
lieblichen Teutschen, Welchen, Frantzösischen
unnd La/teynischen Stücken, Tentzen, und
Preambeln, unnd die Schlacht vor Pavia, die seind
mit allem fleyss gemacht, durch mich Hansen /
Newsidler Lutinisten und Burger zu Nürnberg /
zusamen gebracht und offenlich / aussgangen. /
M.D.XLIX. / Mit Römischer Key. und König. May.
freyheit, / inn Fünff Jaren nicht nach zu drücken, /
33
begnadet.










Printer’s privilege
“Dem Leser glück und heyl”
Advertisement for Newsidler’s other
books (=15474)
Instructions:
“Wie sich erstlich einer zur
Lauten schicken […]“
“Wie man die Tabulatur lernen
sol“
“Wie man die Lauten sol lernen
ziehen“
“Wie man applicirn und recht
greyffen sol“
“Von die menzur“
“Von dem einischen püctlein
[…]“
“Hie volget das erst fundament
der Lauten“
Musical examples
Table of contents
Colophon
Cut of the lute’s neck

Hans Newsidler is widely regarded to be the greatest teacher of lute playing in the first half of the
sixteenth century34. He was the first writer of lute treatises with a real pedagogic talent. His
instructions are clear and comprehensive. He concentrated on the technique of both right and left
hand. The music examples he provided are well graduated, enabling the beginner to progress in a
steady way. Although the Basel manuscript is not as old as the Newsidler’s prints, the pedagogical
material in the manuscript considers similar problems and describes the same issues of lute music,
however Newsidler’s prints are more pedagogical, not private, as Wurtisen’s.

7.2.1.2.

Hans Gerle35

Hans Gerle, lutenist and lute maker, had much in common with Hans Newsidler. They both
lived at the same time and in the same place. Gerle was born c. 1500, and died in 1570 in
Nuremberg, his native city, where he spent all his life.
33

Brown, Instrumental music, 115-117.
Alton-Smith, A History of the Lute, 167-170.
35
Jane Pierce, “Hans Gerle: Sixteenth-Century Lutenist and Pedagogue,” Journal of the Lute Society of America,
vol. VI (1973): 17-29; Jane Pierce, “Hans Gerle: Sixteenth-Century Lutenist and Pedagogue” (PhD diss., Chapel
Hill, North Carolina, 1973); and Alton-Smith, A history of the lute, 166-167.
34
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Gerle’s pedagogical goal was to teach young people or beginners how to play the lute, using
self-instruction in order to make rapid progress. He did not try to teach the rudiments of music,
but concentrated on the practical side of lute playing.
In his first publication, Musica Teutch (1532), Gerle included instructions on playing
“Grossgeigen” (large viol, viola da gamba), “Kleingeigen” (small viol) and lute, as well as
chapters on musical notation. The volumes Musica Teutsch (1537) and Musica und Tabulatur
(1546) are revised editions of this first publication. His Musica Teutsch and two other books –
Tabulatur auff die Laudten (1533) and Eyn Newes Küstlichs Lautenbuch (1552) – were
published by Hieronymus Formschneider of Nuremberg. In the title of the last book, the author
called himself “den eltern” (“the elder”), which suggests the existence of a younger relative
with the same name.
Musica Teutch includes most of Gerle’s pedagogical writing. It is divided into five parts. The
first one is on playing the large viol; the second on transcribing for viol; the third on playing a
small unfretted viol; the fourth on playing the lute; and the fifth on transcribing for the lute. In
the fourth part, he describes the courses, gives a definition of frets, and explains the German
lute tablature system. Then he places some instructions regarding the tuning of the lute and
the fingering, first for the left, then the right hand. He describes and compares eleven- and
thirteen-string instruments, warning against using the thirteen strings just for show, when
eleven strings would serve just as well. In the part about transcription, he explains the length
of notes and clefs usually used for voices in songs. He presents seven tables for transcription.
Each contains a staff for discant, alt, tenor, and bass; the tablature letters appear on the lines
and in the spaces. After the tables, Gerle gives an example of how to intabulate a piece of
music, voice by voice. In the Basel manuscript F.IX.70, Wurtisen did not concentrate on the
process of intabulation but the music there fits Gerle’s model of intabulating: to leave out
some of the voices to make the compositions with embelishment easier to play.
The next editions (Musica Teutch, 1537 and Musica und Tabulatur , 1546) are almost identical
to the one from 1532, in both areas, written and musical. The volume Tabulatur auff die
Laudten (1533) is for solo lute only. In the preface, Gerle refers to his Musica Teutch. The neck
of the lute, with the explanation of the German tablature system, concludes the writing.
Gerle’s last publication, Eyn Newes Küstlichs Lautenbuch (1552), is also for lute solo. It includes
only short instructions on fingering, with dots used to indicate fingers of left hand. The author
also gives the cut of the lute’s neck and a diagram of the German tablature system.
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Title page

Content

Musica Teutsch, auf die Instru/ment der grossen
unnd kleinen Geygen, auch Lautten, / welcher
massen die mit grundt und art irer Compo/sicion
auss dem gesang in die Tabulatur zu ord/nen und
zu setzen ist, sampt verborgener / application
und kunst, / Darynen ein liebhaber und anfenger
berürter Instrument so dar zu lust und neygung /
tregt, on ein sonderlichen Meyster mensürlich
durch tegliche ubung leichtlich begreiffen / und
lernen mag, vormals im Truck nye und ytzo durch
Hans Gerle Lutinist / zu Nurenberg aussgagen. /
36
1532.



15322

Brown’s
sigla

Table 7.3. Hans Gerle’s lute books

36

Brown, Instrumental music, 40-42.
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Preface: “Allen und yeden der Lauten
und Geygen kunst liebhabern, Wünsch
ich Hans Gerle Lutinist burger, zu
Nürmberg frydt unnd hayl, &c.“ – “To
each and every amateur of lute and
viol...“
Colophon
Errata
The set of instructions:
“Der Erst tayl von dem grossen
Geygen“ – “The first part on the
large viol“.
“Der ander teyl diss Buchs“– “The
other part of this book”.
“Hie hebt an der Drittayl diss Buchs
und lernt wie du solt auff den
kleynen Geigleyn lernen die kein
Bündt haben“ – “Here you have the
third part of this book and learn
what should be learnt about a small
viol without frets”.
“… der Viert tayl der zaygt an wie du
auff der Lautten solt lernen“ – “The
fourth part which shows what
should be learnt about the lute“.
“Der Fünfft und letzt tayl diss Buchs,
darinnen anzaygt wirt wie du auss
dem gesang in die Tabulatur der
Lautten setzen solt“ – “The fifth and
last part of this book, in which the
author shows how to place the
music in the lute tablature“.

15469

15371

15331
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Tabulatur auff die Laudten etli/cher Preambel,
Teutscher, Wel/scher und Francösischer stück,
von Liedlein, Muteten, und schönen Psalmen, mit
drey und vier stym/men, DurchHanns Gerle
Luttinisten, Burger und Lauttenma/cher zu
Nürenberg, ordenlich gesetzt, und in Truck /
gegeben, Im M. D. XXXIII. Jar. / Mit Röm.
Kaiserlicher und Kün. Mai. Freiheyt begnadet, in
vier jaren nit / nach zu trücken, Bey straff und
37
peen zehen Marck lötigs goldes.
Musica Teutsch, auf die In/strument der grossen
unnd kleinen Geygen auch Lautten, / welcher
massen die mit grund und art irer Composicion /
auss dem gesang in die Tabulatur zu ordnen /
und zu setzen ist, sampt verborgener
applica/cion und kunst, / Darinnen ein liebhaber
und anfanger berürter Instrument so dazu Lust
und ney/gung tregt, on ein sonderlichen Meyster
mensürlich durch tegliche ubung leichtlich /
begreiffen und lernen mag, vormals im Truck nye
und ytzo durch Hans Gerle / Lutinist zu
38
Nurenberg aussgagen. / 1537.
Musica und Tabulatur, auff die In/strument der
kleinen und grossen Gey/gen, auch Lautten,
Welcher massen die mit grundt und art irer /
composition, aus dem gesang in die Tabulatur zu
ordnen und / zu setzen ist, sampt verborgener
Application unnd kunst, darin / ein ytlicher
liebhaber und anfenger berürter Instrument so /
darzu naigung dregt an ein sunderlichen Meyster
men/surlich durch Tegliche ubung leychtlich
kumen kan, Von newem / Corrigirt und durch
auss gebessert, Durch Hansen Gerle / Lautten
macher zü Nürnberg. Im / M. D. XXXXvi. Jar. /
Gemert mit. 9. Teutscher und 36. Welscher auch
Frantzöscher Liedern, Unnd 2. Mudeten, / wie
das Register anzeygt. / Mit Rhö. Kayser. May.
Auffs New in fünff Jaren nit nach zü drücken /
39
Bey straff fünfzehen Marcklötdigs Goldts.

37

Brown, Instrumental music, 42-43.
Brown, Instrumental music, 57.
39
Brown, Instrumental music, 82-84.
38
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Preface: “Vorrede einer unterrichtung“ –
“Preface to a lesson“.
Cut of the lute’s neck
Colophon

Preface: “Allen und yeden der Lauten
und Geygen kunst liebhabern, Wünsch
ich Hans Gerle Lutinist burger, zu
Nürmberg frydt unnd hayl, &c.“ –
(=15322)
Colophon
List of errata

This is revised and augmented version of 15322 –
contains the same set of instructions.
 Table of content
 Preface = 15322
 Instructions
 Colophon

15521
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Eyn Newes sehr Künstlichs / Lautenbuch, darinen
Preambel, unnd / Welsche Tentz, mit vier
stimmen, von den berumbsten / Lutenisten,
Francisco Milaneso. Anthoni Rotta. Joan Maria.
Rosseto / Simon Gintzler und andern mehr
gemacht, und zu samen getra/gen, aus welscher
ihn teusche Tabulatur versetzt, durch / Hanssen
Gerle den Eltern, Burger zu Nüren/berg vormals
nie gesehen, noch im / Truck aussgangen. / M. D.
40
LII.









Dedication
Signature
“Nun volgt ein unterricht von ettlichen
griffen wie man die greiffen sol“ – “There
follows a lesson on some fingering, how
one should finger them“ – instructions
Cut of the lute’s neck
Table of contents
colophon

Although Hans Gerle, similarly to Newsidler, concentrated on the basic issues of lute music, his
pedagogical method differed from his contemporaries. His instructions gather, besides typical lute
technical problems, also the idea of transcription and intabulation. In addition, he did not focus on
the lute only, but correlated it with other instruments.
Gerle’s and Judenkünig’s lute treatises are different from the written material in the Basel
manuscript. Wurtisen did not include any rudiments of lute music in his manuscript, unlike Gerle; if
we assume that the Basel manuscript is a self-tutor, it is clear that the author, as a student, did not
need such basic instructions. He did not even include the explanation of the German lute tablature
system. Gerle’s works are more complete and elementary, allowing even non-musicians to follow.
The Basel manuscript contains selected instructions for more advanced performers.

7.2.1.3.

Hans Judenkünig41

Hans Judenkünig was active in a different geographical area from Newsidler and Gerle. He was
born c. 1445-50 in Schwäbisch Gmünd and died on March in 1526 in Vienna. He was a lutenist,
composer and probably lute maker. His family came from Würtemberg. Judenkünig was a
prominent member of his society. It is worth noting that Judenkünig lived and worked in
Southern Germany, the area where the three discussed manuscripts were created. It is likely
that their compilers knew some of his works.
Judenkünig was one of the first in a German-speaking area who published instructions for
playing the lute. Two of his publications have survived.
40

Brown, Instrumental music, 133-135.
Wolfgang Boetticher, "Judenkünig, Hans," Grove Music Online. Oxford Music Online. Oxford University Press,
accessed May 13, 2014, http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com/subscriber/article/grove/music/14525; and
Alton-Smith, A history of the lute, 165-166.
41
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The volume Utilis & compendiaria introductio was printed in Vienna at Judenkünig’s own
expense, probably between 1515 and 1519. It contains a set of instructions for playing the lute,
intabulations of some odes, then a set of rules for tuning the lute and a group of intabulations,
including ten liedern. All the texts are written in Latin. This suggests that they were aimed at an
erudite audience.
The book Ain schone kunstliche underweisung (1523) is an expanded revision of Utilis &
compendiaria introductio, translated into the vernacular. Consequently, Utilis & compendiaria
introductio is for educated humanists, and Ain schone kunstliche underweisung – for common
readers. Underweisung is divided into two parts. The first part includes instructions on
fingering for the left hand, with exercises placed in order of difficulty. This part also contains
the instructions for the right hand. The second part has its own, separated title page; it is a
tutorial on mensural notation and intabulation technique.
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Table 7.4. Hans Judenkünig’s lute books

42

Title page

Content

Utilis & compen/diaria introductio, qua ut
fun/damento iacto quam facillime mu/sicum
exercitium, instrumentorum / & Lutine, & quod
vulgo Gey/gen nominant, addiscitur labore /
studio & impensis Joannis Ju/denkunig de
Schbebischen / Gmundt in communem omnium /
usum & utilitatem typis ex/cudendum primum
42
exhi/bitum. Viennae. / Austriae.
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Instructions in Latin; among the text:
Cut of the hand
Cut of the lute’s neck
Explanation of rhythm signs
Note in Latin
Rules for tuning the lute, headed “Regula
qua cordas congrue aptare“.
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1.5.2.3. / Ain schone / kunstliche under/weisung
in disem / büechlein, leychtlich zu be/greyffen
den rechten grund / zu lernen auff der Lautten /
und Geygen, mit vleiss ge/macht dürch Hans
Juden/künig, pirtig von Schwe/bischen Gmünd
Lutenist, / yetz zu Wien in Osterreich.
2nd volume:
Item das ander puechlein zuver/nehmen,
darinnen du underrichtt / wierdest, den gesang
züversteen was ayn yedliche / noten oder pawss
bedeüt, under aynem yedlichen / zaichen
welcher nit singen kan, auch wie ain yedli/cher
gesang anfecht, auff der Lautten oder Geygen /
und wievil, ain yedliche noten, in den Ligereturen
/ an ainander gepunden, gilt, darnach wie du zwo
/ oder drey stym züsamen setzen soldest auss
dem ge/sang, in die Tabalatur under ain mensur
einge/taylt, und gerechnet muess werden. Und
wie / die noten, unvolkumen gemacht werden, /
in den volkhumen zaichen, und welche /
gealterieret wierdt, das ist aine yedli/chen nutz
züwissen, Wiewol es jetzt / wenig der gebrauch
ist in dem ge/sang, noch ist gemainiklich der /
aller pesst gesang, in mani/cherlay zaichen
versatzt, / darumb ist es dier / von noten zu /
43
wissen.






Instructions of playing the lute are
interspersed throughout the book. The
compositions, which fulfil the
instructions, are put in progressive order
of difficulty.
Table of contents
Colophon.

The main difference between Judenkünig and the other great teachers is that Judenkünig used Latin
language, which automatically changed his audience. While Gerle and Nesidler notated tutorials for
reasonably well educated German readers, from beginners to advanced, Judenkünig concentrated
on better educated, potentially international clientele, outside the German speaking areas. In
comparison to Basel manuscript F.IX.70, Judenkünig’s works include a treatise on mensural notation
and intabulation, while Wurtisen concentrated on tablature notation and used only German
language in his treatises. In terms of repertoire, the Basel manuscript differs too: it does not include
didactic pieces, written in a progressive way, but a complicated repertoire for advanced lutenists.

In fact, all the great teachers represent different approaches to the lute music. While all the authors
share the instructions on fingering and tuning, the treatises on the technique of intabulation (Gerle
and Judenkünig) or on mensural notation (Judenkünig) are specific to particular ones. Newsidler’s
procedure is more comprehensive than Judenkünig’s and not as detailed as Gerle’s. Newsidler’s and
43
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Gerle’s audience is the widest range of students, from beginners to advanced, while Judenkünig
provides material for a narrower group of readers. In terms of repertoire, Newsidler includes a huge
range of very fine music, from easy short pieces to complicated motets (which he admired the most),
the other two provide a smaller repertoire. All of them order the music with increasing level of
difficulty.

7.2.2. Europe
There are not many lute books consisting of comprehensive sets of instructions on playing the lute.
However, some detailed documents left by authors that were more conscientious are clear enough
to establish the main characteristics of lute technique in each period. I will concentrate on the
documents written in the sixteenth century and describing the Renaissance lute.
The first printed book appeared in Paris, published by Attaignant in 1529. The most important and
complete set of instructions on lute playing are included in Adrian Le Roy’s two books, one for
beginners, the other a study of intabulation technique. Both of them survived in English translations.
In the first one (based on a work no longer extant44), A Briefe and easye instru[c]tion to learne the
tablature… (1568), he described some rudiments of lute music, such as strings, frets, fingering,
rhythm signs and tuning. He also included some simple repertoire, mostly dances for beginners. The
second book, also based on a lost work, A briefe and plaine Instruction to set all Musicke of eight
divers tunes in Tableture for the Lute (1574), is divided into three parts: a discussion about
intabulation with examples; the text and the tuning fantasia from the 1568 book; and music:
intabulations of airs de cour, psalms and one anonymous piece. In between those two publications,
one more appeared in England: A briefe and plaine instruction for to learne the Tablature to Conduct
and dispose the hand unto the Gitterne, which was an English translation of a guitar book by Le Roy
from 155145.
In Spain, Luis Milan’s book, El Maestro (1536) is a good example of regional tuition. Grouped in two
volumes, the book consists a set of compositions in progressive order of technical difficulty – in the
first one, the author precedes each piece with a brief description of technical problems.
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See: Michael Gale, ”Learning the lute in early modern England, c. 1550-c.1640” (PhD thesis, University of
Southampton, 2014), 181-182.
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In the sources of lute music all around Europe, only a few books give information about all aspects of
playing. Very little was written about left hand technique (some basic rules were mentioned in
Capirola’s book from 1517) until Adrian Le Roy’s A Briefe and easye instru[c]tion to learne the
tablature… (1568), wherein the author described a bareé chord. Le Roy was also the first to mention
that the little finger of the right hand should be placed on the lute’s belly. Robinson (1603) clarified
how to finger certain chord passages and how to finger melody lines; he also added fingering marks
to his compositions. Besard (1603) described bareé and half bareé and gave some instructions, how
to choose the finger to hold the note, especially in the bass.

7.3. Conclusion

By the end of the fifteenth century, the lute developed and became a most popular instrument. It
crossed the boudaries of social class, gender, and division between professionals and amateurs. The
lute became accesible for common people. Lute lessons developed into an important part of
education for many children from “good families”46. Musical skills emerged as an important part of
an elite’s lifestyle. For the members of noble families, music education began in their homes,
provided by resident musicians or visiting teachers. Lute music appeared everywhere: from the
“good homes”, through public amateur performances, to the courts; played as solo music, duets and
as part of ensembles. Instructional books for playing became a new type of musical education. Lute
teachers published for both professionals and beginners, starting from the rudiments of music.
Technical instructions not only provided the advanced information, such as the ways of intabulating,
but also basic ones like fingering. Nonetheless, the Basel manuscript F.IX.70 shows that music
education had another side too: the student book, most possibly destined for private tuition. It is a
book for somebody who aspired to be professional in the future. We also have the Stuttgart
manuscript G.1.4, which contains no written text, but could be a form of self-tuition book, gathering
copied compositions and placing them in such a way as to enable easy performing.
Analysis and comparison of the Basel manuscript’s lute playing instruction and the treatises of the
most prominent lutenists and lute teachers show that the attention of most of the people involved
in lute playing was concentrated on similar features: technical issues, explaining the tablature
system, and tuning the instrument. The approach might vary, depending on the reader, but general
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information remained the same. Other features, such as ways of intabulating, or, conversely, the
rudiments of music, were used for the specific purposes by particular teachers.
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Some time ago, three neglected and forgotten German lute manuscripts came to me. They
presented me three different stories to explore and a few hundred pieces of music to discover. My
approach to this large body of material was to focus on selected genres that appeared in all three
manuscripts, and to transcribe, edit and analyse a large sample of pieces from each type. This
method allowed me to draw broader conclusions from the material than would otherwise have been
possible if I had transcribed a single source in its entirety. Working with three sources, and
constructing a method for comparing their repertoire and notation, allowed me to make some
preliminary conclusions about the use of German tablature and the cultivation of lute music in
German-speaking lands at the end of the sixteenth century. By considering the possible pedagogical
applications of the manuscripts, I was able to draw conclusions about how they relate to pedagogical
theory as transmitted by contemporary treatises on lute playing.

In the introduction to this work, I presented the three chosen manuscripts and expressed the main
research questions concerning them: their general role in Renaissance lute music; educational,
performing and theoretical aspects of the lute tablatures and their contents; the improvisational
music and intabulations of vocal compositions in the context of European lute music; and the
intersection of their contents with that of contemporary lute treatises. I briefly described the
sixteenth century German speaking lands and the role of lute music in them. I clarified the German
lute tablature system, its history, and the advantages and disadvantages of using it. I depicted lute
treatises in terms of lute pedagogy in the sixteenth century and speculated about their usefulness
for teaching the lute today. I presented my chosen research methods, which were: examination of
the sources, critical edition and analysis of the selected range of compositions, investigation of the
pedagogical aspects of the chosen manuscripts, and comparison of them with other sources of lute
music, in Germany and in wider European contexts, both prints and other manuscripts.
In my initial chapter, I collected detailed descriptions of all three manuscripts, including existing
publications about them and my own analysis, to provide the widest possible account of the sources,
more comprehensive than has been available previously. In the description, I included all the
features I found important: i.e. other publications, general overview, contents, structure,
watermarks, texts and historical drafts.
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The next chapter covered editorial techniques and explained my choices. I clarified aspects of my
work on the transcription and edition of the tablature’s material by describing various elements
found in the manuscripts’ notation: handwritten letters, rhythm marks, barlines, time signatures,
signs and symbols other than letters, and finally errors and mistakes. I analysed a selection of
existing methods for editing Renaissance lute music and compared them to my chosen method,
which is transcription to staff notation, rather than to another tablature system, in the way I found
most useful. After weighing the available possibilities, I chose a “hybrid” style of transcription, which
treated both polyphonic and non-polyphonic music in a fine and simple way. I found this method
clear and legible not only for lute players but also for musicologists, in order to enable a wide range
of possible further research on this material.
The most important part of this thesis is the analysis and comparison of the particular genres I chose:
Passamezzi (improvisation), free forms (virtuosic factor) and intabulations of vocal music.
In chapter 4, I showed how the Passamezzi in the three selected manuscripts fit into the history of
the form in the sixteenth century. Initially, I briefly introduced the form of Passamezzo in a historical
context. We can observe the occurrence of Passamezzi in different types of sources of lute music
over the years of the sixteenth century. The sources suggest the form’s great popularity in the
German lands, in comparison to its much less frequent appearance in sources from other European
countries. We can notice that the Passamezzi were part of manuscripts repertoires more often than
prints. We see how the Passamezzo changed through the years: from a rather simple dance at the
beginning of the century, to an expanded instrumental form with an afterdance, often preserved in
suites (of Passamezzi) by the end. In this chapter, we also have samples of the Passamezzi from
different European sources, to show how differently the same genre can be approached: from a
simple dance in Mynshall’s book, to a widely expanded form with an afterdance in Molinaro’s.
Finally, I provided a detailed analysis of the Passamezzi in the three investigated manuscripts. My
analysis showed that most of the dances therein are of similar structure: theme and a different
number of variations, usually with the Saltarello as an afterdance. The Saltarelli (and other
afterdances, such as Galiarde) are analysed too. I was also able to identify a certain number of
Passamezzi (and their Saltarelli) which do not fit the typical formal model – neither antico nor
moderno – and described them in detail to show all the aspects which make them special cases. At
the end of the chapter, I provided a table with all the transcribed and analysed material, to facilitate
easy access to the analysis of the particular compositions. This kind of table appears in all the
chapters, which include analysis of music material.
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The structure of my analysis of free forms and intabulations is very similar but the results of the
research vary. In chapter 5, we saw that the development of the free forms (Intradas, Praeambula,
Praeludia, Fantasias and Ricercars) was different from the Passamezzi: in German lands, these forms
appeared much later than in the other countries and were not explored as widely. Elsewhere in
Europe, free forms, especially the Fantasia and Ricercar, were very popular from the very beginning
of the century. Interestingly, in Europe more free forms are included in prints than in manuscripts;
but in German-speaking lands, the situation is reversed. The three examined manuscripts follow this
tendency: they include a large number of different types of free forms. My analysis of the free forms
from the three chosen manuscripts is based upon particular compositions and tries to find their
similarities and differences, or any rules of creation. The analysis of the Intrada showed that they
employ chordal structure; the analysis of the Praeambula and Praeludia pointed out their
introductional character; the analysis of the Fantasias described their different ways of composition
with no clear structural rules. The chapter also includes a brief genesis of every single form, general
comparison of the particular forms with other German and European sources, and brief analysis of
the chosen compositions from a few European lute books.
In chapter 6, I explored the question of intabulations of vocal music, one of the most important parts
of the Renaissance lute repertoire. Nearly all prints and manuscripts of lute music contain vocal
compositions transferred to the lute repertoire, usually both sacred and secular. When analysing the
transcribed material from the three investigated manuscripts, I found it particularly interesting to
compare compositions based on the same vocal model, like Susanne un jour; this kind of comparison
allowed me to show different ways of intabulating and the different musical results. I also found it
important to group the edited intabulations in terms of their structure: very close to the origin (I
called it “vocal style”) on the one hand, and richly embellished, expanding the lute’s (and lutenist’s)
technical abilities (“instrumental style”) on the other. The proportion devoted to each style depends
on the manuscript: the Lodz manuscript M6983 contains only vocal style intabulations, the Basel
manuscript F.IX.70, in contrast, includes only instrumental style, and the Stuttgart G.1.4 features
both styles, though with a strong prevalence of vocal style. Analysing the intabulations in the three
selected manuscripts, we saw that an occurrence of this form follows the general European
tendency to be the leading form; in the manuscripts, there is a huge number of intabulations and a
great selection of techniques. In this chapter, I also described the rudiments of development of the
intabulations, as well as national and international character of the compositions from different
places in Europe, and provided short analyses of the selected intabulations from various European
sources of lute music for purposes of comparison with my chosen sources.
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In chapter 7, I compared the contents of the three manuscripts to the lute treatises, written in
German and European sources in the sixteenth century. Obviously, this kind of research is rich
enough to produce another thesis. Nevertheless, my goal was to compare briefly the tendencies of
writing lute-playing instructions in different sources to the instructions included in one of my
selected manuscripts, Basel F.IX.70. I examined a few German sources in terms of the features of the
treatises and I found some of them present in all, or at least most of, the sources: explanation of the
German lute tablature system, instruction on tuning the lute and fingering. The Basel manuscript
F.IX.70 contains the same (and more) features. This correspondence between the broader
pedagogical literature and the Basel manuscript resonates with its compilation in a university setting
and probable use as an educational resource. In the chapter, I also attempted to describe the life
and work of three great German teachers: Hans Newsidler, Hans Judenkünig, and Hans Gerle, in the
wider context of other German lutenists and their work. The chapter’s main feature is an edition of
theoriginal text and a detailed translation of the “treatise” material in Basel F.IX.70.
My broader task for this thesis was to find a proper place in the history of lute music for the three
chosen German manuscripts. The existing literature claims that all the three manuscripts were
created at the end of the sixteenth century. This is definitely the case for the Basel and Stuttgart
manuscripts, but probably not for the Lodz book. The repertoire of this manuscript does not fit the
end of the century (the number of Passamezzi suggests an earlier date). Without any exact dates in
the Lodz and Stuttgart manuscripts, it is difficult to place them in a proper historical context but
considering other sources of lute music, written European countries, they are similar. Therefore, we
can assume that all the three manuscripts are typical sources of lute music among other lute books
over the course of the sixteenth century.
I believe that the analysis and comparison of the music shows that these manuscripts are equally
important as other better-known lute sources. I hope that nearly one hundred compositions,
transcribed and edited for this thesis, will become a part of the lute repertoire, or, at least, the
subject for further research, for other lutenists and musicologists.
My thesis does not, however, investigate all the features hidden in the manuscripts. All of them
deserve separate examinations to determine more about their history and provenance. The Lodz
M6983 is the shortest of all three. We still have gaps in its history. We do not know why it was
created, by whom and for whom. We do not know the exact date of its creation. We do not know
where it was stored for long periods of time. While I have been able to explore the musical material
in considerable detail, the history and origin of the manuscript itself require some additional
research. Similarly, the Stuttgart manuscript G.1.4 is full of enigmas and unanswered questions. We
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have very little certain information about its origin and particular owners. We do not know the
origins of its creation, and we can only speculate that it was written as a performing book by a
professional lutenist, due to the very small number of errors and practical way of notating the music.
This book requires very specific and detailed examination, which I plan to undertake in my postthesis research. We are most informed about the Basel manuscript F.IX.70, although there are other
aspects of research still to explore. All the written texts included in manuscript need further
examination and a wider approach. As the book is largely copied from other sources, it is worth
checking further concordances and models of origins.
All the three manuscripts should satisfy one basic requirement: all the music already transcribed,
edited and played should be re-transcribed to other lute tablature and widely spread among
lutenists all over the world. Moreover, the next step should be to play, edit and transcribe to other
tablature systems the remaining music from the manuscripts. German lute music, hidden in the
German tablature notation, definitely deserves to be explored and enjoyed again, after five hundred
years, everywhere in the world.
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Appendix – critical report

Sources

-

Manuscript M6983 (olim ms. Grasse 5102). Between 1588-1600. Poland, Lodz, Biblioteka
Uniwesytecka, Muzykalia.

-

Emanuel Wurtisen. Lautten Stückh ettlicher feiner/ Preamblenn, Muttetenn, Fantasienn,
Madrigalenn,/ Teüticher unndt Frantzösicher Stückhenn, Passometzenn,/ Täntzenn,
Galliarden, Chipassenn, Geistlicher Lieder unndt Psalmenn vonn mir Emanuell/ Wurtisenn
fleyssig zesammenn geläsenn/ unndt inn ein Ordnung gebracht. Manuscript F.IX.70. 1591.
Switzerland, Basel, Öffentliche Bibliothek der Universität Basel, Musiksammlung.

-

Manuscript G.1.4. Between 1580-1595. Stuttgart, Württembergische Landesbibliothek.

Editorial Methods

The compositions in the three selected manuscripts are for 6, 7, and 8-course lute in G, tuned: G-c-fa-d'-g'. The 7-course is always tuned to F, the 8-course – to D or C (in the Stuttgart G.1.4 always in D).
All the manuscripts are written in the German lute tablature system. They use the same set of
symbols and signs. Copyists in the manuscripts used humanist cursive for tablature symbols. The
rhythm marks in the edition were reduced; the ratio selected between the tablature and modern
notation is 2:1.
The copyists used barlines but not very consistently and they seem to play a different role than
nowadays: they do not measure the music but rather organize musical material. In the transcription,
when necessary, the barlines were added; in other cases the time signatures were changed to follow
the original notation. All the missing bars are mentioned in the critical comment. In most
compositions, the time signature is recognizable by the content of a bar; the copyists did not place
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any mark at the beginning of the piece. A few pieces include a notated time signature (most often ,
sometimes

), but the use of (or lack of) time signatures does not follow any evident rule. All the

time signatures added by the editor (at the beginning of the piece and when changed in the middle
of it) are in square brackets.
All the notes changed (edited or corrected) by the editor are marked in the scores (by placing a
symbol * above the staves) and pointed out in the critical comment. Common errors are in: tones
(incorrect pitch), letters or symbols (mistaken letter, forgotten line above the symbol, mistaken bass
symbol etc.), rhythm (unclear notation, rhythm mark in the wrong place, forgotten mark for a
particular symbol or group of symbols, unchanged mark for a symbol or group of symbols etc.),
symbols (or chords, rhythm marks, bars) crossed off by a copyist, and forgotten or unwanted barline.
Notation in the chosen manuscripts ignores the polyphonic factor of the notated music. The voices
were not separated and copyists did not lead particular voices by aligning them vertically to indicate
polyphony. Nevertheless, there is a lot of “pseudo” polyphony in the transcribed pieces – many of
them begin with strict or pretend imitation, or continue with evident independence of the voices. It
is not real polyphony because the voices are not led consistently – after the polyphonic fragment
some of the voices disappear. The edition considers the polyphonic factor and indicates it when it
appears. In non-polyphonic fragments or pieces, the editor resigned from consistent voices leading
(in chordal or pure instrumental sections, e.g. virtuosic parts, divisions), did not keep the same
number of voices through a whole piece and did not employ rests to complete bars. The editor
attempted to deal with proper polyphony and lute technique. The transcription employs long notes
when it is required for polyphony and when it is possible to produce them on the lute, even if they
might decay sooner. Nevertheless, when it is impossible to lead particular voice due to another
voice’s figures (e.g. when both voices go to the same course), the editor shortened the less
important voice.
All the transcribed pieces of music provide an original spelling and numbering, if given in the
manuscripts; if not, the numbering (or title) is written in square brackets. The editor also added the
folio (or page) number for all the transcribed compositions.
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Critical Commentary

Passamezzi
M6983
Passomezo aus dem 0
b. 54 – 6th value crossed off
b. 55 – last value: unidentified mark
b. 57 – 2nd notes in tenor and bass: both f (“2” and “I” with a stroke)
b.60 – 1st chord: note f (symbol "2") instead of f (symbol "b")
b. 69 – 2nd bass value crossed off
b. 73 – 1st value: symbol “k” placed twice
b. 81 – 2nd value: f (“2”) instead of a (“k”)
b. 91 – 6th note: uncertain symbol
b. 96 – last two notes (d-e) apparently belong to Saltarello

Saltarello con la ripresa
b. 18 – 1st rhythm value: originally semiquaver instead of quaver

Ripresa – a copyist changed
b. 43 - 5th and 7th value is a# ("o" with a single stroke), not a ("t" with a stroke)
b.44 - 5th note is g# ("e"), not a ("k")
b. 47 - the last rhythm value is quaver not crotchet
b.49 - 1st chord has e ("i”) instead of a ("i" with a stroke); last value originally is c ("G” with a stroke)
instead of d ("z").

Passomezo aus dem p.
b. 2 – 1st chord, the highest note: a (“k”), not d (“k” with a stroke)
b.18 – 2nd value: c (“e” with a stroke) instead of e (“i”)
b.19 – 2nd value: h (“h”), instead of e (“h” with a stroke)
b.65 –4th and 5th values illegible (in the transcription: a and g)
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b.86 – 1st value: 3 notes crossed off
b.98 – 5th value: e (“i”) instead of a (“i” with a stroke)
b. 102 - last two notes are e-f (“i”-“o”), not a-b (“i”-“o” with strokes)
b. 110 – 6th note illegible (in the transcription: c )
b.111 – 7th note illegible (in the transcription: a)
b. 118 – 3th value crossed off
b. 193 – in this bar every f and e (“o” and “i”) in the source should be b and a (“o” and “i” with
strokes)
b. 200 - original rhythm: quaver-quaver-semiquaver- semiquaver- semiquaver- semiquaver
b. 204 – original rhythm: quaver-quaver-semiquaver- semiquaver- semiquaver- semiquaver
b. 214 – 2nd value: e (“i”) not f (“o”)
b. 217 – an opening chord: the top note is f (“o”) not b (“p”)
b. 225 – an opening chord: the top note is f (“o”) not b (“p”)
b. 244 – 4th note illegible (in the transcription: a)
b. 253 – 1st chord: d’ (“z”) crossed off
b. 344 – additional rhythm value at the beginning of the bar – obvious error
b. 355 – 3rd value: a (“k”) not d (“k” with a stroke)
b. 359 – 2nd value: a (“i” with a stroke) not b (“o” with a stroke)
b. 364 – an opening chord: top note is f (“o”) not b (“o” with a stroke)
b. 370 – 6th value: b (“o” with a stroke) not f (“o”)
b. 372 – 3rd value: f (“n” with a stroke) not c (“n”)
b. 375 – last two notes are f-e (“o”-“ i”), instead of b -a (“o”-“i” with a strokes)
b. 376 – 2nd value: c (“n”) not f (“n” with a stroke)
b. 401 – 6th value: b (“o” with a stroke) not f (“o”)
b. 481 – 1st value: top note is f (“e” with a double stroke) not g (“k” with a double stroke)
b. 485 – 4th value: g (symbol for g on 5th fret of 2nd course) not c (the same symbol with a stroke)
b. 489 – 1st value: top note is f (“e” with a double stroke) not g (“k” with a double stroke)
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b. 491 – 1st value: top note is f (“e” with a double stroke) not g (“k” with a double stroke)
b. 509 – last value: f natural (symbol for f on 5th fret of 1st course with a stroke) not f (“e” with a
double stroke)
b.510 – 1st value: top note is f (“e” with a double stroke) not g (“k” with a double stroke)

Saltarello con la ripresa
b. 13 - rhythm marks for 12 semiquavers
b. 55 - rhythm marks for 12 semiquavers
b.72 – last value illegible
b. 91 – 6th value illegible

Passomezo ex F faut in cantu duro
b. 27 – 4th value: b (“c”) instead of e (“e”)

Ungerisch passomezo
b. 80 – 1st chord: 2nd voice has c (“n”) not b (“c”)
b. 90 – 2nd chord: upper voice has a (“k”) instead of d (“k” with a stroke)
b. 93 – 2nd chord: third voice in the chord has d (“z”) not b (“y”)
b.94 – the rhythm for the last 4 notes are four semiquavers
b.102 – the rhythm for the last 4 notes are four semiquavers

[Ungerisch] Saltarello
b. 35 – in the rhythm section seven semiquavers
b. 41 – in the rhythm section nine semiquavers
b.70 – last chord: 2nd voice is g ("e"), not f (“o”).
b.94 – two additional notes: g (“5”) and a (“k”) – possible mistake
b. 123 – first thythm value is crotchet

F.IX.70
Passomezo in O per b molle, p. 154
No barline between bars 2 and 3
b. 2 – 3rd rhythm value is a semiquaver
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b. 3 – 1st and 4th rhythm values are crotchets
No barline between bars 5-6
b.10 – the end of the bar modified due to previous pattern
b.14 – last figure: quaver (changed from semiquaver – one beam crossed off) and 2 semiquavers
b. 16 – anacrusis for II Variatio: rhythmically 3 long notes (probably minims)
No barlines between bars 40 -41 and 46-47
III Variatio – rhythm notation is not clear – the arranger’s own interpretation
No barline between bars 70-71
b. 75 – last chord unclear due to a copy failure; it is not certain whether there is a barline at the end
of the bar
b. 76 – mistaken barline, crossed off
b.77 – last value: c (a symbol for 5th fret of 1st course)
b. 80 – last chord: unclear notation
b. 81 – 2nd bass value: g (“g”)
IIII Variatio – a lot of possible mistakes and errors, difficult to correct
No barline between bars 97-98
b. 112 – no rhythm marks
No barlines between bars 121-122, 129-130, and 141-142
b. 122 – 2nd chord, tenor: h (“h”)

Saltarello
b. 148-150 – unclear rhythm values
No barlines between bars 153-154, 156-157, and 163-164

Passomezzi [antichi]
II Passomezzo
No barline between anacrusis and bar 1
b. 6 – 7th note d (“4”) crossed off; rhythm is unclear (the arranger’s own interpretation)
No barlines between bars 6-7 and 12-13

III Passomezo
No barline between bars 7-8
b. 12 – 1st chord contains: g-e -a-B
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b.15 – rhythm values are 2 quavers and 2 semiquavers

IIII Passomezzo
No barlines between anacrusis and bar 1, 2-4, and 12-13

V Passomezo – time 3/4
No barlines between 1-2, 5-6, 7-8, 9-10, 11-12, and 13-14
b.7-10 – rhythm is unclear (the arranger’s own interpretation)
b. 10 – 4th value: B natural (“D”)
b. 16 – last value: symbol “C” with a dash (A on the F course)

VII Passomezo
No barline between 16-17
b. 16 – last bass value: F (“I” with a double stroke)

Passomezo
b. 12 – bass, 2nd beat is C (“I”) – 5th course instead of 6th
b. 14 – 1st bass note is g (“m”)
b. 16 - 1st bass note is g (“m”)
b. 18 – 1st note is b natural (“h”)
b. 36 – 2nd rhythm value is a semiquaver
b. 51 – last 3 values are quavers

Gagliarda
b.8 – quavers only; 2nd chord, soprano is f (“t”)
b.32 – at the end of the composition there is a note e (“i”) – obvious mistake

Passomezzi [moderni]
I Passomezo
b. 3 – last 4 rhythm values are quavers
b. 9 – 1st rhythm value is a quaver

II Passomezo
In the whole piece there are many errors and mistakes. Barlines are placed in wrong places, working
against the rhythm. Many barlines are missing.
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Saltarello
Rhythm notation is unclear, the transcribed version is the editor’s suggestion.

III Passomezo
In the manuscript, there are many barlines missing.
b. 12 – 7th chord d-h is missing (suggested symbols: “t” with a stroke and “z”)
b.14 – last 2 values are semiquavers
b. 17 – 1st value is a dotted crotchet
b.18 – 6th value is a semiquaver
b.23 – 5th value is a quaver (not dotted)

Saltarello
b.3 – 1st value is a crotchet
b.11 – 1st value is a quaver (not dotted)
b.13 – last 4 values are semiquavers
b. 14 – 1st value is a quaver (not dotted); last 2 values are crotchets
No barlines between b. 17-18 and 19-21
b. 23 – 1st value is a crotchet
b. 25 – rhythm mark should be changed from semiquavers to quavers

IIII Passomezo
In the manuscript, there is many barlines missing.
b. 5 – last 4 values are quavers
b. 8 – no rhythm marks –in the transcription, there is the editor’s rhythm suggestion
b. 9 – last 4 values are quavers
b. 17-18 – no rhythm marks –in the transcription, there is the editor’s rhythm suggestion

V Passomezo
Due to various lengths of the bars, and to keep the original notation, the composition contains
various time signatures.
b. 22 – last 4 values are crotchets
b. 28 – 1st value is a crotchet
b. 29-33 - no rhythm marks –in the transcription, there is the editor’s rhythm suggestion

Saltarello
b. 3 – 1st crotchet a dot is missing
No barlines between b. 6-7, 15-16, and 21-23
b. 22 – last chord, tenor: b (“c”) instead of b natural (“h”) – obvious error.
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V Passomezo (2)
b. 4 – first 2 values are quaver (no dot) and semiquaver
No barline between b. 10-11 and 15-16.
b.14 – 1st value is a quaver.

VI Passomezo/L.B.
b. 4-5 – the barline is swapped one quaver forward: it is after the G-major chord, not before, as it
should be.

VII Passomezo Racalfuso
b. 21 – 4th value is a quaver
No barlines between bars: 23-24, 25-26, 29-34, and 36-37
b. 35 – crotchets only

Saltarello
No barline between b. 4-5
After b. 33 – 3 values crossed off

VIII Passomezo
Prima pars
b. 4 – bass of the 7th value is f (“2”)
No barlines between bars 6-7 and 9-10
Secunda pars
b. 1-2 – unclear rhythm marks
b.21 – first 4 values are minims
No barline between bars 22-23
b. 29 – 1st value is a quaver

Gag.da
Time signature: 3 but the bar in fact is in 6
I Parte
b. 4 – 2nd and 3rd values are minims
b. 7 – 1st chord has an additional note b (“y”) – obvious mistake
No barlines between bars 4-5 and 10-11
II. Parte
b.17 – last value is a crotchet
b. 24 – 1st chord, tenor: b (“y”) – obvious error
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b. 28 – 3rd value is a crotchet

Ripresa
b.34 – all values are quavers
b. 41 – bass: g (“f” with a stroke) instead of d (“f” without a stroke)
b.45 – 1st value is a crotchet (not dotted)
b. 46 – all values are quavers
No barline between bars 38-39 and 47-48

VIIII Passomezo
No barlines (except one, put in the wrong place) and rhythm marks – the transcribed version is the
editor’s interpretation
b. 9 – last chord, tenor: f (“b”) crossed off and changed for a (“r”) – both are mistakes

Saltarello
No barlines and rhythm marks – the transcribed verion is the editor’s interpretation

Passomezo in G
No barline between bars 27-28
Tertia parte
b. 81, 82, 88,89, 92, 115 – all contain a (“k”) instead of d (“k” with a stroke)

G.1.4.
Passamezo MN, f.15v
b. 27 – on the bottom of the line, there is a small insert (crotchet chord and 2 quavers) – perhaps it is
another version of the figure above.

Saltarello, f. 15v
b. 5 – 1st chord is f (symbol “b”)

Saltarella, f.17r
In the bars 33-38 there are dots underneath some symbol – they might indicate melody

Passamezo commune, f. 17v
b. 27 – 1st value in soprano is b (“v”)

Passa e mezzo Anticho, f.23v – at the end of this composition, there is Untitled piece – another
Passamezzo antico with Saltarello.
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Free forms
M6983
Fantasia
b. 30 – 1st chord, in the 3rd voice there is g (“g”) – obvious mistake
b. 35 – 2nd value originally is g (“s” with a stroke)
b. 42 – 3rd value is c (“n”)
1 Intrada Iacobus Iosius
b. 14 – both chords, tenor: originally there is b (“y”)
b. 17 – 1st chord includes f (“s” with a dash) – obvious error
2 Intrada
b. 12 – 2nd chord, soprano: there is a (“k”) instead of d (“k” with a stroke)

All the Praeambula have repetition signs at the end – it is uncertain whether they were placed there
on purpose or by mistake.
[1] Praeambulum, f. 68v
b. 75 – 2nd chord, tenor is c (“s”)
[6] Praeambulum, f. 71v
b. 2 – 7th note originally is d (“4”) instead of a (“3”)
b. 4 – 3rd and 5th notes are e natural (“i”)

F.IX.70
I Praeambulum Julii Bischoffs
No barlines between bars 4-5, 6-7, and 26-27
b.17-22 – unclear rhythm and barlines positions
b. 18 – originally last 2 values are semiquavers
b. 29 – unclear rhythm
b. 30 – originally 8th quaver is a (“k”), instead of d(“k” with a stroke)

III Praeambulum Julii
b. 3 – originally 4th and 5th values are quavers
b. 8-11 – unclear rhythm – the editor’s interpretation
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No barline between bar 9-10
b. 9 – last value is a crotchet
between b. 14-15 – one bar crossed off

VII Praeludium
b. 25 – originally last two values are quavers

Exercitium
No barline between b. 17-18 and 29-30
b. 19 – originally the last value is a (“k”), instead of d (“k” with a stroke)
b.31 – originally the 4th value is e (“i”) instead of a (“i” with a stroke)

I Fantasia, p. 40
b. 16 – in the manuscript, last 2 values are quavers
b. 21 – unclear rhythm – the editor’s interpretation
b. 25 - originally bass in the last chord is g (“f” with a stroke) instead of d (“f” without a stroke)
No barlines between bars 23-24, 26-27, and 29-31
b. 26-31 – unclear rhythm – the editor’s interpretation
b. 29 – 1st chord: there is c (“g” with a stroke); passage, a last figure: there is f#’ (“t”) instead of g; in
the last chord, alto, there is e (“i”) instead of a (“i” with a stroke); passage, last figure: last note (c)
originally is a semiquaver

III Fantasie, p. 41
No barline between 18-19

VI Fantasia, p. 43
b. 3 – originally the last 2 rhythmic figures are built of quavers
b.11 – unclear rhythm – the editor’s suggestion
In the manuscript, there is a single semiquavers figure after bar 13 (in the transcription at the end of
bar 13). Its notation and destination is unclear. The transcribed version is the editor’s suggestion.
b. 21 – originally the figure of 8 last notes is built of semiquavers
b.29 – unclear rhythm – the editor’s suggestion
No barlines between b. 31 – 41

VII Fantasia, p.43
b. 10 – originally last 4 values are semiquavers
b. 13 – values 6-9 originally are semiquavers
b. 16 – values 4-5 originally are semiquavers
b. 19 – values 3-6 originally are quavers
b. 20 – last 4 values originally are semiquavers
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X Fantasia M.N., p. 47
b. 19 – originally 5th value is e (“i”)

XII Fantasia, p. 49
b. 4 – original the 3rd value, lower voice is d natural (“z”)
b. 5 – unclear rhythm notation
No barline between bars 8-9
b. 26 – unclear rhythm notation
b. 34 – the 4th value is a crotchet (unneeded rhythm mark)
b.35 – the 7th value is a semiquaver
b. 40 – the 7th value is a semiquaver
No barline between bards 40-41
b. 51 – the beginning of the bar: unclear rhythm notation
b. 52 – the 3rd value, lower voice is g (“5”) – obvious error; in the 7th value, chord, tenor, there is d
natural (“z”)
b. 54 – the 3rd value is a crotchet

XVIIII Fantasie commune D.M., p. 56
b. 20 – originally the last value is a quaver
b. 22 – the 1st value, tenor, originally is a (“3”)
b.26 – some values crossed off

Fanasia bellissima, p. 59
In the composition there is many errors and mistakes in the rhythm section. The transcribed version
is the editor’s suggestion.
b. 10 – the 2nd value is C (“E”)
b. 11 – originally the bass is e (“l”)
b. 17 – the bass is B (“D”)
b. 21 - originally in the 3rd chord, bass, there is g (“m”)
b. 27 – the 3rd value, bass, is B (“D”)
b. 66 – unclear symbols
No barline between b. 70-71
b. 78 – the 1st chord, upper voice, originally is g (“m”)
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G.1.4
4 Phantasia Jo. M., f. 61v, vol. II
b. 26 – last chord, tenor is c (“s”)
Starting from the bar 28, bar lines seem to be panned half bar; it stays this way till the end of the
composition.

11 Phantasia Jo. M., f. 64r, vol. II
b. 9 – 3rd chord, alto is d (“z”)
b. 19 – 2nd note is f (“b” – wrong course)
b. 33 – 1st two soprano notes are e natural (“i”)

13 Fantasia Jo. M., f. 65v, vol. II
b. 19 – last 2 notes are swapped (b -c instead of c-b )
b. 72 – 2nd and 3rd note are swapped (b-c instead of c-b)

Intabulations of vocal music
M6983
Pour ung Plaisir, f. 77v
b.13 – last 4 values are quavers
b. 16 – last bass note is e (“l”)

a 4 Neglocchi de Angioletta Saltina a'gara. Oratio Vecchi, f. 99v
b. 1 and 12 – time signature

but the actual time is 2/4

b. 10 – 2nd chord has two e (“i” and “h” with a dash), but one of them (“i”) is not playable
b. 20 – 1st chord, alto is f (“o”)

Non ti fuggir da me Chiotiso, f. 99v
b. 16 – tenor is e (“h” with a dash)

Nergilia anima mia L'improviso, f. 100r
Time signature

but the actual time is 2/4
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b. 23 – 1st chord, base is b
b. 34 – 3rd chord, base is b

Vaghi, f. 100v
No barlines between b. 10-12

Mentre il buo Tersi dice Ohime lasse infelice, f. 100v
b. 15 – 1st chord, alto is g (symbol for 5th fret on 2nd course)
b. 16 – notes crossed off
b. 19 is written below the line (insert)
b. 25 – 4th value (4-voiced chord): e (“i”) instead of a (“i” with a stroke)
b. 34 – the highest note corrected by the copyist: from d (“k” with a stroke) to a (“k” without)

Vostri vivaci lumi, f. 101r
Time signature

but the actual time is 2/4

b. 10 – 2nd chord, base: there is b natural (“b” with a stroke)

F.IX.70
V. Dulce memorie, p. 69
No barline between b. 6-7
b.2 – 3rd chord is D major
b. 7 – notes 7-10 originally are semiquavers
b. 9 – last 4 notes originally are semiquavers
b. 13 – 2nd chord, bass is f (“2”); last value is f (“2”) instead of a (“3”)
b. 20 – last chord, soprano is b natural (“v”)
b. 28 – unnecessary barline in the middle of the bar; notes 3-5 – unclear rhythm
b. 30 – last chord, bass is f (“2”);
b. 34 – 1st chord: unneeded note h (“h”)
b. 35 – 9th value is e (“p” with a stroke) instead of b (“p” without)
b.37 – last 4 notes are semiquavers
XVIIII Dulce memorie – contains the same musical material as number V, 1st part (to the repetition
sign). The only difference – b. 11, 2nd chord, base: V – A (“B”), XVIIII – d (“f”).

XVI Susanne ung jour à cinq Orland,p. 80
No barlines between b. 1-2, 10-11, and 23-24
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b. 12 – last 4 notes are semiquavers
b. 15 – missing 6th note (f )
b. 33 – no rhythm marks, except first one (quaver)
b. 34 – 2nd chord, bass is f (“K”)
b. 43 – 3rd value is By (“C”)
No barline between b. 44-45, 49-50, and 54-56
b. 45 – 1st chord, middle voice is g – obvious mistake
b.58 – 1st chord: unneeded note c (“g” with a stroke)
b. 59 – 1st chord, bass notes: there is e (“q”) and g (“f” with a stroke) – both are mistakes
b. 61 – both soprano notes are a (“k”)
b. 65 – 1st chord: tenor is f (“n” with a stroke)
b. 71 – 5th note, bass is B (“C”)
b. 73 – 2nd note is unneeded: b (“v”)
b. 74 – 3rd value, lower note: there is c (“s”)
No barlines between b. 77-78, 84-85, and 90-91
b. 85 – 1st chord, tenor: there is by (“x” with a stroke)
b. 92 – 1st chord, soprano is a (“k”)
No barline between b. 92-93, 98-99, 104-105, 112-113, 117-118, and 123-124
b. 94 – 1st chord, bass is g (“f” with a stroke) instead of d (“f” without)
b. 95 – unneeded 5th note: d (“k” with a stroke)
b. 100 – last note, bass is g (“g”)
b. 101 – 1st chord, soprano is g (5th fret 1st course)
b. 109 – 2nd chord is unplayable in his original shape (c-b -f-c-B ). The chord in the transcription is the
editor’s suggestion
b. 118 – 2nd chord, tenor is f (“s” with a stroke)
b. 120 – 1st chord, bass is g (“f” with a stroke)
b. 126 – 1st chord, bass is g (“f” with a stroke)

XXVII Susanne ung jour Orlando di Lasso, p. 91
b. 5 – last note is quaver
b. 7 – 1st note, bass: d (“f”)
b. 9 – 2nd chord, bass: F; last chord, tenor: b (“y”)
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Appendix – critical report
b. 11 – last chord, alto: g (“m”)
b. 15 – uncertain rhythm values
b. 19 – uncertain rhythm values; 3rd chord, bass: A (“B”)
b. 22 – uncertain rhythm values; 3rd value: middle voice: f (“2”)
b. 23 – 5th value: tenor: ay (“m”)
b. 25 – unneeded note 8th b (“p”)
b. 26 – last 4 notes are quavers
b. 28 – unneeded 6th note c (“s”)
b. 31 – 3rd chord, bass: D
b. 36 – uncertain last bass note
b. 42 – 3rd chord, tenor and bass are g (“g” and “I” with a stroke)
b. 43 – 1st chord, tenor: unneeded note d (“f”); 3rd chord, tenor and bass are g (“g” and “I” with a
stroke)
b. 48 – 1st chord, bass: F
b. 49 – originally last 2 notes are quavers
b. 51 – last chord, tenor: c (“s”)
b. 53 – last note is quaver
b. 54 – originally first 2 notes are minims
b. 55 – 1st chord, bass: F
b. 56 and 58 have been edited, as there are many errors or mistakes there.

XLIIII. Susanna, p. 101
b. 8 – 1st chord, tenor/bass: unnecessary note a (“r”)
b. 14 – 4th value is d (“z”)
b. 16 – 3rd chord, tenor/bass: unnecessary note e (“h” with a dash)
b. 17 – 3rd chord, bass: e (“H”)
b. 19 – bass: c (“E”)
b. 21 – 3rd chord, tenor: a (“3”)

VI. Gott ist mein liecht, p. 70
b. 4-5 – unclear rhythm notation
b. 10 – 1st chord, tenor: b (“h”)
b. 23-24 – unclear rhythm notation
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Appendix – critical report
b. 27 – 1st chord, alto: d (“4”)
b. 32 – first 2 notes – unclear rhythm
b. 38 – 1st chord is crotchet
b. 41 – last note: e (“i”)
b. 43-44 – originally a barline is moved one crotchet forward, creating bars in 5/4 and ¾ - hemiola

XI. Was Gott will das geschach alle zeytt. Amandi Polani à Polensdorff D. Theologiae, p. 75
b. 3 – unclear rhythm notation – for clearance see number XXXVII
b. 5 – 2nd chord, tenor – originally b (“c”); in XXXVII – e (“c” with a dash)
No barline between b. 12-13
b. 12-13 – unclear rhythm notation – so is in XXXVII
No barline between b. 18-19
b. 18-19 – unclear rhythm notation – so is in XXXVII
XXXVII. Was Gott will das geschäch alle zeit Amandi Polani à Polensdorff, p. 99 - identical to number
XI.

G.1.4
Ein medlein zu dem brunnen gieng, f. 63v, vol. I
b. 23 – 7th value is g

Das medlein tregt pantoffel, f. 63v, vol.I
b. 16 – 5th value, chord, tenor: unneeded note b (“h”) together with needed a (“r”)
No barline between b. 17 – 18
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Primary sources:
Manuscripts:
Manuscript M6983 (olim ms. Grasse 5102). Between 1588-1600. Poland, Lodz, Biblioteka
Uniwesytecka, Muzykalia.
Emanuel Wurtisen. Lautten Stückh ettlicher feiner/ Preamblenn, Muttetenn, Fantasienn,
Madrigalenn,/ Teüticher unndt Frantzösicher Stückhenn, Passometzenn,/ Täntzenn, Galliarden,
Chipassenn, Geistlicher Lieder unndt Psalmenn vonn mir Emanuell/ Wurtisenn fleyssig zesammenn
geläsenn/ unndt inn ein Ordnung gebracht. Manuscript F.IX.70. 1591. Switzerland, Basel, Öffentliche
Bibliothek der Universität Basel, Musiksammlung.
Manuscript G.1.4. Between 1580-1595. Stuttgart, Württembergische Landesbibliothek.

Prints:
Gerle, Hans. Musica Teutsch, auf die Instru/ment der grossen unnd kleinen Geygen, auch Lautten, /
welcher massen die mit grundt und art irer Compo/sicion auss dem gesang in die Tabulatur zu
ord/nen und zu setzen ist, sampt verborgener / application und kunst, / Darynen ein liebhaber und
anfenger berürter Instrument so dar zu lust und neygung / tregt, on ein sonderlichen Meyster
mensürlich durch tegliche ubung leichtlich begreiffen / und lernen mag, vormals im Truck nye und
ytzo durch Hans Gerle Lutinist / zu Nurenberg aussgagen. / 1532. Nuremberg: Hieronymus
Formschneider, 1532.
Gerle, Hans. Tabulatur auff die Laudten etli/cher Preambel, Teutscher, Wel/scher und Francösischer
stück, von Liedlein, Muteten, und schönen Psalmen, mit drey und vier stym/men, DurchHanns Gerle
Luttinisten, Burger und Lauttenma/cher zu Nürenberg, ordenlich gesetzt, und in Truck / gegeben, Im
M. D. XXXIII. Jar. / Mit Röm. Kaiserlicher und Kün. Mai. Freiheyt begnadet, in vier jaren nit / nach zu
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trücken, Bey straff und peen zehen Marck lötigs goldes. Nuremberg: Hieronymus Formschneider,
1533.
Gerle, Hans. Musica Teutsch, auf die In/strument der grossen unnd kleinen Geygen auch Lautten, /
welcher massen die mit grund und art irer Composicion / auss dem gesang in die Tabulatur zu ordnen
/ und zu setzen ist, sampt verborgener applica/cion und kunst, / Darinnen ein liebhaber und anfanger
berürter Instrument so dazu Lust und ney/gung tregt, on ein sonderlichen Meyster mensürlich durch
tegliche ubung leichtlich / begreiffen und lernen mag, vormals im Truck nye und ytzo durch Hans
Gerle / Lutinist zu Nurenberg aussgagen. / 1537. Nuremberg: Hieronymus Formschneider, 1537.
Gerle, Hans. Musica und Tabulatur, auff die In/strument der kleinen und grossen Gey/gen, auch
Lautten, Welcher massen die mit grundt und art irer / composition, aus dem gesang in die Tabulatur
zu ordnen und / zu setzen ist, sampt verborgener Application unnd kunst, darin / ein ytlicher
liebhaber und anfenger berürter Instrument so / darzu naigung dregt an ein sunderlichen Meyster
men/surlich durch Tegliche ubung leychtlich kumen kan, Von newem / Corrigirt und durch auss
gebessert, Durch Hansen Gerle / Lautten macher zü Nürnberg. Im / M. D. XXXXvi. Jar. / Gemert mit. 9.
Teutscher und 36. Welscher auch Frantzöscher Liedern, Unnd 2. Mudeten, / wie das Register anzeygt.
/ Mit Rhö. Kayser. May. Auffs New in fünff Jaren nit nach zü drücken / Bey straff fünfzehen
Marcklötdigs Goldts. Nuremberg: Hieronymus Formschneider, 1546.
Gerle, Hans. Eyn Newes sehr Künstlichs / Lautenbuch, darinen Preambel, unnd / Welsche Tentz, mit
vier stimmen, von den berumbsten / Lutenisten, Francisco Milaneso. Anthoni Rotta. Joan Maria.
Rosseto / Simon Gintzler und andern mehr gemacht, und zu samen getra/gen, aus welscher ihn
teusche Tabulatur versetzt, durch / Hanssen Gerle den Eltern, Burger zu Nüren/berg vormals nie
gesehen, noch im / Truck aussgangen. / M. D. LII. Nuremberg: Hieronymus Formschneider, 1552.
Heckel, Wolff. DISCANT / Lautten Buch, von mancherley / schönen und lieblichen stucken, mit zweyen
Lautten / zusamen zuschlagen, und auch sonst das mehrer theyl / allein für sich selbst. Gute Teutsche,
Lateinische, Frantzösische, Itallianische Stuck oder lieder. Auch / vilfaltige Newe Tentz, sampt
mancherley Fantaseyen, Recercari, Pavana, Saltarelli, Unnd Gassenhawer, etc. Durch Wolffen Heckel
von München, Bur/ger zu Strassburg Auff das aller lieblichst in / ein verstendige Tabulatur nach
geschribner art / aussgesetzt und zusamengebracht, welisches vor nie also ge/sehen worden. /
Getruckt zu Strassburg durch Urban / Wyss Rechenmeister. Im Jar M.D.L.VI. 1556. Strassburg: Urban
Wyss Rechenmeister, 1556.
Heckel, Wolff. DISCANT. / Lautten Buch, von mancherley / schönen und lieblichen stucken, mit
zweyen Lautten / zusamen zuschlagen, und auch sonst das mehrer theyl allein für sich selbst. Gu/te
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Teutsche, Lateinische, Frantzösische, Itallianische Stuck oder lieder. Auch / vilfaltige Newe Tentz,
sampt mancherley Fantaseyen, Recercari, Pavana, / Saltarelli, Unnd Gassenhawer, &c. Durch Wolffen
Heckel von Mün/chen, Burger zu Strassburg. Auff das aller lieblichst in ein / verstendiger Tabulatur
nach geschribner art aussge/setzt, und zusamen gebracht. Getruckt zu Strassburg am Kornmarck /
bey Christian Müller, Im Jar M.D.LXII. Strassburg: Christian Müller, 1562.
Heckel, Wolff. TENOR. / Lautten Buch, von mancherley / schönen und lieblichen stucken, mit zweyen
Lautten / zusamen zu schlagen, und auch sonst das mehrer theyl allein für sich selbst. Gu/te Teutsche,
Lateinische, Frantzösische, Itallianische Stuck oder lieder. Auch / vilfaltige Newe Tentz, sampt
mancherley Fantaseyen, Recercari, Pavana, / Saltarelli, Unnd Gassenhawer, &c. Durch Wolffen
Heckel von Mün/chen, Burger zu Strassburg. Auff das aller lieblichst in ein / verstendiger Tabulatur,
nach geschribner art, aussge/setzt, und zusamen gebracht. / Getruckt zu Strassburg am Kornmarck /
bey Christian Müller, Im Jar, / M.D.LXII. 1562. Strassburg: Christian Müller, 1562.
Jobin, Bernhard (publisher). Das Erste Büch / Newerlessner / Fleissiger ettlicher viel / Schöner
Lautenstück, von artlichen / Fantaseyen, lieblichen Teütschen, Fräntzösischen / unnd Italiänischen
Liedern / künstlichen Lateini/schen Muteten, mit vier und fünff stimmen, Auch / lustigen allerhand
Passomezen: in die Teutsche / Tabulatur, zü nutz und gefallen allen diser Kunst / lehrbegingen,
fürnämlich den jenigen, so der fremb/den Welschen Tabulatur etwas unerfahr/ner, auff das
verständtlichenst und rich/tigest zusamen getragen, geord/net, und auch selber / getruckt, / Durch
Bernhard Jobin, / Burger zü Strassburg. / M.D.LXXII. Strassburg: Bernhard Jobin, 1572.
Judenkünig, Hans. Utilis & compen/diaria introductio, qua ut fun/damento iacto quam facillime
mu/sicum exercitium, instrumentorum / & Lutine, & quod vulgo Gey/gen nominant, addiscitur labore
/ studio & impensis Joannis Ju/denkunig de Schbebischen / Gmundt in communem omnium / usum &
utilitatem typis ex/cudendum primum exhi/bitum. Viennae. / Austriae. Vienna: Hans Judenkünig,
151?. [Vienna: Hans Singriener?], 151?.
Judenkünig, Hans. 1.5.2.3. / Ain schone / kunstliche under/weisung in disem / büechlein, leychtlich zu
be/greyffen den rechten grund / zu lernen auff der Lautten / und Geygen, mit vleiss ge/macht dürch
Hans Juden/künig, pirtig von Schwe/bischen Gmünd Lutenist, / yetz zu Wien in Osterreich.2nd
volume:

Item das ander puechlein zuver/nehmen, darinnen du underrichtt / wierdest, den

gesang züversteen was ayn yedliche / noten oder pawss bedeüt, under aynem yedlichen / zaichen
welcher nit singen kan, auch wie ain yedli/cher gesang anfecht, auff der Lautten oder Geygen / und
wievil, ain yedliche noten, in den Ligereturen / an ainander gepunden, gilt, darnach wie du zwo / oder
drey stym züsamen setzen soldest auss dem ge/sang, in die Tabalatur under ain mensur einge/taylt,
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und gerechnet muess werden. Und wie / die noten, unvolkumen gemacht werden, / in den
volkhumen zaichen, und welche / gealterieret wierdt, das ist aine yedli/chen nutz züwissen, Wiewol
es jetzt / wenig der gebrauch ist in dem ge/sang, noch ist gemainiklich der / aller pesst gesang, in
mani/cherlay zaichen versatzt, / darumb ist es dier / von noten zu / wissen. Vienna: Hans Singriener,
1523.
Newsidler, Hans. Ein Newgeordent Künstlich Lau/tenbuch, In zwen theyl getheylt. Der erst für die
anfahenden / Schuler, die aus rechter kunst und grundt nach der Tabulatur, sich one / einichen
Meyster darin zuüben haben, durch ein leicht Exempel dieser / punctlein . .. … …. wohin man mit
einem yeden finger recht greiffen / sol. Weyter ist angezeigt, wie man die Tabulatur auch die
Men/sur, und die gantz Application recht grundtlich lernen und versteen sol. / Im andern theyl sein
begriffen, vil ausserlessner kunstreicher stuck, / von Muteten, die von den hochberümb/ten, und
besten Organisten, als einen schatz gehalten, die sein mit sonderm fleiss auff / die Organistisch art
gemacht und colorirt, für die geübten und erfarnen di/ser kunst, auff die Lauten dargeben.
Dergleichen vormals nie im / Truck, Aber yetzo durch mich Hansen Newsidler Lutinisten / und Bürger
zu Nürnberg, offentlich aussgangen. / Mit Röm. Keys. und Königk. Ma. freyheit, in / funff iaren nit
nach zu trucken, begnadet. Nuremberg: Johan Petreio, 1536.
Newsidler, Hans. Der ander theil des Lautenbuchs. / Darin sind begriffen, vil ausserlesner
kunstreycher stuck, von Fanta/seyen, Preambeln, Psalmen und Muteten, die von den Hochberümbten
und besten / Organisten, als einen schatz gehalten, die sein mit sonderm fleyss auff die Orga/nistisch
art gemacht und coloriert, für die geübten unnd erfarnen di/ser kunst, auff die Lauten dargeben.
Dergleichen vormals nie im / Truck, aber yetzo durch mich Hansen Newsidler Lutinisten / und Bürger
zu Nürnberg, offenlich aussgangen. / Mit Röm. Keys. und Königk. Ma. freyheit, in/ funff jarn nit nach
zu trucken, begnadet. Nuremberg: Johan Petreio, 1536.
Newsidler, Hans. Ein newes Lautenbüchlein, mit vil / schonen Liedern, die gantz artlich und lieb/lich,
auch Teütsch und Welsche Tentz, Auch Welsche und Fran/tzösische Stück, mit sondern fleyss verfasst,
und zusamen / gebracht, Durch mich Hansen Newsidler Lutten/nisten, und Burger zu Nürnberg,
offent/lich aussgegangen, im XL. Jar. / Mit Römischer Kay. und König. May. freyheyt, in / zweyen
Jaren, nicht nach zudrücken, begnadet. Nuremberg: Hans Guldenmundt, 1540.
Newsidler, Hans. Das Erst Buch. / Ein Newes Lautenbüchlein mit vil feinen liebli/chen Liedern, für die
jungen Schuler, die fein leicht und ganz ring zu lernen / seind, auch etlich feine Tenz, Welisch und
Französische Stück, die fein / artlich und lieblich Collerirt, mit sunderm fleys verfast, und / zusamen
gebracht, durch mit Hansen Newsidler / Lutennist und Burger zu Nürnberg, / offentlich ausgangen,
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im M.D.XLIIII. Jar. / Mit Römischer Kay. und König. May. freyheit, / in Fünff Jaren, nicht nach zu
drücken / begnadet. Nuremberg: Hans Günther, 1544.
Newsidler, Hans. Das ander Buch. / Ein New künstich Lautten Buch, für die anfa/henden Schuler, die
aus rechtem grund und kunst nach der Tabulatur, ganz / leicht und ring zu lernen, durch ein leicht
Exempel dieser pünktlein . .. … …., / Wohin man mit einem yeden finger recht und ordenlich greiffen
sol. Weyter / ist angezeygt, wie man die Tabulatur, auch die Menzur, und die ganz appli/cation, recht
und grundtlich lernen und verstehn sol. Mit vil schönen liebli/chen stücken, Teutscher und Welischer
tenz, auch vil artlicher guter Welischer / und Frantzösischer Stück, auch zwo schlacht, die vor Bafia
und die / Französisch, die seind mit allem fleys, mit lieblicher Colloratur / gemacht, die ein yeder zu
seinem lust gebrauchen mag. / Durch mich Hansen Newsidler, Lutinisten und / Burger zu Nürnberg
zusamen gebracht, / und offenlich aussgangen, im D.M.XVIIII. Jar. / Mit Römischer Kay. und König.
May. freyheit / inn Fünff Jaren, nicht nach zu drücken / begnadet. Nuremberg: Hans Günther, 1544.
Newsidler, Hans. Das Dritt Buch. / Ein New künstlich Lauten Buch, darin vil treff/licher grosser
Maisterlichen kunst stück, vom Psalmen, und Muteten, ein auss/geklaubter kern, die in dieser zeyt
die berumbtisten Stück sind, und vor / der keins nye in druck kumen, aber itzo durch mich Hansen
Newsi/dler Lutenisten und Burger zu Nürmberg, mit allem fleiss / zusamen gebracht, und offentlich /
aussgangen. / Mit Römischer Kay. und Künigk. May. freyheit, / in Fünff Jarn nit nach zudrucken, Erst
hewr / auff ein Newes begnadet. / M.D.XLIIII Jar. Nuremberg: Hans Günther, 1544.
Newsidler, Hans. Das Erst Buch. / Ein Newes Lautenbüchlein mit vil feiner lieblichen Liedern, / für die
jungen Schuler, die fein leicht unnd ganz ring zu lernen seind, auch etlich / feine Tenz, Welisch unnd
Frantzösische Stück, die fein artlich unnd lieb/lich Collerirt, mit sündern fleys verfast, unnd zusamen
gebracht, / durch mich Hansen Neusidler Lutennisten unnd Burger / zü Nürnberg, offentlich
aussgangen, im / M.D.XLVII. / Mit Römischer Kay. unnd König. May. freyheit, / inn Fünff Jaren nicht
nach zu drücken / begnadet. Nuremberg: Christoff Gutknecht, 1547.
Newsidler, Hans. Das Ander Buch / Ein new künstlich Lauten Buch, erst yetzo von newem ge/macht,
für junge und alte Schüler, die auss rechtem grund und kunst, nach der Ta/bulatur, ganz leicht und
ring zu lernen, durch ein leicht Exempel diser pünctlein / . .. … …., wohin man mit einem yeden finger
recht und ordenlich greyssen soll, und / wie man die Tabulatur unnd die Menzur gantz leichtich
lernen unnd verstehn / soll, mit vil schönem lieblichen Teutschen, Welchen, Frantzösischen unnd
La/teynischen Stücken, Tentzen, und Preambeln, unnd die Schlacht vor Pavia, die seind mit allem
fleyss gemacht, durch mich Hansen / Newsidler Lutinisten und Burger zu Nürnberg / zusamen
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gebracht und offenlich / aussgangen. / M.D.XLIX. / Mit Römischer Key. und König. May. freyheit, / inn
Fünff Jaren nicht nach zu drücken, / begnadet. Nuremberg: Jul. Paulus Fabritius Laub, 1549.
Newsidler, Melchior. Teutsch Lauten/buch / Darinnen / kunstliche Muteten, lieb/liche Italianische,
Fräntzösische, Teüt/sche Stuck, fröliche Teütsche Täntz, Passo e / mezo, Saltarelle, und drei
Fantaseien Alles mit / fleiss aussgesetzt, auch artlich und / zierlich Coloriert / durch / Melchior
Newsidler, Bur/ger und Lautenist in Augspurg. / Getruckt zü Strassburg, durch / Bernhart Jobin, Im
Jar. / 1574. Strassburg: Bernard Jobin, 1574.
Waissel, Matthäus. Lautenbuch / Darinn / VON DER TA/bulatur und Application der Lauten /
gründlicher und voller Unterricht: Sampt ausserlesenen Deudt/schen und Polnischen Tentzen,
Passamezen, Gailliarden, Deudtschen Vi/lanellen, Neapolitanen, und Phantasien: / Auff der Lauten zu
schlagen gantz fleissig zugerichtet, und allen Lieb/habern dieser Kunst zu nutz und gefallen in den
Druck gegeben, / Durch / MATTHAEUM WAISSELIUM / Bartensteinensem Borussum. / Gedruckt zu
Franckfurt an der Oder, durch Andream / Eichorn, Anno: M.D.XCII. / Werden verkaufft bey Paul
Brackfelt. Frankfurt: Andreas Eichorn, 1592.
Wecker, Hans Jacob. Tenor / Lautenbuch vonn mancherley schönen / und lieblichen stucken mit
zweyen lauten zusamen zu schlagen, Italienische lieder, Pass’emezi, Saltarelli, Paduane. Weiter
Frantzösische, Teütsche, / mit sampt / mancherley däntzen, durch Hans Jacob Wecker von Basel auffs
aller fleissigest auff zwo lauten / züsamen gesetzt. Gedruckt zu Basel, durch Ludwig Lück, im MDLII.
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